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ABS'IRACI 

This dissertation uses laboratory econ:mic experinents to test the :in::entive 

effects of regulatory policies arrl practices lU1der asyrmetric infonnation conditions. 

Significant results arrl policy inplications are obta:ired on the traditional use of 

rate-of-return regulation (ROOR) to regulate natural roompolies, arrl on the practice of 

restricting such finns fran entering an:i1l.ary markets. 

The objective of the first several chapters is to test the :in::entive effects of RrnR. 

on market perfonnance. Results confinn long-standing theories of :in::entive malfunctions 

of RrnR. Ore result shows that lU1der voluntary canplian:e, RrnR is canpletely 

ineffective for regulating single sellers ~ cost infonnation is private to finns, 

allC7Ning than to misrepresent costs arrl eam nnnopoly profits. \\ben finn's do not know 

market deman:i, they capture less surplus, but still eam above ROOR expected returns. 

l-lhen stochastic auditing is added with varying penalty rates arrl audit probabilities, 

significant cost overestimates remain camr:m. Theoretical analysis explains the 

potential source of this aronaly as being the use of historical cost infonnatitm in rate 

setting When excess profits are used as the audit ben::hnark. Other results show that in 

perfect repeated static inqJlenentations of RrnR, wasteful input use will occur manifested 

as rate base padding or Averch-Jolmson type selection of inefficient input coobinations. 

lIrother chapter addresses the consequences of deregulating RrnR franchise finns 

allC7Ning them to enter an:illary markets. A stylized roodel of the telecamunications 

irrlustry is created arrl experiIrentally tested to detennine if anti-canpetitive finn 

behavior results v.ihen entry restrictions are lifted. Results offer no support for the 

argurents that regulated finns will use rooropol y market earnings to tu:XJerwrite ancillary 

market operations ("deep pocket'), engpge in predatory pricing, or unfair canpetition. 

Economic argurents for re.nvving entry barriers to inqJrove market perfonr.:m:e (:in::reased 

output and lONer prices) are substantiated. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major shifts in economic thought over the past two 

decades has been a rising dissatisfaction with traditional 

regulatory economics. This change of view can be seen as following 

two paths. The first is to attempt to design new regulatory 

procedures or mechanisms that would improve upon rate-of-return 

regulation (RORR), the traditional method used in the United States 

to control natural monopolies. The second has been to advocate 

deregulation in order to increase competition, thereby raising 

productive and social efficiency. The argument for deregulation is 

that increased competition does more to enhance firm performance 

than improved regulation. 

Both of these views can be seen in recent policy 

implementation. Federal regulatory agencies and many state 

regulatory agenciesl have been trying new forms of regulation, such 

as "social contract" regulation, "price cap" regulation, "incentive" 

regulation, and combinations of these, among others. Partial 

deregulation has also been implemented widely, notably in industries 

such as airlines, financial services, trucking, and 

1 See Megdal (1988) for a survey of state regulatory 
and legislative activity on alternatives to RORR. 

commision 
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I .. 2 te ecommun~cat~ons. 

Each of the above regulatory alternatives to RORR imply 

specific information requirements and have largely unknown incentive 

properties. This is acknowledged in the scant empirical and 

theoretical analysis of social contract and price cap regulatory 

h . 3 mec an~sms. One exception is incentive regulation which is 

specifically designed to deal with the informational asymmetries 

prevalent in RORR and whose literature will be discussed below. 

However, even incentive regulation has not previously been studied 

in direct comparison with actual (as compared to ideal) RORR as 

. d4 
pract~ce 

When deregulation has been used as an alternative to RORR, it 

h f b il d 1 · 5 1·· i f as 0 ten een mp emente on y ~n part, resu t~ng ~n a m xture 0 

regulatory policies or procedures that may be mutually incompatible. 

Partial deregulation is sometimes accompanied by residual RORR 

regulation. This may cause divergent incentives and inconsistent 

informational requirements which could lead to a situation that 

2 
See Gerston (1988); Derthick and Quirk (1985); and selected 

articles in Gies and Sichel, eds. (1982), Backman, ed. (1981); and 
Phillips, ed. (1975). 
3 See Brennan (1988); Vog1esang (1989); Lewis and Sappington 
(1988b); Braeutigam and Panzar (1988); and Face (1988). 
4 

See Joskow and Schmalensee (1986) for a practical assessment of 
incentive regulation for electric utilities. 
5 For deregulatory reform literature see Footnote 2 in this 
chapter. 
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might be inferior to either full deregulation or complete 

regulation. Therefore, the study of firm behavior under RORR when 

faced with partial deregulation is of relevance. 

The above offers motivation for the analysis of RORR as the 

benchmark against which regulatory reforms can be compared. This 

dissertation uses laboratory experiments to develop an empirical 

basis for judging current regulatory practice and suggestions for 

regulatory reform. 

Disertation Overview 

Rate-of-return regulation (RORR) was designed and implemented 

early this century as a means of controlling natural monopoly, well 

before economic theories of information and incentives were 

developed. Consequently, RORR is justifiably criticized by 

economists for its unrealistic information presumptions and 

incentive malfunctions. These criticisms have led to various 

theories of incentive regulation intended to improve upon RORR [see 

Volgelsang-Finsinger (1979); Finsinger-Voge1sang (1981); Loeb-Magat 

(1979); Harrison-McKee (1985); and Cox-Isaac (1987)] and 

principal-agent "optimal" regulatory mechanism design [see Baron and 

Myerson (1982); Sappington (1983); Baron and Besanko (1984a, 1984b, 

1987); Sappington and Sibley (1985); Besanko and Sappington (1987); 

and Laffont and Tirole (1986); among many others]. Recent surveys 

detailing significant theoretical work on regulation under 
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asymmetric information can be found in Sappington and Stiglitz 

(1987) and Ca11iaud, Guesnerie, Rey, and Tiro1e (1988).6 

However, the failures of RORR have scant empirical 

documentation. Field data necessary to test relevant predictions 

either do not exist, are unavailable, or lack systematic academic 

1 . 7 ana YS1.s. The few court cases and administrative proceedings 

documented tend to identify only those theoretical malfunctions 

explicitly held illegal. 

Furthermore, RORR has rarely been subj ected to experimental 

scrutiny [see the discussion of Daughety-Forsythe (1987a), (1987b) 

below] .. To date, natural monopoly behavior under RORR has not been 

examined via experiments designed to test the incentive effects of 

RORR in the presence of asymmetric information. Thus, the bases for 

negative appraisals of RORR are pure theory and casual observation. 

This dissertation systematically explores the performance of 

monopolies under RORR through laboratory experimentation. A series 

of treatments are conducted to test for incentive malfunctions 

6 Crew and Kleindorfer (1986) discuss the limitations of the use 
of the optimal Bayesian incentive compatible mechanism framework for 
practical regulatory proposals. They suggest that the requirement 
on the regulator to have a publicly defendable 'subjective' 
probability function on firm cost conditions would be a barrier to 
practical implementation. 
7 Some notable exceptions include empirical studies of the 
Averch-Johnson (A-J) effect by the McKay (1976) survey; Courville 
(1974); Hayashi and Trapani (1976); Peterson (1975); Spann (1974); 
Boyes (1976); Smithson (1978); and Nelson and Wohar (1983). 
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commonly attributed to RORR. This is accomplished by intially using 

the basic cost model of Cox-Isaac (1987), so that RORR performance 

can be explicitly compared with previous experiments of incentive 

regulation. This is combined with a modification of the oligopoly 

model of regulation in the Daughety and Forsythe papers which uses 

an Operating Ratio (OR) constraint to regulate firm profits [see 

Chapter 2 for a complete discussion of the model]. 

In Chapter 2, RORR is implemented first without explicit 

enforcement or sanctions. This corresponds closely to actual 

regulatory practice due to limited government audit capabilities and 

bureaucratic malaise [see Kahn (1970), and Breyer (1982)]. In this 

treatment, where the monopolist knows demand, it is found that firms 

do misrepresent costs to quickly achieve monopoly outcomes, i.e., 

this form of RORR is completely ineffective. Under demand 

uncertainty, fewer monopoly rents are extracted and monopoly 

efficiency suffers due to a slower rate of convergence. 

from 26 experiments are reported. 

Results 

Probabilistic auditing, accompanied by proportionate fines for 

cost misrepresentation, is investigated in Chapter 3. Detection 

probabilities and fine levels are varied to determine if simple 

misrepresentation can be obviated. A zero-profit-condition 

treatment is also considered to force direct cost revelation. 

Analysis of 20 experiments reveal consistent cost misrepresentation 
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by firms independent of penalty scheme (fine level), audit 

probabilities, or their sequencing. Multiple observations were made 

of systematic strategic firm behavior in the form of "cycling", such 

that firms, through periodic cost misrepresentation, could position 

themselves on a preferred, profit-enhancing path. A model is 

developed and it is proved that any scheme that bases penalties on 

excess profits due to cost misrepresentation actually results in 

worse incentives. 

Next, "rate base padding" or"gold-plating" [see Bailey (1970) 

and Zajac (1972)] is considered in Chapter 4 by allowing firms to 

make unproductive investments that enter the rate base. The intent 

is to see if such rate padding will occur. Results from 4 

experiments and one pilot are reported. Subject firms consistently 

pad throughout, but, except in 2 cases, less than optimally. 

The final specific RORR treatment using similar cost and demand 

conditions, also considered in Chapter 4, tests for the 

Averch-Johnson effect [see Averch-Johnson (1962) and Baumol and 

Klevorick (1970)}. Monopoly firms are allowed to select input 

combinations (at fixed prices), where one input enters the rate base 

and the other does not. Using a discrete set of input combination 

choices, subjects quickly converge to economically inefficient, 

though payment maximizing, excess capital accumulation outcomes. 

Results from 5 experiments are analyzed. 
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There are several motivations for the analysis in Chapters 2, 3 

and 4 The first is simply to provide direct tests of several 

models of RORR performance that are well known, but remain 

controversial. The sustained disputes as to the predictive merits 

of these models are in part a result of a lack of thorough empirical 

evidence. The laboratory experiments reported herein give clear 

tests of these theories based on the theoretical assumptions made. 

In terms of the existing theory, the experiments reported in 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 strongly support the following claims: 1) 

regulation based on voluntary cost revelation is completely 

ineffective; and 2) under suitable conditions, regulation does 

induce inefficient input use. 

that auditing (based on 

Also found was the unexpected result 

historical costs), together with 

profit-based penalties, worsens the incentives for cost 

misrevelation. 

The second purpose of the experiments in Chapter 2 - 4 is to 

provide a benchmark against which other forms of regulation, such as 

incentive regulation, can be judged. For example, Cox-Isaac and 

Harrison-McKee, in interpreting their laboratory results testing 

various incentive regulatory mechanisms, compare the performance of 

incentive regulation schemes with the ideal performance of RORR. 

The results presented herein demonstrate that this is not correct 

and leads to understatements of the potential benefits, in terms of 
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economic efficiency and consumer welfare, to be made from 

instituting incentive regulatory schemes to replace RORR. 

Furthermore, experimental studies of incentive regulation, to date, 

have not addressed such issues as the efficiency of input choices. 

These experiments provide a basis for extending incentive regulation 

experimentation and the theory of regulatory audit in the future 

(see Chapter 6). 

The final line of RORR research in Chapter 5 extends the study 

of incentive malfunctions and informational asymmetries under a 

specific type of regulatory reform. The partial deregulation of a 

franchise firm allowing it to enter a secondary, unregulated market 

while maintaining its primary RORR market is experimentally tested. 

A simple stylized model of the telecommunciations industry is 

formulated and operationalized in order to use "realistic n 

laboratory market parameters to test the proposed policy change. 

Four separate (and three baseline) treatments were designed to 

examine the common legal and economic arguments for and against 

lifting barriers on regulated firms that restrict them from entering 

ancillary unregulated markets. Treatments were conducted to test 

whether franchise firm deep pockets or cost advantages would lead to 

unfair competition or predatory pricing. Further, cross-price 

subsidization was imposed to see if regulated firm behavior in the 

unregulated market would change once allowed entry into a secondary 
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market. Results from 28 experiments are reported. They uniformly 

demonstrate that market performance is always improved as a result 

of the removal of entry barriers. Incentive malfunctions such as 

predatory pricing, deep pocket effects, and unfair competition were 

not prevelant. Significantly," safe haven" behavior was exhibited 

by franchise firms when they exited the secondary market, retreating 

to the monopoly market, when incurring losses in the unregulated 

market. The policy implications of this chapter will be further 

explored in future research, as discussed in Chapter 6. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The 

next section presents a summary of the relevant theorectical and 

experimental literature on incentive regulation. This literature 

argues that incentive regulation is superior to perfectly enforced 

RORR, notwithsta~ding a realistic implementation of RORR. Further, 

the theoretical and experimental literature that corresponds to the 

partial deregulation of a RORR firm to allow it to enter and 

unregulated ancillary market or the policy issues that are relevant 

to this analysis, is also discussed. 

Literature Review and Discussion 

There are three significant incentive mechanisms to regulate 

natural monopoly which have been experimentally tested. First, 

Harrison and McKee (1985) tested a "modified" Loeb-Magat (1979) 

dominant-strategy revelation mechanism (1M). The 1M mechanism 
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details a price-choosing regulated (decreasing-average-cost) natural 

monopoly, that is paid a subsidy, by the regulatory agency, which is 

equal to the total consumers' surplus at the firm's price. 

Information allocation within the original 1M process involves both 

the regulator and firm knowing market demand, while not requiring 

the regulator to know firm cost structures. Harrison and McKee test 

this process where the firm does not know market demand. The 1M 

mechanism, through direct transfer incentives, drives the regulated 

profit-maximizing monopoly to set price equal to marginal cost as a 

dominant strategy, resulting in efficient market (output and price) 

and cost outcomes. Harrison and McKee, and later by Cox and Isaac 

(1987) in a different environment (see below), demonstrated that the 

1M mechanism behaved as predicted in the laboratory setting. 

However, the mechanism's resulting politically infeasible (i. e., 

large) subsidy levels and stringent informational requirements 

(i.e., perfect knowledge of market demand by both firm and 

regulator) motivated further research. 

Second, Cox and Isaac (1987) operationalized the Finsinger and 

Vogelsang (1981) incentive process (FV), characterized as an 

iterative approximation to 1M. The FV theoretical prediction of 

efficient market outcomes (i.e. , profit maxi~izing prices 

monotonically decreasing and converging to the intersection of the 

demand and marginal cost curve) were realized by Cox-Isaac within a 
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different cost environment than that used by Harrison-McKee. This 

cost structure was also used in the Cox-Isaac 1M replication 

experiments. Use of a standard test environment then allowed 1M 

benchmark comparisons with the tests of FV and the "new" mechanism, 

proposed by Cox-Isaac (CI). The FV process was seen as a superior 

mechanism to 1M since, in addition to the optimal convergence 

properties, the FV mechanism had two other desirable properties not 

found in 1M, including: (1) no requirement that the regulator know 

the firm's cost or consumer demand curve; and (2) a smaller firm 

subsidy. Cox-Isaac discovered, however, that the FV mechanism 

contained a "Seagraves" (1984) price cycle problem of being 

permanently unforgiving of errors, causing subject (firm) bankruptcy 

in a laboratory setting. As noted by Cox-Isaac, these results had 

great implications for public policy analysis, forcing their 

recommendation against further consideration of the FV mechanism as 

a practical regulatory process alternative. 

The failures of the 1M and FV mechanisms led Cox - Isaac to 

develop the theoretical properties and experimentally test a "new" 

incentive regulation mechanism (hereafter CI). The CI process 

limits information requirements and maintains incentives to converge 

to optimal outcomes, but avoids destructive Seagraves price cycles. 

The CI mechanism investigation provided theoretical and experimental 

evidence that an iterative, demand revealing institution will direct 
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regulated monopoly behavior toward efficient outcomes without the FV 

bankruptcy results. Furthermore, by running a limited number of 

heuristic experiments where firm's had no information of market 

demand conditions, the CI mechanism continued to generate efficient 

outcomes. This was evidence that the CI mechanism may go even 

fu~ther than FV in limiting the requirement that the regulator have 

complete knowledge of market demand, to one where any demand 

information on the part of the regulator is unnecessary. 

One of the initial purposes of the aforementioned experiments 

was to investigate the performance properties of regulatory schemes 

that had been suggested as ways of improving upon RORR. Each of the 

mechanisms were compared "'ith aypothetical outcomes of a natural 

monopoly operating under perfectly implemented and audited RORR, or 

in its absence, perfect theoretical monopoly outcomes. !lowever, 

monopoly firm behavior under RORR using the Cox-Isaac (or 

Harrison-McKee) cost environment was never experimentally tested. 

Therefore, any claims or comparisons of improved monopoly 

performance and efficiency gains by the incentive mechanisms over 

RORR outcomes requires further thought. Furthermore, the iterative 

nature of the FV and CI mechanisms' required that the firm's optimal 

path be contingent on the starting price and quantity level. 

Experimental implementation of these mechanisms used the RORR 

theoretical outcome (for the Cox-Isaac r:arameters used herein, Q~8 
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units and P ~AC ~ $4.28, respectively) to begin the price sequence 

process. Without verifying empirical (laboratory) evidence that the 

RORR equilibrium (i. e., average cost pricing) would be reached or 

maintained, its use as a boundary from which convergence is measured 

mus t be reviewed. Therefore, benchmark experiment~. testing the 

behavior of a Cox-Isaac decreasing-cost natural monopoly under RORR 

were advocated to complete the evaluation of proposed incentive 

process alternatives. 

Initially, attention was restricted to a problem of RORR 

implementation, honest cost revelation by regulated firms. The 

hypothesis formulated is that firms have the capacity to overstate 

costs and will do so to enhance profits. Given the often inadequate 

auditing functions of most regulators, this most often results in 

increased profits or monopoly rents realized by the firm. This 

problem can be tested give~ a fixed cost schedule if this is unknown 

to the regulator, except by historical examination. Once behavioral 

results are determined through experimentation on an unaudited RORR 

monopolist, increased auditing probabilities can be imposed on the 

firm to discern changes in cost revelation and its effect on market 

efficiency. Kahn (1970), Breyer (1982), and other regulatory policy 

analysts discuss the limited auditing and sanctions imposed upon the 

cost-misrepresenting RORR monopolist. Theoretical analysis of the 

auditing problem in regulation has not examined RORR but has been 
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limited to the use of auditing as a proposed incentive regulatory 

scheme in and of itself. Notably, Baron and Besanko (1984a) develop 

a one period model and characterize an optimal auditing strategy for 

a regulator who is less informed than the firm about costs, which 

results in a revelation game equilibrium with an ex post observable 

cost report. They do not however extend this to multiple periods. 

This particular model will be discussed further in the extension 

discussion in Chapter 6. 

Previous theoretical work on the problems of regulatory 

audit makes strong information assumptions on what the regulator 

knows about cost conditions. It most often uses the Bayesian 

optimal mechanism design approach. Baron and Besanko (l984a), for 

example, presume that the regulator has full information about the 

firm's cost function up to a single parameter. Sappington and 

Sibley (1985) presume that the regulator does not know the firm's 

cost function, but they still assume perfect and costless 

information on actual costs with a one period lag. As stated 

earlier, this does not conform to standard regulatory practice. 

Therefore, cost information must be gathered from firms' cost 

reports, and there is an incentive for firms to misrepresent costs, 

potentially leading to the type of anomalous behavior found in the 

audit experiments reported in Chapter 3. 

The first regulatory incentive malfunction reported extensively 
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in the literature was the Averch-Johnson (A-J) effect, examined in 

Chapter 4. The results in the pioneering article of Averch and 

Johnson (1962) were refined by Baumol and Klevorick (1970); Bailey 

and Malone (1970); Takayama (1969); and Zajac (1970); among others. 

A brief characterization of the hyptothesis is that RORR will induce 

firms to employ a larger than efficient capital-labor ratio because 

the imposition of the regulatory constraint, providing an implicit 

return on capital, will induce firms to choose a an input mix which 

is not cost minimizing. Any test of this hypothesis requires a firm 

decision-problem involving inpqt selection and output (or price) 

choice and therefore a discrete approximation to a continuum of 

input choices at all firm production levels. Neither the 

Harrison-McKee or Cox-Isaac experimental subjects faced varied costs 

through an input decision choice. 

Another generalization of the A-J effecl':: tested in Chapter 4 

states that RORR provides no penalty but offers a reward for 

wasteful capital expenditures even if there is no substitution away 

from other inputs. This would generalize the problem known as 

"rate base padding" or "gold plating" considered by Bailey (1970) 

and Zajac (1970), under RORR. Both Zajac (1970) and Edelson (1971) 

showed that padding is unprofitable for a completely informed 

regulated firm that profit maximizes and is allowed to choose and 

mix inputs without constraint. In 1972, Zajac found that under 
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specific circumstances, where 1) profitable investment to the firm 

is limited, 2) capital summarizes the production side of the firm, 

and 3) the allowed rate of return is greater than the cost of 

capital, rate base padding can be profitable. As many regulators 

continue to believe that this hypotesis is valid, this perverse case 

was tested in Chapter 4 as a potential incentive malfunction of 

RORR. An experimental design where a cost schedule is a choice 

variable was required. Previous experimental research has not 

specifically offered subjects the choice of cost schedules subject 

to a regulatory constraint except in terms of investment in research 

and development [see Isaac and Reynolds (1988)]. 

Prior research specifically related to the questions posed in 

Chapter 5 is limited. Experimental methodology has been used to 

address these particular regulatory, market structure, and 

anti-trust issues of the deregulation of a RORR monopoly firm 

allowing it to enter a secondary "competitive" market. As stated 

earlier, Daughety and Forsythe (l987a, 1987b) have done experimental 

research on duopolies and triopolies, invoking and removing 

industry-wide rate regulation in a laboratory setting. Their work 

centered around issues of communication and tacit collusion between 

firms. Though not of specific interest to Chapter 5 (or previous 

chapters) where firms are prohibited from explicit communication, 

they did conduct the first real tests of imposing and removing 
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regulation on oligopoly markets as is done in Chapter 5. They 

found that firms would develop reputations for cooperation in the 

regulated phase (with communication) which carried over into 

deregulated phases (without communication). Tney conclude that this 

is a result of some residual value of communication between the 

firms under regulation. 

Earlier, Isaac and Smith (1985) tried to produce predatory 

pricing in the laboratory. A duopoly with asymmetric costs was used 

to capture dominant-firm induced "deep pockets." Scale economies 

and sunk entry costs were used to discourage re-entry. Fixed costs 

and regulated franchise entry were not implemented as in Chapter 5, 

however. Conducting ten base experiments and treatments to test 

various antitrust remedies, they found no predatory pricing. The 

dominant firm theory equilibrium was the predominant outcome. 

Kruse (1988) looked at a natural duopoly with excess capacity, 

adding a third firm to determine if excess capacity in a market, 

rather than an increase in the number of sellers, will influence 

efficiency. Her study was done in the context of monopoly 

contestabi1ity rather than that of a franchise firm being allowed 

into a secondary competitive market. Unlike in Kruse, the model of 

Chapter 5 specifically details a market with capacity constraints, 

where one firm will not be able to service the entire ancillary 

market upon entry. 
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Recen~ly, Braeutigam and Panzar (1988) have developed 

theoretical price and cost based regulatory models which allow 

franchise firms to diversify into competitive markets. They analyze 

these models with respect to incentives for cost misreporting, 

choices of prices and output levels, and diversification into 

competitive markets. Lewis and Sappington (1988) find an 

informational effect which counteracts a franchise firm's incentive 

to overstate production costs in their regua1ated market upon entry 

into a competitive unregulated market. Their results are based on 

strong cost and regulated market pricing assumptions. Both of these 

works represent a potential theoretical framework for the merging of 

the various elements analyzed in this dissertation. 

pursued in future research as discussed in Chapter 6. 

This will be 
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Chapter 2 

RORR MONOPOLY COST MISREPRESENTATION UNDER ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION: 

The Voluntary Cost Revelation Case 

This chapter considers the behavior of subjects within the 

environment of a natural monopoly operating under a simplified form 

of rate-of-return regulation (RORR). Information conditions are 

varied to correspond to actual regulatory environments. The intent 

is to study the various problems that might occur within RORR 

implementation. To this end, a representative model of natural 

monopoly under RORR must consider the following in order to become 

operational in a laboratory environment. 

Current rate-of-return regulatory practice is based on the 

presumption that, once an optimal regulatory policy is established, 

the natural monopoly will faithfully implement the policy through 

~ccurate cost revelation. This assumes that the regulator would be 

able to detect any deviation. However, problems arise and 

informational asymmetries occur as the regulator obtains cost and 

technological information from the firm. The incomplete information 

condition under which regulatory agencies work forces the use of 

historical cost data as the standard under which the regulated 

monopoly is monitored and rates are set. Firm's can misreport costs 

causing economic and social inefficiencies. Regulators focus on the 
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incentive for firms to overstate costs in order to justify future 

rate increases. The use of historical cost data precludes firm 

response that costs are overestimated strictly due to uncertainty. 

The question then becomes whether firms are strategically 

overstating (historical) costs to extract monopoly rents. 

Firms can be audited, excess profits disallowed, penalties 

imposed, and customer refunds ordered. However, detailed monitoring 

is never perfect, often conditional upon previous infractions, very 

expensive, and rarely undertaken in a systematic way. Furthermore, 

monetary administrative remedies and fines, for which standards were 

set decades ago, are small and rarely used as sanctions for monopoly 

cost misrepresentation. Government audit capabilities are limited 

and combined with bureacratic malaise according to Kahn (1970) and 

Breyer (1982). They estimate that no more than 10 - 15% of regulated 

firm cost estimates and reports are successfully audited. This is 

mainly due to j oint production and management processes and an 

inability to fully distribute costs between functions, as well as 

limited funding. Standard RORR theoretical models, however, are 

based on an assumption of perfect enforcement under perfect 

information. In fact, actual regulatory practice is closer to the 

opposite extreme of no enforcement and voluntary cost 

representation. It is this more realistic alternative that is being 

examined and experimentally tested in this chapter. This no-audit 
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case will be contrasted with imperfect enforcement in Chapter 3. 

All of the experiments in this chapter, and those in Chapter 

3, consider a natural monopolist with decreasing costs and utilize 

the basic cost and demand schedules from Cox-Isaac (1987). These are 

represented in Figure 2.1. The Cox-Isaac monopoly structure was 

used so that RORR behavioral performance studied herein could be 

explicitly compared with previous research on incentive regulation. 

In searching the literature for laboratory experimental 

implementation similar to RORR, the work of Daughety and Forsythe 

(1987) was unique in its attempt to capture this type of regulatory 

process (for the case of duopoly and oligopoly regulation.) The 

Daughety and Forsythe [1987a, 1987b] model was adapted for use with 

one regulated firm where the cost function for the firm, denoted by 

C. (.), is monotonically non-decreasing. 
1. 

A constraint, imposed to 

regulate prices was formed by taking the average costs (AC) of 

production, and restricting the allowed price via a proportionate 

constant. This operating ratio (OR) constraint takes the ratio of 

firm operating costs to operating revenues, and requiring the 

average to meet or exceed a pre-specified fraction. 

The above model was combined with a deflated Cox-Isaac (1987) 

experimental base cost structure. This was implemented to assure 

that regulated prices were those of Cox- Isaac after adding the 

rate-of-return to firm cost reports. The subsequent price ranges 
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and potential profits are represented in Table 2.1 . 

The specification of the model is as follows. The firm is 

regulated via price and obliged to meet all market demand; this is a 

"common-carrier constraint." The target of the regulator is to set 

output price so that the firm's profit is a fixed percentage of the 

firm's total operating costs. Using simple notation, this is 

represented by n - PQ - C(Q) QC(Q) , where P is the regulated 

price, Q is the quantity demanded at that price (using a buyers' 

decision rule), and Q is the target level profit rate. 

The RORR process is implemented iteratively, where in each 

period the following sequence occurs: 

(i) The firm reports an average cost for the previous 

(H) 

(Hi) 

(iv) 

period, represented by 

The regulator sets Pt by the formula: 

P = (1+ Q ) ACR(Qt_l(Pt _l » 

Given Pt ' buyers purchase Qt(Pt ) for that period. 

The firm earns the profit 

ITt = CPt - AC(Qt(Pt»]Qt(Pt ) 

= [(1 + Q)ACR(Qt_l(Pt _l » - AC(Qt(Pt»]Qt(Pt ) 

Q represents the initial output condition at the start of the 
o 

process. 

Using this procedure, direct revelation of true average cost 
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Table 2.1 

"DEFIATED" COX-ISAAC COSTS AND PROFITS 

Lower Lower Upper Upper Lower Upper 
No. Bound Bound Bound Bound Bound Bound 
Units TC MC AC Bid Price Bid Price Profit Profit* 

1 4.68 4.68 4.68 5.48 6.03 1.35 

2 9.14 4.46 4.57 5.47 6.02 2.90 

3 13.36 4.22 4.45 5.46 6.01 4.67 

4 17.36 4.00 4.34 5.19. 5.71 5.45 6.00 5.48 6.64 

5 21.14 3.78 4.23 4.83 5.31 5.18 5.70 5.41 7.36** 

6 24.68 3.54 4.11 4.37 4.81 4.82 5.30 4.18 7.12 

7 28.00 3.32 4.00 3.90 4.29 4.36 4.80 2.03 5.60 

8 31.09 3.09 3.89 3.37 3.71 3.89 4.28 -1.41 3.15 

9 34.05 2.96 3.78 3.24 3.56 3.36 3.70 -2.01 -0.75 

10 36.86 2.81 3.69 3.05 3.36 3.23 3.55 -3.26 -1.36 

11 39.54 2.68 3.59 2.71 2.98 3.04 3.35 -6.76 -2.69 

12 42.09 2.55 3.51 2.01 2.21 2.70 2.97 -15.57 -6.45 

13 44.55 2.46 3.43 1.37 1.51 2.00 2.20 -24.92 -15.95 

14 46.91 2.36 3.35 0.83 0.91 1.36 1.50 -35.29 -25.91 

15 49.18 2.27 3.28 0.28 0.31 0.82 0.90 -44.53 -35.68 

16 51.41 2.23 3.21 0 0.27 0.30 -46.61 

17 53.59 2.18 3.15 0 0 

18 56.00 2.41 3.11 0 0 

19 58.73 2.73 3.09 0 0 

20 62.05 3.32 3.10 0 0 

21 65.91 3.86 3.14 0 0 

* LOCAL OPTIMA 

** GLOBAL PROFIT MAXIMIZING OPTIMUM 
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for the previous period's production [Le., ACR(Qt_1) - AC(Qt_1)] 

will force convergence to RORR equilibrium outcomes. Table 2.2 

details the time path of this process if true average costs are 

reported each period. 

Using the operating ratio (OR) model of regulation, a test of a 

voluntary iterative cost revelation RORR was made. Two hypotheses 

for behavior are relevant here. The strong manipulative revelation 

* hypothesis tested is that the firm would select and report an ACR in 

* order to maximize profits. This amounts to a firm reporting an ACR 

schedule so that * (1 + a )ACR 
passes through the monopoly 

profit-maximizing point of the firm's demand schedule. The weak 

manipulative revelation hypothesis is that ACR > AC. 

For both the strong and the weak hypotheses, knowledge of the 

demand schedule by the firm is not required, making this an 

experimental treatment variable of interest. As in Cox-Isaac, the 

regulator who does not audit, does not need to know the demand or 

cost functions. 

Experimental Design 

Using the above model, a test of a voluntary cost revelation 

RORR mechansism was made by inducing preferences on subjects acting 

as regulated firms in a posted offer market institution with 

simulated buyers. The experimenter took the actions of the 

regulator in the laboratory implementation. Various treatments 
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Table 2.2 

TIME pAm fQR AC11JAL ,WERAGE cosr REYFLADON 

.2t.. ACt !w. 9w. mE1I 
4.68 5.15 6 6.22 

2 4.57 5.03 6 5.50 

3 4.45 4.90" 6 4.72 

4 4.34 4.77 7 5.39 

5 4.23 4.65 7 4..55 

6 4.11 4..52 7 3.64 

7 4.00 4.40 7 2.80 

a 3.89 4.28 & 3.15 

9 3.7& 4.16 & 2.19 

10 l.69 4.06 & 1.39 

11 3..59 3.95 & ..51 

12 3..51 3.&6 & -.21 

13 3.43 3.77 & -.93 

14 3.35 3.69 9 -.84 

IS 3.28 3.61 9 -1..56 

16 3.21 3..53 10 -1..56 

17 3.15 3.47 10 -2.16 

18 3.11 3.42 10 -2.66 

19 3.09 3.40 10 -2.86 

20 3.10 3.41 10 -2.76 

21 3.14 3.45 10 -2.36 
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altering information and initial conditions were conducted. Table 

2.3 details the number and. type of experiments conducted within 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The first two institutions listed constitute 

the research reported in this chapter. 

As is standard in most theoretical models of regulation, the 

regulated firm is assumed to have full information on market demand. 

As this complete information condition is overly restrictive and 

considered unrealistic for many regulated industries, experiments 

where the subject monopolist did not have access to the market 

demand were also conducted. These experiments were run in a 

heuristic attempt to test the effects of limited information on the 

RORR monopolist in search of monopoly rents within the voluntary 

cost revelation institution. It was assumed that this would slow 

convergence to monopoly outcomes or other potential equilibria as 

various search strategies were employed by subjects. For these 

experiments, it was necessary to slightlty modify the Cox- Isaac 

demand schedule to allow for a more definitive signal to subjects 

and to enhance output choices. Exact modification and further 

justification for this is explained below. 

Qo' the initial condition for the iterative process, was also 

used as a treatment variable for the alternative complete and 

incomplete demand information cases. Hence six experimental 

treatment cells were conducted for the no enforcement regulatory 
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Table 2.3 

RORR EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN TREATMENTS 

Institution 

RORR Monopoly 

Cost 
Misrepresentation 
Known Demand 

RORR Monopoly 

Cost 
Misrepresentation 
Unknown Demand 

RORR Monopoly 
Cost Misrepresentation 
Audit - 25% Penalty 

RORR Monopoly 
Cost Misrepresentation 
Audit - 50% Penalty 

RORR Monopoly 
Cost Misrepresentation 
Audit - Zero Profit 

RORR Monopoly 
AVerch-Johnson Effect 

RORR Monopoly 
Rate Base Padding 

Treatments 

Q - 8 o Q - 2 o Q - 11 o 

4 experiments 
1 crash* 

6 experiments 4 experiments 

Q = 8 o 
Q ~ 2* Q = 11 

o 0 

4 experiments 4 experiments 4 experiments 

AB Design BA Design 
4 experiments 4 experiments 

AB Design BA Design 
4 experiments 4 experiements 

AB Design BA Design 
2 experiments 2 experiments 

4 experiments 
and (1 pilot experiment) 

5 experiments 
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design. These treatments were designed to gain insight into both 

the rate and point of convergence of the process. Due to their 

symmetry around the monopoly and RORR (AC pricing) outcomes, initial 

output levels at 2, 5, and 11 were used. Market demand conditions 

used for these experiments were those developed by Cox- Isaac from 

their Buyer's Purchasing Rule, in schedule and graphical form. 

However, their truncation of the first four units (units 1-4 have a 

buyer value - $6.00) of market demand caused problems in the present 

design when trying to initialize subjects at 2 units of output. To 

differentiate the first 3 units, buyer valuations were increased by 

$0.01 for each unit, such that unit buyer values became: 4 units at 

$6.00 each; 3 units at $6.01 each; 2 units at $6.02 each; and 1 unit 

at $6.03. This "modified" Buyer's Purchasing Rule was used for all 

unknown demand experiments and two of the six known demand 

experiments intialized at Q - 2 units. Figure 2.2 shows an example 
o 

of this rule as seen by subjects in these experiments. 

Due to the lumpiness of the Cox-Isaac parameters within the 

above regulatory process, the profit maximizing, perfectly efficient 

RORR equilibrium outcomes could occur at quantity levels of 7 units 

or 8 units at profit maximizing prices of $4.80 and $4.28 

respectively, depending upon the initial Qo chosen as a starting 

point for the iterative procedure (see Table 2.2.) The unique 

global profit maximizing or monopoly equilibirum was (P , Q) -m m 
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($5.70, 5). To obtain payoff levels comparable to Cox-Isaac, Q was 

set at 10%. The regulatory efficient price - quantity allocation 

pair then became (PA,QA) 

equilibrium outcome. 

($4.28, 8), the average cost RORR 

For each experiment reported in this research, cost structures 

and earnings were in nominal units labeled "Experimental Dollars." 

Subjects were informed of the conversion ratio to U.S. dollars 

within the instructions. 

The experimental stopping rule was not conveyed to subjects. To 

avoid potential end period effects, subjects were informed that the 

length of the experiment had been predetermined, but was private 

information. The number of iterations or periods chosen was 30 as 

in the Cox-Isaac studies. An alternative stopping rule was 

considered if convergence to the monopoly equilibrium occurred more 

or less quickly than the number of periods used in the preceding 

experiments. This was possible as the OR model is static and does 

not predict dynamic behavior such as the optimal time path of 

convergence. The decision was made to maintain the Cox - Isaac 

stopping rule for all experiments in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 This 

was done' to assure comparability to the incentive regulatory 

mechanism research. 

Experimental Procedures 

Each hand-run RORR monopoly experiment was conducted with a 
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subject recruited from upperclass and graduate economics classes at 

the University of Arizona. Experiments were conducted individually 

to ensure that subjects did not believe they were competing with 

other firms. Each subject had previously participated in at least 

one economics experiment. No subjects were repeated in any of the 

RORR experiments listed in Table 2.3. Subjects were paid either 

$3.00 or $4.00 cash prior to the beginning of the experiment for 

participating. Each subject was reassured, due to the intimacy of 

the one-on-one experiment, that the experimenter was in no way 

judging their decisions, should not influence their actions, and 

could answer questions only as they related to procedure, not 

strategy. Subjects were not given an initial endowment even though 

they understood that they could lose money in a period and that it 

would be deducted from their accumulated earnings. No bankruptcy 

rule was established and no subject ended an experiment with 

negative earnings. 

A subject, acting as single seller in a market, was seated at a 

desk or table with a calculator and experimental materials. Each 

subject was told that he would be the only seller of a fictitious 

commodity to buyers in a series of trading periods. The cost 

structures, pricing, and payment institutions were described in 

detail to each subject. Profit and other calculations were 

demonstrated through examples. Accounting procedures were also 
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explained :i.n the instructions. Each seller used a Seller's Record 

Sheet to calculate revenues, costs, and profits for a period. Value 

free terminology was used throughout the instructions. 

Instructional materials for experiments reported herein are 

contained in the Instructions Appendix . 

Each trading period opened with the subject reporting a "per 

unit Production Outlay" value which was to be "based on the previous 

period units produced/sold." No inventories were allowed and the 

common-carrier constraint was imposed. It was not required that the 

subjects give the actual per unit average cost for the previous 

period production level. This was not specifically stated in the 

instructions. However, examples were reviewed which reported a 

figure other than per unit average cost for previous period 

production. The cost report was ambiguously labeled "Production 

Outlay" in order to prevent subjects from believing that the purpose 

of the experiment was to determine only if they were "lying". 

Each period, the experimenter (regulator) would set the 

regulated price 10% higher than the per unit production outlay value 

reported, rounding to the nearest cent. Subjects had full 

information on formulas used to determine price. The buyers' 

decision rule (through the experimenter) would then determine the 

number of units that would be sold for the period. In the complete 

information (known market demand) experiments, the seller had the 
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consumer valuations and could check sales calculations. 

After completion of profit calculations by each subject, the 

experimenter would check figures and compute two other calculations 

before returning the Record Sheet to begin the next period. 

"Reported Total Cost" and "Reported Profit" figures were added by 

the experimenter, based on the seller's cost message. These figures 

represent the public information or accounting values that the 

regulator would observe without an audit, since the regulator has 

incomplete information on firm costs. Reported profit should 

approximate the rate of return level utilized in the process as a 

percentage of the reported total cost. This was added to complete 

the information that both actors would have access to in practical 

RORR implementation and to signal the subject of the profit level 

that the regulatory process would prescribe. 

As stated earlier, subjects were started at different initial 

output levels to begin the iterative process. At least four 

experiments were run at each of the following intitializations: Q-o 

2, three units below the monopoly outcome of 0 - 5' Q - 8 three 
'In ' 0 ' 

units above the monopoly outcome, and equal to the AC-pricing output 

level (i. e., profit maximizing RORR equilibrium if costs are not 

misrepresented) and Q - 11 three units above the RORR quantity o ' 

level. 

Experimental Results, Data Presentation and Discussion 
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Complete Information Case ~ Known Market Demand 

Results of 14 experiments of the 15 conducted under this 

treatment, are reported here. One experiment is not reported 

("crash") due to experimenter error in setting a simulated buyer 

output level in one period. As this may have had an effect on the 

subj ect' s learning process and subsequent behavior, it was not 

reported. The test of an iterative, voluntary cost revelation RORR 

mechanism where the firm has full information resulted in mostly 

predictable, and some unpredictable, outcomes. 

Upon examination of regulated firm performance within this 

institution through the standard pooled means analysis for data of 

the 14 experiments, it is clear that the voluntary mechanism fails 

miserably in extracting true cost revelation from regulated 

monopolists. From Figures 2.3 and 2.4, 

stabalized within the monopoly range 

it is clear that prices 

($5.31 $5.70) price 

continuously by period 9. The last ten periods average price of 

$5.48 is well above the RORR efficient price of $4.28. The mean 

output level over all experiments corresponds with this monopoly 

price, due to the buyer simulation and common carrier constraint 

requirements, converging to the monopoly output level of Qro - 5. 

In trying to test standard regulatory practice under RORR, the 

measure of firm efficiency must be compared to efficient firm 

Performance under RORR, where (P Q) 
AC' AC ($4.28, 8). The 
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theoretical level of RORR efficiency that a profit maximizing 

monopolist could maintain would be only 65.49%. The same monopolist 

would reach only 57.06% of the competitive efficiency measured from 

the competitive outcome (PCE ' QCE) - ($2.97, 12). By examining the 

overall efficiency levels per period pooled for all 26 known demand 

experiments in Figure 2.5, it can be seen that, though firm 

efficiency is greater than the monopoly maximum theoretical level, 

it is well below the efficiency level it should be obtaining under 

strict RORR, or 100%. 

As for firm profits, Figure 2.6 details the path of pooled mean 

profits for the 30 periods. Profit levels converge quickly towards 

the profit maximizing amount of $7.36. A performance measure 

determing the percentage of firm monopoly rent extraction for these 

experiments is graphically depicted in Figure 2.7. It shows that 

fully informed firms regulated under this voluntary mechanism are 

able to extract 89% of potential monopoly rents, averaging 93% for 

the last ten periods. 

Therefore, when examining mean behavior for all 14 monopoly 

firms, the weak manipulative revelation hypothesis is confirmed, and 

the strong manipulative revelation hypothesis is nearly met. These 

results conform to previous unregulated, monopoly experiments in 

repeated one-shot (static) games not implemented iteratively, i.e., 

where price (cost) reports are not based on previous period output 
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levels. This implies that RORR under a voluntary cost revelation 

iterative mechanism is completely ineffective in regulating monopoly 

behavior. 

Another area of interest in testing monopoly cost 

misrepresentation under iterative RORR was to determine if the 

initialization point, Q , would affect firm behavior or convergence 
o 

in this institution. Initial conditions were set at output levels 

of 2, 5, and 11. Charts of the RORR efficiencies, means, dispersion 

properties of the prices, quantities and profit levels for each 

treatment are given in Figures 2.8 through 2.16 . They show the 

behavioral differences of firms starting the iterative process at 

various output levels. Although it is recognized that the sampling 

numbers are small, the comparisons show much variation and not 

always in a predicted manner. 

To determine if the distributions for the individual quantity 

initializations are significantly different, Wilcoxon non-parametric 

tests were conducted using efficiency measures for the last 10 

periods. Efficiency measures are adequate for this comparison due to 

the use of simulated buyers and the common carrier constraint in a 

posted-price (i. e., cost report that becomes price) institution. 

These tests indicate significant differences (at either 90% or 99% 

confidence levels) among the three initialization treatments in the 

known demand design (see Table 2.4). These differences can also be 



Table 2.4 

WILCOXON TESTS 
COMPARISON OF KNOWN AND UNKNOWN DEMAND 

Z Statistics 
(Confidence Level) 

KNOWN DEMAND UNKNOWN DEMAND 

Q = 2 Q ~ 8 Q - 2 Q - 8 

Q - 8 1.51 * Q - 8 2.95 * 
(.006) (.0016) 

Q ... 11 3.78 * 3.78 * Q - 11 2.95 * 2.80 * 
(.0001) (.0001) (.0016) (.0026) 

KNOWN VS. UNKOWN DEMAND 

OUTPUT LEVEL Z Statistic (Confidence Level) 

2 

8 

11 

1.06 

* 3.02 

* 3.40 

( .45) 

(.0013) 

(.0003) 

* Significant at a 99% or greater confidence level. 
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discerned by data analysis of treatment mean prices and mean output 

levels, compared graphically below. 

Figure 2.8 shows the mean prices for three initialization 

treatments. Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 show the means and price 

dispersions for Q
o 

at 8, 2 (and 2* once the demand schedule was 

modified) , and 11, respectively. Initializing at Q - 8, the 
o 

efficient RORR outcome, offered the quickest (within 5 periods) 

convergence to the monopoly price range, with the least amount of 

dispersion. Mean price never reached the maximum monopoly profit 

price of $5. 70, but came very close at $5.60 on average over 30 

* periods. Q
o 

= 2 had the greatest dispersion of prices of the three 

treatments. This may, however, be an artifact of modifying the 

demand curves and/or could be caused by having more data points. 

Still, the mean price, starting at this output level, does not 

stabilize in the monopoly range until the 15th period. Q - 11 has 
o 

the slowest convergence to the monopoly price tunnel and also has 

the lowest prices overall. Average prices did stay in the monopoly 

price range, hovering at around $5.45. 

Due to the simulation of buyer demand, quantity levels mirror 

the price variations between initialization treatments. Clearly, 

initializing at the RORR output level of Q - 8 shows a quick 
o 

convergence to the monopoly output level of ~ - 5, reaching and 

maintaining this level by the 5th period (see Figure 2.13). The Q 
o 
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Figure 2.9 Known Demand Qo=B Mean and Dispersion 
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Figure 2.18 Known Demand Qo;2* Mean and 
Dispersion of Prices 
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Figure 2.11 Known Demand Qo=11 Mean and 
Dispersion of Prices 
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Figure 2.12 Known Demand Individual TreatMent 
(Pooled) Mean Quantities 
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Figure 2.13 Known Demand Qo=B Mean and 
Dispersion of Quantities 
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2* initialization quantity path wavered at the monopoly output 

level, stabilizing for only 6 periods, at most, and then slipping to 

a slightly higher output level before coming down. Qo 11 

maintained the largest output level, stabilizing close to 6 units 

for the final 15 periods. A comparison of the RORR efficiencies for 

the three treatments from Figure 2.16 and Table 2.5, shows the more 

efficient starting level would be Q - 2 prior to learning, whereas 
o 

the Q - 11 treatment increases its efficiency-.. in the later periods. 
o 

The above analysis implies that where the iterative procedure 

is started does matter, even though theoretically it should not. 

Previous tests of incentive regulation have continuosly initialized 

firms at the RORR efficient outcome, assuming perfect regulation. 

Therefore, continued incentive regulation mechanism experiments 

testing for the differences in initialization points, not at the 

RORR outcome, would be useful in further delineating rates of 

convergence and other behavioral properties. 

Clearly, without auditing and known demand, from any initial 

output level, subjects find the monopoly output level and are able 

to extract a higher price, though not the profit maximizing price. 

As a benchmark, this result has significant policy implications for 

regulatory reform from standard RORR as it is currently practiced. 

Further, for those incentive mechanisms that have similar 

information conditions, it would appear that any efficiency gain 



Figure 2.14 J(nown DeMand Qo=2* Mean and 
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Table 2.5 

RORR-KNOWN DEMAND RORR MEAN EFFICIENCIES 

Period Q =8 Q -2 Q ~11 
0- 0- 0-

1 .9489 .8196 .9816 
2 .6753 .7912 .8184 
3 .4122 .7891 .7832 
4 .5717 .8642 .7148 
5 .6507 .8449 .6547 
6 .6507 .8407 .7148 
7 .6507 .7716 .7500 
8 .6507 .8524 .8247 
9 .6507 .7183 .8247 

10 .6901 .7787 .7211 
11 .6901 .7639 .7254 
12 .6901 .8109 .6901 
13 .6549 .7681 .7254 
14 .6549 .7376 .6112 
15 .6901 .7418 .5905 
16 .6901 .6920 .7543 
17 .6549 .6683 .7543 
18 .6901 .6685 .7254 
19 .6901 .7212 .7606 
20 .6901 .7446 .7606 
21 .6549 .7212 .7606 
22 .6901 .7212 .7254 
23 .6901 .7212 .7606 
24 .6901 .7183 .7254 
25 .6549 .6948 .7606 
26 .6901 .6120 .7606 
27 .6901 .6355 .7606 
28 .6901 .6120 .7606 
29 .6901 .7212 .7606 
30 .6901 .7212 .7606 

Periods 
21-30, 

Ayerage .6831 .6879 .7536 
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over the monopoly outcome, rather than the AC pricing-RORR 

equilibrium measures, should be calculated. This is a strong 

argument for continued modelling of incentive regulatory mechanisms 

and replacing RORR in its current practice. 

Incomplete Information Case ~ Unknown Market Demand 

It is clear from the data of 12 experiments presented below 

that limiting firm information on consumer demand had an impact on 

the convergence to monopoly outcomes. On average, and independent 

of where the quantity was initialized, only 1 of 4 subjects would 

lock on and remain at the profit maximizing monopoly price and 

quanti ty levels. Not surprisingly, there were many local optima 

obtained due to the step functions built into the Cox- Isaac cost 

structure, forcing subjects through a search process. Though there 

was more noise or variance in outcomes than in the known demand 

case, subj ects were still able to reach monopoly outcomes via a 

longer, less stable, convergent path. Graphical representation of 

these results are given in Figures 2.17 through 2.31 . 

Figure 2.17 shows the slow and relatively unstable mean price 

paths for the pooled treatments. Though mean price does eventually 

stay in the monopoly price tunnel after 20 periods, it oscillates at 

the lower bound. This corresponds to larger output levels as 

evident from Figure 2.18 (mean quanti ties), and is reflected in 

initially higher RORR efficiency terms, seen in Figure 2.19 . 



Figure 2.17 Unknown Demand Pooled Mean Prices 
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Figure 2.18 
Unknown Demand Pooled Mean Quantities 
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Unknown demand conditions allowed for much variation in seller 

profit levels, as evident from Figures 2.20 and 2.21 . The search 

process fostered many large negative profits in the first few 

periods, as sellers reported extremely low per unit outlay (cost) 

values. Overall, mean profits for this treatment stayed negative 

and did not reach the RORR outcome level of $3.15 until the 5th 

period. Extraction of monopoly rents for sellers who had limited 

information of consumer demand was diminished, as evident from the 

monopoly effectiveness measure in Figure 2.22 . 

A priori rtotions that incomplete information would be enough 

to overcome the result found in the known demand case, that the 

initialization output parameter would affect iterative behavior 

under unenforced regulation, were not confirmed. Wilcoxon tests of 

pairwise comparisons of the treatments conducted, starting subjects 

* at a Qo - 2 , 8, or 11, also showed significant differences between 

each pair of initial conditions in terms of final 10 period 

efficiency distributions. Yet, no theoretical basis exists for the 

difference. Furthermore, just as in the known demand case, subjects 

were specifically given the same examples of the iterative nature of 

the procedure which showed cost reports that overstated, revealed, 

and understated costs. 

The differences in mean prices between the three initialization 

treatments are shown in Figure 2.23 In both cases Q - 8 and Q -o 0 



Figure 2.28 Unknown Demand Pooled Mean Profits 
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Figure 2.21 
Individual Treatment Pooled Mean Profits 
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11 (Figures 2.24 and 2.26), dispersions about the mean prices per 

period are extremely high, as expected, and probably due to the 

variance in subject search strategies employed. Q - 11 has the o 

most noise in prices. However, Q - 2* mean prices show little 
o 

dispersion as the mean converges tightly to the monopoly profit 

maximizing price of $5.70, as seen in Figure 2.26. One hypothesis 

for the noise in Qo - 11 and a tighter fit with the Qo - 2* case is 

that without a demand schedule to utilize, subjects may revert to 

moving up or down the cost schedule as a search strategy, using the 

initial output level as focal point to begin their search. 

Therefore, starting at Qo - 2 would cut search costs, using the 

above search algorithm, by starting at a lower number of units than 

the monopoly outcome. leaving only one direction in which to search. 

Mean quantities for the three treatments mirror the price data 

(see Figures 2.27 - 2.30). * Except for the Q - 2 case, whose mean 
o 

quantities are below or at the monopoly output level, output hovers 

above the monopoly level. This is further reflected in the 

increased RORR efficiency levels seen in Figure 2.31 and listed in 

Table 2.6 The instability of the search process forces output 

levels to fluctuate as the seller searches for a profit enhancing 

cost report alternative. 

The above analysis corroborates the ineffectiveness of a 

voluntary RORR institution without enforcement. Subjects, even 
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Figure 2.25 
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Figure 2.26 
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Figure 2.2B 
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Figure 2.29 
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Figure 2.38 
Unknown Demand Qo=ll 

Mean and Dispersion of Quantities 
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Table 2.6 

RORR-UNKNOWN DEMAND RORR MEAN EFFICIENCIES 

* Period Q ~8 Q ... 2 Q-11 0- 0- 0-

1 .9340 .9356 .9972 
2 .8825 .8536 1.045 
3 .8969 .6547 .8947 
4 .7279 .8338 .8695 
5 .8758 .8275 .7051 
6 .8184 .7543 .9884 
7 .8246 .6796 .8536 
8 .8343 .6507 .6416 
9 .8468 .6112 .8237 

10 .7606 .7088 .8338 
11 .6994 .6859 .8117 
12 .8116 .6901 .7191 
13 .8247 .6501 .7659 
14 .8116 .7254 .5617 
15 .8838 .7254 .7789 
16 .7948 .4517 .8405 
17 .7211 .6154 .6144 
18 .8468 .6154 .7789 
19 .7254 .5757 .7895 
20 .7606 .4912 .7832 
21 .8247 .6901 .7191 
22 .7958 .6549 .7254 
23 .7606 .6549 .6859 
24 .7606 .6549 .6901 
25 .7606 .6549 .7191 
26 .5968 .6549 .7543 
27 .7606 .6154 .7543 
28 .7211 .6549 .6901 
29 .7895 .7543 .7191 
30 .7606 .6549 .7191 

Periods 
21-30, 

Average .7531 .6641 .7717 
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under limited information conditions, can extract most monopoly 

rents from the. Efficiency, as measured in comparison with the 

average-cost pricing outcome, increases due to the uncertainty 

imposed. Greater dispersion in prices and production levels are 

seen, and firms may experience losses if they continue to 

misestimate consumer demand 

Comparison of Information Treatments 

One of the working hypotheses tested in the above experiments 

was that by creating an incomplete information game for the 

regulated firm through unknown buyer demand, single sellers might be 

more willing to cost reveal to alleviate some of the uncertainty in 

the search process. This result did not occur. The data suggests 

some evidence to support the theoretical differences expected 

between the complete and limited information cases. Since it was 

found that there were significant differences between the 

distributions of efficiencies of the treatments, using different 

initial conditions within each experimental cell, the comparison 

between the known and unknown demand designs should be made within 

each initial condition treatment, rather than pooling the data. 

Wilcoxon tests were run on pairwise comparisons between each 

known and unknown demand initial unit level. From Table 2.4 and the 

efficiency Tables 2.5 and 2.6, it can be seen that in both 

initializations of Q - 8 and 11, there are significant differences 
o 
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between the known and unknown demand efficiency distributions, each 

at a confidence level of 99%. For Q = 2* however, no significant 
o 

difference was found between the known and unknown demand cases, 

each converging to inefficient monopoly outcomes. As conj ectured 

previously, the abbreviation of potential search strategies by 

intializing the iterative procedure at Q - 2 allows for quicker 
o 

convergence to monopoly outcomes thereby undifferentiating it from 

the full information case. 

It can be concluded from the above that the voluntary cost 

representation RORR mechanism results in inefficient monopoly 

outcomes due to cost misrepresentation by firms within an iterative 

process. Problematic regulated firm performance is further examined 

in Chapter 3 by invoking regulator monitoring and enforced 

sancticr.s, via penalties, designed to obviate regulatory 

inefficiencies. 
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Chapter 3 

RORR MONOPOLY COST MISREPRESENTATION WITH IMPERFECT ENFORCEMENT: 

Stochastic Auditing and Proportionate Penalty Cases 

This chapter considers the behavior of monopoly firms under 

rate-of-return regulation (RORR) where the regulator monitors firm 

cost reports and imposes sanctions for inaccurate cost revelation 

within an iterative process. A practical RORR audit model is 

developed, operationalized, and implemented in a laboratory setting. 

Results of a number of experimental treatments to test various 

audit probabilities and proportionate fine levels are given. 

Specific anomalous results are theoretically analyzed for the model 

tested to determine if the observed laboratory behavior can be shown 

to be rational. 

The purpose of the audit experiments and treatments presented 

here was to examine the effect of enforcement on cost revelation for 

the monopolist operating under RORR. An enforcement mechanism 

placed on the RORR model tested in Chapter 2 was designed. The 

design attempted to replicate current regulatory monitoring while 

also capturing the inherent information asymmetries within the RORR 

process. 

As stated earlier, little auditing theory specifically 
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regarding regulated firms exists in the industrial organization 

literature. One exception is Baron and Besanko (1984) who use a 

one-period Bayesian principal- agent approach. Since their model is 

not iterative, it does not address all of the information problems 

encountered in existing regulatory practice. In their model, audits 

occur only when there is a suspicion of a high regulated price where 

the audit rule is a stochastic function of price based on the prior 

beliefs of the auditor. Furthermore, if the audit uncovers cost 

misrepresentation, the excess gain is taken, but no penalty is 

imposed. In this case, the incentive for the firm is to find the 

"optimal" small cost overstatement to avoid inducing an audit. 

Economic and accounting experimental literature has (to the 

author's current knowledge) only examined token fixed (lump-sum) 

penalty schemes with random audits. In trying to replicate current 

regulatory audit practice, it was determined that probabilistic 

auditing with a penalty equal to the excess gain combined with a 

proportionate fine would most closely resemble actual regulatory 

audit practice. 

Regulatory agencies and commissions monitoring procedures 

rarely undertake complete audits of regulated monopolies (see 

Chapters 1 and 2 for this discussion). If an audit uncovers 

misrepresentation, the punishment imposed on the regulated firm is 
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usually an attempt to retrieve the excess profits , i.e, above what 

they should have earned in the relevant period (according to the 

RORR rule utilized), with perhaps an additional small fine. 

Remedies often take years' of administrative law proceedings or 

lengthy legislative debate. 

The imposition of auditing and penalties on regulated firms 

usually comes from a naive, somewhat self-evident conjecture 

regarding franchise firm behavior, i.e., that firms will be deterred 

from misrepresenting costs if there is a positive probability of 

being audited and fined. The level of deterrence would be a function 

of the probability of audit, the fine level, potential profits from 

misrepresentation, and the risk attitudes of the firm or firm 

management. A naive hypothesis is that as the probability of audit 

and fine levels increase, the level of misrepresenation would 

decrease. 

Experimental Audit Hodel 

Judgment of the truthfulness of a firm's cost reports is based 

on historical costs, usually the previous period's, which implies an 

iterative, recursive system. The auditing model developed, based on 

the rate-of-return used in the model detailed in Chapter 2, is as 

follows: 

(i) Firms issue a report, Rt , interpreted as ACR(qt_l)' 



the reported average cost of the preveious period, 

(ii) Price is set at Pt - 1.1 Rt' which is equivalent to 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Buyer demand determines output, qt - q(Pt ) , 

therefore 

o 
Profit in period t, ITt - Ptqt - C(qt) 

Audit occurs with a fixed probability, ~ . 
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If no audit occurs, then IT~ is the profit for the period. If 

an audit occurs, the procedure for the regulator is as follows: 

(1) Find AC(qt_1) 

(2) If R
t 
~ AC(qt_1)' the firm has not overstated costs, 

then STOP AUDIT. 

(3) If Rt > AC(qt_1)' find 

(a) PAC = 1.1 AC(qt_1) , i.e., what the price would 

have been if Rt - AC(qt_1). 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

qAC = q(PAC) 

ITAC = PACqAC - C(qAC) 
o 

If ITAC ~ ITt ~ STOP AUDIT. 

o 
If ITAC < ITt ' DEDUCT the TOTAL EXCESS PROFIT. 

In addition, DEDUCT the FINE ("ASSESSMENT") of 

where x = assessment or penalty rate (%). 
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The above model requires that all excess profits (those above 

what the firm would have made if they had represented their true 

production costs for the previous period) plus a percentage of those 

excess profits be deducted from the profits they did make in a 

period. 

With this audit model, the expected profit of the firm becomes 

o 
(1 - Io')n

t 
. 

The above model of regulation audit uses historical costs based 

on previous period production as the benchmark to which current cost 

reports will be compared to de.termine misrepresentation. Therefore, 

this model has the realistic asymmetric information property that 

the regulator is not required to know the entire cost function of 

the regulated firm. 

It is conjectured that such an audit penalty scheme would lead 

to less cost misrepresentation than was found in Chapter 2. It is 

also reasonable to presume that cost overstatements would decrease 

as either the probability of audit, 10', or the penalty rate, x, 

are increased. Surprisingly, as shown below, neither of these 

conjectures proves to be correct. 

Experimental Design 

Table 2.3 details the experimental design treatments that were 

conducted for the RORR audit model described above. Three separate 
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audit treatments were tested, each using two audit probabilities. 

The A design implemented a 50% fixed probability of audit ("'), 

whereas the B design implemented a 75% fixed probability of audit, 

predetermined by random number draws. Three levels of penalty were 

incorporated. Penalty rates (x) of 25% and 50% and a zero profit 

condition (the firm receives no income over costs for the period it 

is found to have overstated costs) were designed with the following 

matrix of treatments: 

Audit Probability Sequence (p) 

AB Design BA Design 
Penalty 

x= 25% 4 experiments 4 experiments 

x= 50% 4 experiments 4 experiments 

Zero Profit 2 experiments 2 experiments 

Thirty periods were completed for each audit experiment, 10 

periods (1 through 10) with no-audit, 10 periods (11 through 20) 

with either the B or A design, and finally 10 periods (21 through 

30) of the A or B design, respectively. Table 3.1 details the 

random audit distribution for the final 20 periods in each 

experiment for both the A and B designs. 

Experimental Procedures 

The basic model and instructions for the 10 no audit periods 
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Table 3.1 

RORR-AUDIT 

RANDOM NUMBER-AUDIT DISTRIBUTION 

RANDOM DESIGN A-50% DESIGN B-75% 
PERIOD NUMBER Envelope No: 1 ~ 50 Envelope No:l ~ 75 

11 94 

12 02 X X 

13 30 X X 

14 37 X X 

15 05 X X 

16 59 X 

17 38 X X 

18 69 X 

19 78 

20 100 

21 59 X 

22 95 

23 17 X X 

24 94 

25 56 X 

26 44 X X 

27 19 X X 

28 52 X 

29 36 X X 

30 02 X X 

X = AUDIT OCCURS 
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were taken directly from the known demand experiments of Chapter 2 

using an initial quanitity level of Q - 8 to start the iterative 
o 

process. This initialization point and information condition were 

used because the audit subject would have only ten periods to 

converge to the monopoly outcome prior to the advent of stochastic 

auditing. In Chapter 2, these baseline experiments showed the 

quickest convergence to the monopoly equilibrium. 

At the end of the tenth period, subjects were given a new set 

of instructional materials, including a new record sheet, examples, 

and both a copy and an example of a completed "Check Sheet" to be 

used by the experimenter in the audit process. Care was again taken 

to use value-free terminology to avoid role playing by subjects, and 

to circumvent any belief that their honesty was being tested. 

Subjects were instructed that the procedure followed in the 

first 10 periods would be the same only up to the point of profit 

calculation, i.e., each subject would report a per unit "Production 

Outlay" based on the previous period production level, the price 

would be set at 1.10 times the cost report, units would be sold 

according to the buying rule, and revenues and total costs 

calculated as before. At this point, the seller was instructed to 

open a closed envelope for the current period which would contain a 

randomly chosen number (with replacement) between 1 and 100. 
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Depending upon the design, the value of the number in the envelope 

would determine whether or not the monopolist's cost report was to 

be compared with the actual per unit average cost for the previous 

period output level. For the A design, a number between 1 and 50 

would cause an audit, whereas for the B design, it would be a number 

between I and 75. 

When an audit was required, the experimenter would use a Check 

Sheet to compare the following: If the outlay value report was less 

than or equal to the average cost for the previous period's 

production, the seller would be allowed to complete her profit 

calculations for the period. If the outlay value was greater than 

the average cost figure, the experimenter would, under observation 

and complete procedural knowledge by the subject, calculate the 

price, output level, revenues, and profits that would have been 

received if the seller had not misreported per unit costs. A 

comparison of the profits for a correct report and the overestimated 

report was made. If, through cost misrepresentation, the seller 

lost profit, which was possible using the Cox-Isaac deflated 

parameters, no adjustment to profits would be made. However, if the 

seller made additional profits by cost overestimation, the sum of 

the excess profits plus the excess profits multiplied by an 

"Assessment" value of either 25% or 50% as a penalty, was 
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calculated. This figure became the nprofit Adjustmentn by which the 

profits calculated by the seller for the period, prior to opening 

the envelope, were reduced. 

For the zero profit penalty treatment, all procedures above 

were used except for use of the Check Sheet, which was no longer 

necessary to calculate profit differences to assess the penalty. 

The subject was informed that upon receiving an appropriate envelope 

number forcing the "check/comparison process", the experimenter 

would compare the outlay figure to the average cost for the previous 

period's production, and, if the per unit outlay overstated the 

actual average cost for the units, the seller's profits would 

decrease to $0.00 for the period. 

Information was given to subjects only on the probability of 

audi t, but not on the length of the experiment, nor when or if 

changes in audit probability would occur. Instructional materials 

for each of the audit treatments are attached in the Instructions 

Appendix. 

Experimental Results, Data Presentation, and Discussion 

Each audit experiment reported below started at the initial 

output level, Q - 8, since under the information conditions used in 
o 

the audit experiments (complete information regarding consumer 

demand and costs), this initialization treatment was found to have 
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the quickest and most sustained convergence to the monopoly outcome 

in Chapter 2. Also, each audit experiment ran in a sequence of three 

10-period segments, the first ten with no regulatory enforcement 

mechanism. 

The experimental results for all treatments are presented 

below. The anomolous naure of the results is then discussed, 

followed by a preliminary analysis and an attempt at explanatory 

theory. 

25% Penalty ~ AB and BA Design Treatments 

Results are presented for 8 experiments; 4 with the probability 

of audit at 50% in periods 11 - 20 and 75% in periods 21-30 (AB 

Design), and 4 using an audit probability of 75% in periods 11 - 20 

and 50% in periods 21 30 (BA Design). In each of the 8 

experiments, periods 1 - 10 had no enforcement mechanism. The firm 

had complete information regarding both consumer demand and costs. 

Mean prices for both the AB and BA audit designs with a 25% 

penal ty are presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 Wi th the audi t 

mechanism and 25% fine (along with deduction of all excess profits 

from cost misrepresentation), the data show some initially 

surprising results. In the AB design, mean prices fall (implying 

more production and greater efficiency) once the audit procedure is 

imposed, but then rise (implying lower efficiency and higher output) 
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once the audit probability is increased for the final 10 periods. 

Mean prices stay below the monopoly range while exhibiting much 

variation throughout the audit process, matching a priori beliefs 

that cost misrepresentation will diminish as monitoring is 

increased. In the BA design, mean prices do not appear to fall 

significantly upon imposition of an enforceable audit procedure, but 

do appear to fall, and remain below the monopoly price range, when 

the audit probability was decreased. 

Upon examination of the RORR efficiency measures for both audit 

designs with a 25% fine in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 and in Table 3.2, the 

data suggests that RORR efficiency rises with a 50% probability of 

audit, rather than at the larger probability of audit, 75% . 

Figures 3.7 - 3.10 give insight into the change in profit to 

the seller due to the audit procedure. Clearly, the ability of the 

firm to extract monopoly rents is significantly decreased once 

auditing occurs and fines are imposed. The data suggests, however, 

that when the audit probability is lowered from 75% to 50% (BA 

Design) with a 25% penalty, subjects' abilities to reap monopoly 

rents rise. This would imply that, at least for a fine of 25%, a 

reduction in the probability of audit will change firm behavior 

toward greater cost overstatement. 

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 are included to show the dispersion in 
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Table 3.2 

RORR - AUDIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES 

* * Period . 25AB . 25BA .50AB .50BA Z-P AB Z-P BA 

1 1.022 .4251 .9562 .9336 .3275 .8536 
2 .8184 .7885 .7880 .7497 .7832 .7832 
3 .7253 .8053 .6400 .6859 .7485 .3979 
4 .5264 .8423 .7191 .7047 .4557 .9718 
5 .5553 .6901 .7253 .7047 .8501 .7254 
6 .7337 .4869 .7191 .7050 .7958 .6549 
7 .6901 .4122 .6796 .6859 .6464 .6464 
8 .6507 .5553 .6901 .7148 .5669 .7254 
9 .5507 .6154 .6901 .6859 .6549 .7254 

10 .5365 .6507 .6549 .6859 .3275 .7254 
11 .8758 .6507 .6901 .6859 .7254 .9557 
12 .9268 .6507 .7191 .6112 .7254 .8536 
13 .6549 .5760 .8053 .4967 .6247 .9115 
14 .8536 .4472 .7543 .7721 .8979 .9557 
15 .7895 .7369 .7191 .5732 .7958 .9557 
16 .8116 .6112 .7543 .8237 .9115 .8275 
17 .9047 .7017 .7543 .7500 .8536 .9557 
18 .8116 .6401 .7895 .7148 .9115 .9557 
19 .8116 .5365 .7543 .7017 .9115 .9557 
20 .8116 .3725 .7543 .7437 .8275 .8275 
21 .8536 .6154 .7543 .6507 .9557 .9557 
22 .7543 .6901 .8405 .6351 1.000 .8275 
23 .7789 .7191 .7543 .7437 .8979 .9557 
24 .6859 .7543 .7191 .5372 .9557 .8275 
25 .7500 .7543 .7191 .7047 .7832 .9557 
26 .6753 .7543 .7191 .6351 .9115 .9557 
27 .7148 .7543 .7191 .7148 .8536 .9557 
28 .7895 .7191 .7543 .7047 .9115 .8275 
29 .6753 .7191 .8053 .7772 .7832 .9557 
30 .7789 .7543 .8695 .7148 .9115 .8275 

Averages: 
Periods 
11-20 .8252 .5924 .7495 .6873 .8185 .9154 

Periods 
21-30 .7187 .7234 .7655 .6818 .8964 .9044 

* Zero-Profit - 2 Experiments each cell. 
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prices between subjects for the 25% penalty experiments. Figures 

3.13 3.16 show individual subj ect behavior in the AB design 

experiments and exhibit attempts at "cycling" and stationary 

strategy behavior as described below. 

Statistical comparisons of this penalty level and designs with 

the other audit treatments will be made below. 

50% Penalty ~ AB and BA Design Treatments 

Results from 8 experiments are reported here, 4 with the 

probability of audit at 50% in periods 11 - 20 and 75% in periods 21 

- 30 (AB Design) and 4 using the reverse sequencing (BA Design). 

Mean prices for the AB design with a 50% penalty hover just 

under or just within the monopoly price tunnel for the four sellers. 

The BA design with a 50% penalty shows more variance in the mean 

prices (see Figures 3.17 and 3.18). In Figures 3.19 and 3.20a, each 

of the four sellers' price paths is delineated. Note that Seller 1 

(Figure 3.20b) and Seller (Figure 3.20c) show attempts at cycling 

in their cost reports. Seller 4 exhibits a stationary behavior by 

the 15th period which continues even when the chance of audit is 

reduced. 

Mean output and efficiency levels for the 50% penalty cases are 

depicted in Figures 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, and 3.24, repectively. It 

appears that imposition of the audit causes efficiency levels and 
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output levels to increase, though with more noise in the BA design. 

Efficiencies appear higher at a 75% probability of audit. 

Statistical analysis using non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum tests 

are used below to discern the significance of relative differences 

between the designs (AB vs. BA) and the penalties used. 

Mean firm profits and monopoly rent extraction measurements are 

given in Figures 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, and 3.28, respectively, for the 

50% penalty case. 

Zero Profit Condition Treatments 

Four zero profit condition experiments were conducted, two with 

the AB design, and two with the BA design. These experiments were 

run to offer stronger incentives to the firm to reveal costs. 

Subjects did not overestimate costs as much as in the 

proportionate penalty treatments, thereby raising efficiency (see 

Figures 3.29 and 3.30) and lowering prices (see Figure 3.31). Also 

of interest is the continued apperarance under the zero profit 

condition of strategic price "cycling". Figure 3.32 shows three of 

the subj ects under this penalty scheme. Though producing more 

efficiently than in previous treatments, subjects appear to be 

varying their cost reports in a cyclic manner, alternating between 

high cost overstatements (leading to lower output levels) in one 

period and true cost revelation in subsequent periods. 
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Figure 3.32(b) 
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Comparison of Audit Treatments 

It was conjectured above that an increase in the penalty would 

discipline firm cost misrepresentation. One comparison across audit 

treatments that can be made as a proxy for audit effectiveness is 

the percentage of subjects who did not overstate their costs for the 

previous period, i. e., if ACR(qt) ~ AC(qt_l), for the last 20 

periods when auditing occurs. 

cells is as follows: 

The rankings for ·each of the audit 

PERCENTAGE OF ACCURATE FIRM COST REPORTS 

Zero Profit: 31/80 - 38.75% 

25% Penalty, AB 21/80 26.25% 

50% Penalty, AB 9/80 11.25% 

50% Penalty, BA 8/80 10.00% 

25% Penalty, BA : 2/80 - 2.5% 

Though the zero profit treatment takes the lead in eliciting 

accurate cost revelation, misrepresentation of costs is endemic in 

all the audit institutions used here. It also raises the question 

as to the similarity between these audit treatments. 

Table 3.3 presents summary data on parameter effects in the 

audit experiments. Both lO-period averages of efficiencies and 

Wilcoxon rank sum tests for distributional differences are used here. 

The first six tests of Table 3.3 look at the effects of a 
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Table 3.3 

WILCOXON TESTS FOR AUDIT PARAMETER COMPARISONS 

Changing Constant 
No. Treatment Treatment Mean Wilcox. Sign. 

Test Variables Variables Periods Efficiencies Stats Level 

1. A:j1 - 50% Penalty 11- 20 .8252 2.57 ( .005) 
B:j1 ~ 75% x ... 25 21 - 30 .7183 

2. B:j1 - 75% Penalty 11- 20 .5924 3.02 ( .001) 
A:j1 ~ 50% x - .25 21 - 30 .7234 

3. A:j1 - 50% Penalty 11- 20 .7495 .30 (.382) 
B:j1 '"" 75% x '"" .50 21 - 30 .7655 

4. B:j1 - 75% Penalty 11- 20 .6873 .26 (.397) 
A:j1 - 50% x = .50 21 - 30 .6818 

5. A:j1 - 50% Zero 11- 20 .8185 1. 78 (.038) 
B:j1 - 75% Profit 21 - 30 .8964 

6. B:j1 - 75% Zero 11- 20 .9154 .30 (.382) 
A:j1 - 50% Profit 21 - 30 .9044 

7. x- .25 A:j1 - 50% 21 - 30 .7234 1.81 (.035) 
x- .50 21 - 30 .6818 

8. x- .25 B:j1 = 75% 21 - 30 .7187 .79 (.215) 
x- .50 21 - 30 .7655 

9. X= .50 A:j1 = 50% 21 - 30 .6818 4.16 ( .000) 
Zero Profit 21 - 30 .6873 

10. x - .50 B:j1 - 75% 21 - 30 .7655 3.40 (.0003) 
Zero Profit 21 - 30 .9044 
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change in audit probability when both the penalty rate and the 

subject set are held constant. From Lines 1 and 2 it can be 

concluded, surprisingly, that the 50% audit probability resulted in 

higher efficiencies than did the 75% audit probability when each was 

matched with the 25% penalty rate. Lines 3 and 4 indicate that when 

the penalty rate is 50%, there is no significant difference between 

a 75% and a 50% audit probability. The final effect of changing 

audit probabilities is for the zero-profit penalty. When the 

probability of audit is increased from 50% to 75%, efficiency rose 

significantly. But when the probability conversely decreased, there 

was no significant change in efficiency. 

Lines 7 - 10 of Table 3.3 compare penalty rates while holding 

audit probabilities constant. Each comparison is for the final 10 

periods. Line 7 gives another surprising result, that when the 

audit probability is 50%, the 25% penalty results in higher 

efficiency than does the 50% penalty. For the 75% audit probability 

(Line 8), it appears that the 50% penalty yields higher efficiency 

than does the 25% fine; however, the Wilcoxon test implies that the 

distributions cannot be distinguished. 

Finally, for either the 50% audit probability (Line 9) or the 

75% audit probability (Line 10), the zero profit penalty results in 

significantly higher efficiencies than does the 50% penalty. 
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In Table 3.4, an attempt is made to see if some of the above 

unexpected outcomes might be explicable as a result of learning. 

Each test compares the performance of one audit probability in 

periods 11 - 20 versus periods 21 - 30. From Lines 1 and 3, it can 

be concluded that the 75% audit probability led to higher efficiency 

when it occurred in periods 21 - 30, for penalty rates of either 25% 

or 50%. For the zero profit penalty, the 75% audit was equally 

effective, regardless of timing. 

From Lines 2 and 4, it can be seen that the 50% audit was more 

effective in earlier periods for either a 25% or a 50% penalty rate. 

For the zero profit penalty, however, the 50% audit yielded higher 

efficiencies in the late periods. 

In summary, the pattern seems to be as follows. For either a 

25% or a 50% penalty rate, the efficiency levels are highest when 

auditing is introduced with a 50% chance of audit and later 

increased to 75%. This might be a learning effect due to easier 

expected profit calculations when 50% uncertainty is initially 

offered. However, for the zero-profit penalty, the highest 

efficiencies are obtained by beginning with the 75% audit. 

The experiments, designed to examine auditing as a means of 

mitigating the cost misrepresentation problem, yielded the most 

intriguing data of the monopoly RORR experiments. Even when penalty 
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Table 3.4 

WILCOXON TESTS FOR TIMING (LEARNING) EFFECTS 

No. Probability Mean Wilcoxon Signif. 
Test of Audit Penal tv Periods Efficiencies Statistic Level 

1. 75% x = .25 11-20 .5924 3.25 (.0006) 
21-30 .7187 

2. 50% x = .25 11-20 .8252 3.10 (.001) 
21-30 .7234 

3. 75% x = .50 11-20 .6873 2.04 (.0001) 
21-30 .7655 

4. 50% x = .50 11-2Q .7495 2.65 (.004) 
21-30 .6818 

5. 75% Zero 11-20 .9154 .76 (.224) 
Profit 21-30 .8964 

6. 50% Zero 11-20 .8185 2.17 (.015) 
Profit 21-30 .9044 
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rates and audit probabilities were far in excess of those used by 

regulatory agencies, significant overestimates of costs remained 

common. These results precipitated the theoretical analysis 

below. 

A Specific Hodel:Theoretical Analysis 

After observing the above data, it was conjectured that the 

recursive historical naure of "costs" in this model might be the 

cause of some of the surprising results. 

examination, it appears that this is true. 

After some further 

This is provacative 

because the use of historical "test years" is pervasive in RORR. A 

potential paradox emerges in that auditing, in an attempt to make 

RORR more effective, might actually make matters worse. 

Table 3.5 shows that for three of the audit/penalty treatments 

used in these experiments the optimal stationary strategy was to 

produce Q "" 4 at the highest possible price, $6.00 (from a cost 

report of $5.45). For the fourth treatment, the optimal strategy 

was to produce Q - 4 at the lowest possible price, $5.71, from a 

cost report of $5.19. Thus, the optimal stationary strategies of 

misrepresentation produce higher prices and a lower output than the 

monopoly pair of ($5.70, 5). This must also be compared to the 

efficient RORR pair of ($4.28, 8). 

This anomalous result requires explanation. The most basic 
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Table 3.5 

SUMMARY OF AUDIT MAXIMA FOR STATIONARY STRATEGIES 

Maximal (Local) 
Expected Associated Optimal Associated 

Treatment Profit Output Reports Price 

1. x - .25 $ 5.47 4 $5.45 $6.00 
I-' - 75% 

2. x~ .50 $5.38 4 $5.19 $5.71 
I-'~ 75% 

3. x- .25 $5.86 4 $5.45 $6.00 
1-'= 50% 

4. x- .50 $5.70 4 $5.45 $6.00 
I-' ~ 50% 

5. Zero Profit $3.68 5 $5.18 $5.70 
I-' = 50% 

6. Zero Profit $3.15* 8 $3.89 $4.28 
I-' - 75% 

Baseline 

Pure Monopoly $7.36 5 $5.18 $5.70 
x = 0, I-' -= 0 

* For this treatment there are dominating non-stationary 
strategies. 
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effect of the iterative implementation of rate regulation based on 

historical costs is that it creates a situation where a firm can 

strategically position itself, foregoing some current period profits 

in order to greatly increase profit potential in the next period, or 

over the next several periods. This occurs because the current 

period profit function, via the audit penalties, depends on previous 

period actual costs. For the present experiments, this 

"positioning" entailed operating at a higher price and lower 

quantity than when there is no enforcement. However, in the 

experiments reported above, a price greater than the monopoly level 

is not the only anomalous observation. 

Price "cycling" was observed under all proportional penalty 

rates and audit probabilities. Subjects typically chose prices 

between the RORR and monopoly equilibrium prices. To determine the 

payoffs of such strategies, expected profit transition tables were 

calculated to delineate the potential gain to be had from cycling 

rather than adopting a stationary strategy. One example appears in 

Table 3.6 representing expected profits for the 25% penalty rate and 

a 50% audit probability. Each entry in this figure represents a 

local maximum of expected profit for the previous period output, 

qt-l' and the current period output, qt. Note that the diagonal 

entries in Table 3.6 give the locally-optimal expected payoffs for 
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stationary strategies. 

In Table 3.6, consider a firm who produces 5 units, the 

monopoly output, in period t - 1. The highest profit achievable in 

period t, $5.67, can be obtained by producing 5 units in period t. 

However, if a firm increases its cost report, hence price, it could 

restrict output to 4 units in period t, making only $5.40 and losing 

$0.27 expected profit. By doing so however, the firm makes it 

possible to earn $6.13 by reverting back to an output of 5 in period 

t + 1. This tactic yields a total expected profit of $11.57 for 

periods t and t + 1, whereas staying at an output level of 5 for 

both periods would yield a total of expected profit of $11.34. 

Note, however that the global maximum is the optimal stationary 

strategy at Q - 4. 

The remainder of this section begins to model the firm's 

strategies to establish whether or not the above anomalies are the 

result of the specific parameters and discrete choice set of the 

audit experiments. 

In this section, the audit penalty scheme used for the 

experiments are reformulated in terms of general functional forms. 

First the proportionate penalty scheme is analyzed and shown to 

generate cost exaggerations above the monopoly level. The zero 

profit penalty scheme is then shown to generate monopoly behavior. 



2 
Qt 

Qt-I 1 1.35 . 2.90 

2 1.35 2.90 

3 1.35 2.90 

4 1.35 2.90 

1.35 2.90 

6 1.35 2.90 

7 1.35 2.79 

8 1.35 2.90 

Table 3.6 

MAXIMAL EXPECTED PROFITS 
for 25% Penalty, ~ - 50% 

3 4 5 6 

4.67 6.38 6.67 6.56 

4.67 5.93 6.20 6.10 

4.67 5.44 5.71 5.62 

4.67 5.86 6.13 6.04 

4.67 5.40 5.67 5.58 

4.03 4.77 5.04 4.95 

3.50 4.75 4.51 4.42 

3.72 4.48 4.73 4.64 
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7 8 

5.60 3.15 

5.54 3.15 

5.04 3.15 

5.47 3.15 

5.01 3.15 

4.38 3.15 

3.15 2.93 

4.07 3.1S 
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For both cases, risk neutrality is assumed. 

The demand function, q(Pt) is assumed to be known, and directly 

observable, by both the regulator and the firm. A common-carrier 

constraint is imposed on the regulated firm, so that qt - q(Pt). 

C(q), the cost function, is known only to the firm. It is assumed 

that C' (q) > 0 and C"(q) < 0, making it a natural monopoly. 

be the firm's report of its previous period's average cost. 

H the actual previous-period average cost, i.e., ~t 

Let ~t 

H 
~t is 

If 

H 
the firm is audited, lt is known to the regulator. Pt - (1 + a)lt 

is the RORR allowed price, given the firm's report, whereas 

P~ - ( 1+ Q)~~ is the allowed price, given an audit. a is the 

allowed rate-of-return to the firm under regulation. The expected 

profit is expressed as a function of price for notational 

convenience. H H 
Since Pt ~ (1 + a)l t and Pt- (1 + a)~t' either p or 1 

can be made the choice variable. Expected profit, EITt' is maximized 

under an assumption of risk neutrality. 

Using the original notation, let p be the probability of audit, 

and let x be the penalty rate for over-pricing by the firm. 

If no audit is made, profit is n~= Ptqt(Pt) - C(q(Pt». It is 

presumed here that agents will only misreport costs if doing so 

would enhance profit if there is no detection. Then, if an audit is 
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made, profit in the current period, t, would be 

where 

ll
H _ C(q(Pt_l» [ C(q(Pt_l»] {[ C(q(Pt_l»]} 
t (1 + a) ( ) q (l+a) ( ) - C q (l+a) ( ) 

q Pt-l q Pt-l q Pt-l 

is the profit that would result if cost is honestly reported 

(previously llAC). Then, the expected profit, prior to audit, is 

For a stationary strategy where Pt - p for all t, the 

per-period expected profit function is 

Ell(p) _ pel + X){(l + a) C(q(p» q(l + a) C(q(p») 
q(p) q(p) 

- c[q[(1 + a) C(:~:~)]J} + (1 -p- px) [ pq(p) - C(q(p»] . 

Assuming tht Ell(p) is concave, the maximizing stationary strategy is 

a price, p , such that 

o _ d Ell(p) _ p(l + x)(l + a){q(P)C' (q(p»q' (p) - C(q(p»q' (p) 
d P [q(p)]2 

q[(l + a)C(q(p»] + C(q(p» q' [(1 + a)C(q(p»] 
q(p) q(p) q(p) 

. (1 + a) q(p)C'(q(p»q' (p) 2- C(q(P»q,(P)} 

[q(p)] 



- J-L(1 + x) C' [q(l + a) C(q(P»)] q' [(1 + a)C(q(P»] 
q(p) q(p) 

q(p)C' (q(p»q' (p) - C(q(p»q' (p) 
(1 + a) [q(p)]2 

+ (1 - J-L - J-Lx)[q(p) +pq' (p) - ,C' (q(p»q' (p)] 

q(p)C' (q(p»q' (p) - C(q(p»q'(p) 
= J-L(1 + x)(l + a) [q(p)]2 
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.{q[(l + a) C(q(P»]+ (1 + a) C(q(p»q' [(1 + a) C(q(p»] 
q(p) q(p) q(p) 

- C' [q((1 + a) C(q(P»)]q' [(1 + a) C(q(P»]} 
q(p) q(p) 

+ (1 - J-L - J-Lx)[q(p) + pq'(p) - c' (q(p»q' (p)]. 

To determine when this vanishes, and a maximwn is achieved, 

note that the last term is zero at pM, the monopoly price. Further, 

the term 

qC'q' 2- Cq' - ~' [C' - AC] 
q 

must be strictly positive, at all p, since C' < AC for a natural 

monopoly and q' < o. What remains to sign is the following 

expression: 
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{
q[(l + a) C(q(p»]+ (1 + a) C(q(p»q' [(1 + a) C(q(p»] 

q(p) q(p) q(p) 

- c' [q(1 + a) C(q(P»)]q' [(1 + a) C(q(P»]} 
q(p) q(p) 

M 
At P , M < p , 

M (otherwise p could be achieved by 

truthful reporting). 
o 

If TI (p) is concave, then the above term is 

M 
positive, giving d !IT;P ) > O. Thus, p > pM 

This is an unexpected result theoretically, but consistent with 

the experimental results reported in this chapter. It says that a 

regulatory audit with penalties based on excess profits will 

actually cause firms to misrepresent more than would be optimal in 

the absence of enforcement. The explanation for this is that, by 

overstating cost, a firm keeps costs and "allowable prices" high, so 

that the allowed profit (rate-of-return) following an audit is high. 

Finally, consider the potential profitability of dyadic cycles 

with the profit-based penalty scheme. This would lead to 

alternating expected profit levels, and the total profits over a 

finite time horizon would simply be a mUltiple of the two-period sum 

of profits, with prices alternating between PI and P2' which is 

H 0 
E(TII + TI2) = ~(l + x)ll (PI) + (1 - ~ - px)TI (P2) 

H 0 
+ ~(1 + x)TI (P2) + (1 - p - px)IT (PI) 
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[~(1 + X)IT
H

(P1) + (1 - ~ - ~X)ITo(P1)] 

+ [~(1 + x)n
H

(p2) + (1 - ~ - ~x)ITo(P2)] 

Note that this is maximized when P1- P2- P , since this last term is 

simply the one period profit function repeated twice. Thus, cycling 

is inferior to the optimal steady-state or uniform strategy, and can 

only be an improvement on a local optimum, as observed in the 

experiments. 

Next, consider the zero profit penalty. This gives ~ - 0, and 

the expected profit becomes 

Clearly, if a stationary strategy of misrepresentation is to be 

M used, this would be to select p - p ,for all t. Such behavior is 
t 

more profitable than the stationary strategy of truth-telling iff 

oM R oM ~ R 
(1 - ~)IT (p ) > aC(q(p », or, IT (p ) > l-~ C(q(p », 

where pR is the ideal, efficient RORR price. For the parameters of 

the experiments, R aC(q(p » 7.36, so a 

risk-neutral subject would find it advantageous to misrepresent only 

if < .58, and a risk-averse subject might never 

misrepresent. 

Conclusions 

This chapter introduced auditing and penalties as a means of 

enforcing RORR. The experiments found two anomalies: 1) inceasing 
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audit probabilities and/or penalties did not lead to changes in 

behavior in the direction conjectured; and 2) firms frequently 

engaged in unanticipated cycling behavior between high and low 

prices. 

It was shown that, in fact, the optimal firm strategy was to 

misrerepresent costs that would result in a price above the monopoly 

level in the experiments. This can be attributed in these 

experiments to the practice of basing penalties on excess profits 

based on historical costs. The implications of this on policy 

prescriptions warrant further investigation. 

The most interesting anomaly of the audit experiments was the 

systematic practice of cycling. This is preliminarily investigated, 

resulting in a demonstration that dyadic cycling is always inferior 

to the optimial stationary strategy for generic, well-behaved cost 

and demand functions with perfect divisibility. For the class of 

regulatory mechanisms considered here, dyadic cycling could be a 

potential problem only in the presence of indivisibilities. 

What remains to be done is to "embed" the above analysis into 

an explicit solution of the dynamic maximization problem faced by 

the regulated firm audited under RORR. However, this can only be 

done for explicit and arbitrary functional forms for cost and demand 

which would make the results not applicable to the experiments 
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reported herein. However, this task is important to the general 

problem of designing better forms of regulation. 
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Chapter 4 

RORR MONOPOLY INCENTIVE MALFUNCTIONS: Input Inefficiencies 

This chapter considers other incentive malfunctions claimed to 

exist in the implementaton of rate-of-return regulation (RORR). The 

most well known are the Averch-Johnson (A-J)effect and and 

rate-base padding or gold plating. 

The Averch-Johnson effect, as characterized by the seminal work 

1 of Averch and Johnson (1962) and further refined by others states 

that RORR will induce firms to employ a larger than efficient 

capital-labor ratio. It implies that the imposition of a regulatory 

constraint that provides an implicit return on captial as a rate of 

return will induce firms to not cost minimize when utilizing inputs 

for a chosen production level. To test this hypothesis requires a 

decision-problem involving input selection and output (or price) 

choice. This requires a discrete approximation to a continuum of 

input choices at all production levels. Previous experimental 

research on incentive regulation has not had subjects face varied 

costs through an input decision choice. 

Another generalization of the Averch-Johnson effect states that 

RORR provides no penalty, but actually offers a reward, for wasteful 

1 See Baumol and Klevorick (1970); Bailey and Malone 
Takayama (1969) and Zajac (1970 ), among others. 

(1970); 
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capi tal expenditures even if there is no substitution away from 

other inputs. To test this requires an experimental design where 

cost schedules are a choice variable. This generalizes the problem 

known as "rate base padding" or "gold plating" in the one input case 

considered by Bailey (1970) and Zajac (1972) under RORR. 

The following tests of Averch-Johnson and rate base padding 

seek to answer the testable implications of the well known theory in 

the static case. The Averch-Johnson effect is considered in the 

first section, followed by a test of rate-base padding in the second 

section of this chapter. 

The Averch-Johnson Effect ~ 

The A-J effect is famous as being the pathbreaking attempt to 

model the theory of incentive malfunctions of RORR. 

illustration of the effect is given in Figure 4.0 .2 

A technical 

The regulatory constraint, represented in the (a) figure by the 

positively sloped plane sK, prohibits the firm from earning above 

the regulated level of profits. The firm can, however, increase its 

profits by hiring more captial (K), limited by the profit function. 

The maximum regulated profit (II) is obtained at K , the maximum 
s s 

amount of capital, at the intersection of the regulatory constraint 

and the profit surface. 

2 
Figure 4.0 and the subsequent discussion is taken from Binger 

and Hoffman (1988). 
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FIGURE 4.0 AVERCH-JOHNSON EFFECT 
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Figure 4.0(b) shows a regulated firm's isoquant map 

representing the constrained and unconstrained profit functions. 

The regulated firm earns, IT (as above), using K units of capital to 
S 5 

produce x units of output at the tangency between the level s 

surfaces of the constrained and unconstrained profit functions. An 

unconstrained firm would expand along its expansion path maximizing 

* * * profits by employing (K , L ) of capital and labor to produce x , 

given the wage-rent (wjr) ratio. At the regulated choice of 

capital, the firm is not cost minimizing but choosing and 

inefficient input ratio to profit maximize under the regulatory 

constraint. 

The A-J model is not one of strategic cost 

misrepresentation (which is the incentive defect examined 

experimentally in Chapters 2 and 3). In order to isolate an 

empirical examination of the A-J effect, the working model employed 

in this chapter concurs by eliminating the possibility of cost 

misrepresentation. 

A-J theory has been criticized for its static nature in 

modeling a dynamic process [see Takayama (1969). 

Though a model to test the A-J effect as an iterative process 

is planned for future research, it was not experimentally tested for 

this effort, in order to isolate the static theory result for 

comparison purposes. 



The operational definition of the A-J effect that is being 

examined here is the following: 

(i) The rate-of-return is calculated on capital (i.e., one 

input) only. The cost of capital is zero. 
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(ii) Other input expenses are reimbursable, but earn no return. 

(iii) There is an incentive to the regulated firm to not select 

the cost-minimizing input combination to produce any given 

output level. 

For simplicity, the model deals with only two inputs. In each 

period, the firm will choose a quantity of output to produce/sell, 

Qt' by a chosen input-combination pair (X, Y) . X is the capital 

input, and w is the fixed purchase price of input X. Y is the other 

input, i.e., labor in most explanations of the theory, and v is the 

purchase price of input Y. C(Qt(X,Y» - rX + wY becomes the total 

cost of producing Qt(X,Y). As in the previous chapters, price for 

the output level chosen by the firm is determined by the simulated 

buyer decision rule to capture the common carrier constraint. 

Therefore, "potential" profits for the firm are characterized by 

IT P(Qt)Qt(X,Y) - C(X,Y) - P(Qt)Qt(X,Y) -[rX + wY]. 

Perfect RORR enforcement is accomplished by the following: 

(i) Letting a be the allowed rate-of-return on input X, 

the "Allowed Return" is equal to the rate-of-return 

times the cost of input X, or ROR - a(rX). 
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(ii) Payment to firm - MIN [ TI , a(rX) ] . 

For each output level, Qt, the cost-minimizing (X, Y) input 

combination is set to yield the same C(Qt) as in the cost 

* * misrepresentation and audit cases. If (X ,Y) is the efficient 

combination for a given level of output, then a should be set so as 

to yield the same rate-of-return as in the previous models, such 

that 

* * (1 + a )rX + wY 

<-> awx* 

<=> a 

* * 1.1(rX + wY ) 

.l(rX* + wY*) 

* * * .l[(rX + wY )/rX] >.1, 

since the return is on only one input. 

Averch-Johnson (A-J) Experimental Design and Procedures 

As in Chapters 2 and 3, experiments were hand-run and conducted 

in the same environment. Subjects were recruited from the same 

experienced population and not repeated. Experimental instructions 

and procedures differed only as required by the specific model or 

treatment being tested. Subjects were paid in the same manner and 

all experiments were run for 30 periods. 

The Averch-Johnson effect was operationa1ized by allowing 

subjects to choose an output level and one of three pairs of input 

combinations, (X, Y), for each production level in each of the 30 

periods. The three input combinations and cost schedule for each of 

the 21 units used for the four experiments appear in Table 4.1 . 
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Table 4.1 

Sll:IMaBX DE SEll EB:S EBgIUltIIQt!' arc:ac: 
ad 

INrtrt mMP.NAnQNS 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 
NUMBE. INPUT IlfPUT INPUT 

OF COM.INAnON COMllNAnON COMlIlNAnON 
1!mI:i A --Jl- -'--

(2.3. Z31) (3..2. 111) ( .... 132) 
S4.61 S ..,1 S S ... l 

(4.6. 4S1) (6.1.404) (Ll. 360) 
S t.14 S 10.14 S 11.10 

(6.7.666) (7.3.619) (9..2. 561) 
S 1l.l6 S 13M S 1 • .11 

(Ll.W) 19.I.IIZI (11..2. no, 
S 17.36 S 17.U S 1130 

5 (10.6. 10Sl) (12.4.9701 (16..2. 906) 
S 21.14 S 2LIO S 250la 

6 (12.3. 1131) (14.0. 1100' (11.0.943) 
S 14M S 25.00 S 17.43 

(14.G. 1400) (u..2. 1320) (16.3. IlSD) 
S lI.OO S 21.40 SlUG 

• (1"".1619) USo3. 1559) (l6.l. 15D9) 
S 31ol' SlIM S 31.lt 

9 (16.0. IW) (17.0. 17DS) (11.0. 1692) 
S 34ol1 S 34.115 S 34.fZ 

10 (17.3. 1971) (lU. 1146) (11.9. 1139) 
S l7.ll1 S 36.16 S 37.2' 

11 (11.6. ZIJl) (19.1. 19741 (2O.3.19Z01 
S 3,.,2 S 3'''' S ".70 

12 (19.9. l3D7) (21.0. 2109) I2l.l. 2021) 
S4U7 S 42.11' S 4%,41 

13 121.7. 1319) 122.l.22m (13.1. 217S) 
S 45.59 S 44,55 S ".15 

I. 122.9. 2SDl) 123.4.1351) 1l4.0.ll21) 
S 47.,1 S 44.,1 S .7.21 

., 124.1. 2563) 1l4.6. 2451) (25.3. :396) 
S 4'.73 S 4'.1' S 4U' 

16 (23.7. ZlZI) (24.1.2691) 125.7.2S71) 
S 51.,1 S 51.61 S 51.41 

17 (26.5. 2179) (2U, 2779) (26.1.2679) 
S SS.lt S 54.3' S 53,5, 

II (24.G. 3700) 126.0. JlOO) (21.0. 2IDD) 
S '1.110 S 51.00 S SUO 

19 1l7.9. 3333) 121.4.3133) (2U.::933) 
S '1.13 S St.73 S 51.73 

20 (21.0. 36OS) (29.3. 330S) (31.0. liDS) 
S 64A5 S '%.55 S 6%.05 

21 (lQ.II. 3691) 01.3.3491) 133.0. mil 
S ".II S ".41 S 65.,1 
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This schedule was developed after a pilot experiment was run with 

slightly different input combinations and cost parameters. The cost 

schedule for the pilot appears in the Instructions Appendix. 

The extended Cox- Isaac demand schedule seen in Figure 2.1 was 

used for these experiments. 

For each output level, the low-cost input combination was set 

to yield the same total cost as in the previous experimental designs 

discusssed in Chapters 2 and 3, i.e., the deflated Cox-Isaac cost 

parameters. The nominal, "Allowed Return" rate-of-return was set at 

. 20 (Input X). This was accomplished by setting the input upon which 

* the allowed return will be calculated, X ~ C(Q)/2, so that the real 

return would equal .10[C(Q)], as in the previous designs. The input 

X was rounded to decile units to avoid lumpiness problems. 

From the A-J model detailed above, the prices of the inputs 

were set to the following: 

w ~ $ 1.00 Price of Input X 

v $ 0.01 Price of Input Y 

From Table 4.2, the input combinations labeled A, B, and C, and 

are arranged so that XA< XB< Xc ' and YA > YB > YC . For each 

output level, one of these input combinations will be cost 

minimizing, i.e., economically efficient. For 1 < Qt < 7 , the A 

combination has the lowest cost. For 8 < Qt < 15, the B combination 

is cost minimizing, and 16 < Qt < 21 has the least expensive input 
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Table 4.2 

AVERCH - JOHNSON 
INPUT COMBINATIONS, PROFITS, PAYMENTS, AND ALLOWED RETURN 

Base 
Total Potential Input Allowed Subject 

.9. .QL..Xl Revenues Costs Profit <Ill ill Return Payment 

1 A $6.03 $4.68 $1.35 2.3 .46 $0.46 
B $6.03 $4.91 $1.12 3.2 .64 $0.64 
C $6.03 $5.42 $0.61 4.1 .82 $0.82 

2 A $12.04 $9.14 $2.90 4.6 .92 $0.92 
B $12.04 $10.14 $1.90 6.1 1.22 $1.22 
C $12.04 $11.80 $0.24 8.2 1.64 $0.24 

3 A $18.03 $13.36 $4.67 6.7 1.34 $1.34 
B $18.03 $13.69 $4.34 7.5 1.50 $1.50 
C $18.03 $14.81 $3.22 9.2 1.84 $1.84 

4 A $24.00 $17.36 $6.64 8.7 1. 74 $1. 74 
B $24.00 $17.92 $6.08 9.8 1.96 $1.96 
C $24.00 $18.90 $5.10 11.2 2.24 $2.24 

5 A $28.50 $21.14 $7.36 10.6 2.12 $2.12 
B $28.50 $22.10 $6.40 12.4 2.48 $2.48 
C $28.50 $25.26 $3.24 16.2 3.24 $3.24 

6 A $31. 80 $24.68 $7.12 12.3 2.46 $2.46 
B $31. 80 $25.00 $6.80 14.0 2.80 $2.80 
C $31. 80 $27.43 $4.37 18.0 3.60 $3.60* 

7 A $33.60 $28.00 $5.60 14.0 2.80 $2.80 
B $33.60 $28.40 $5.20 15.2 3.04 $3.04 
C $33.60 $29.00 $4.60 16.5 3.30 $3.30 

8 A $34.24 $31. 39 $2.85 14.5 2.90 $2.85 
B $34.24 $31.09 $3.15 15.5 3.10 $3.10 
C $34.24 $31. 29 $2.95 16.2 3.24 $2.95 

9 Hereafter II ~ 0 

* Payment maximizing. 
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combination of C. This was done to correspond to general 

presumptions regarding many regulated industries, i. e., at a low 

level of output a firm will use less capital whereas a large 

capacity firm will use more capital. The efficient RORR output and 

cost minimizing level was the B (X,Y) combination (15.5, 1559) at an 

output level of Qt - 8. 

The payment maximizing output level and input combination was 

set at 6 units, at input combination C, at a payment of $3.60. 

Potential profits, allowed returns, and subject payments for the A-J 

experimental design for non-negative payments are given in Table 

4.2 

After choosing an output level and input combination, the 

subject was to find the price dictated by consumer demand from the 

"modified" buying rule, and calculate "potential profits". Subjects 

were instructed that they would receive the minimum of the profits 

made from their output/input combination and expenditure choice, or 

the allowed return which would be calculated at .20(Input X) only. 

The experimenter would calculate the Allowed Return, compare it to 

the profits from sales, and determine the seller payment for the 

period. The s.eller would calculate accumulated earnings and the 

next period would begin. Since the A-J model tested for benchmark 

purposes was the static case, seller output/input combination 

choices were independent of previous period production. 
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Averch-Johnson (A-J) Effect Experimental Results 

Four experiments and one pilot experiment were conducted to 

test the static Averch-Johnson model. The prediction was that 

payment-maximizing subjects will choose to produce 6 units of output 

using inefficient input combination, C. As Figure 4.1 shows, two of 

four subjects, Seller's 2 and 3, found the A-J optimal production 

level and input combination very early, one by the second period, 

and stayed there throughout. Seller 1 chose a larger output at Q -

7 for most of the experiment, and Seller 4 seemed to be continually 

searching while anchored at Q - 6. Mean quantity levels were 

indistinguishable from the theoretical prediction. 

Figure 4.2 gives the input combination choices for each of the 

four sellers, and the pilot subject (since the predicted 

input/output combination choice was the same). For the final 10 

periods, three of the four subj ects were selecting the predicted 

(least efficient) input combination, C. The cost implication of 

this is depicted in Figure 4.3, in deviation form. On average, the 

the unnecessary costs were $2.11 for the final ten periods. Only 

Seller l's consistent choice of an input combination in the B column 

kept the unnecessary costs below the theoretical prediction of 

$2.75. 

It was also predicted that subjects would discover the payment 

maximizing inefficient output choice. The maximal reward for this 
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design was $3.60. Figure 4.4 shows the individual subject payments. 

Figure 4.5 shows that the mean per period payment for the four 

experiments converges to about $3.50. 

The measure of firm efficiency used here is the total surplus 

achieved as a percentage of the ideal RORR surplus. Thus, the 

surplus is defined to be the total valuation of consumers for the 

quantity produced minus the efficient cost of production minus the 

unnecessary cost. Mean per period efficiency levels for 

Averch-Johnson are listed in the first column of Table 4.3. If all 

subjects conformed to the theory, an efficiency level of .5191 would 

be achieved. As Figure 4.6 shows, actual efficiency levels were 

consistently slightly above this, but not as high as they were for 

the experiments described in Chapters 2 and 3. These comparisons of 

efficiencies should be interpreted with care as a quantitative 

example. To a large extent, the parameter specifications of the 

experiments determine the magnitudes of the efficiency levels. 

However, as a qualitative description, they offer insights into 

regulated firm incentives. 

Rate Base Padding m;;: "Gold-Plating" 

Rate base padding as delineated by Zajac (1970 ,1972) and 

discussed as "gold-plating" by Bailey (1972) sought to answer 

slightly different issues than were addressed in Averch-Johnson. 

Rate base padding (i.e., the addition of non-productive capital by 
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Figure 4.5 
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Table 4.3 

* AVERCH-JOHNSON/RATE BASE PADDING MEAN EFFICIENCIES 

Averch-Johnson Rate-Base Pad 
Period Mean Efficiencies Mean Efficiencies 

1 .6127 .6469 
2 .7213 .6992 
3 .5463 .4859 
4 .5091 .5684 
5 .6509 .5775 
6 .6569 .4879 
7 .7052 .3632 
8 .7052 .4477 
9 .6801 .3541 
10 .7274 .4477 
11 .6801 .3924 
12 .7384 .3461 
13 .6680 .4396 
14 .6076 .4879 
15 .5372 .5040 
16 .7133 .4386 
17 .6076 .5131 
18 .6076 .4145 
19 .5352 .5423 
20 .6076 .4145 
21 .6529 .5704 
22 .6076 .5594 
23 .5372 .4839 
24 .6801 .4738 
25 .6076 .5946 
26 .6076 .4074 
27 .6076 .4567 
28 .7133 .4366 
29 .6076 .4567 
30 .5221 .5050 

* Measurement reflects RORR-Economic Efficiency, i.e., the 
further the efficiency measure is from 1.00, the greater 
the loss in social welfare terms. 
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rate-of-return regulated firms in order to increase their rate base 

and subsequent regulated profits) arguments have taken on various 

forms. Gold plating is conceived as the unnecessary use by 

regulated firms of expensive materials and design. Another 

manifestation of rate base padding is the maintenance of excess 

spare capacity. Rate base padding has further been considered as a 

motive for the entry of regulated firms into subsidiary markets at 

nonprofitable prices. Rather than exhibiting predatory behavior, a 

franchise firm could increase its rate base through market 

penetration in addition to forestalling entry or preempting 

ancillary markets.
3 

Zajac (1970) and Edelson (1971) showed that padding is 

unprofitable for the profit maximizing, regulated firm working with 

complete information and an unconstrained choice of input mix. 

Though standard, these results occur under strong information and 

uncertainty assumptions that may not apply to many regulatory 

conditions. Therefore, it often continues to be perceived by 

regulatory practitioners as a major problem of RORR, since it 

represents pure waste. 

In a note, Zajac (1972) found that rate base padding can be 

profitable for the regulated firm in the case where 1) the 

3 
The study of a regulated firm behavior increasing its own costs 

by entering a second market will be made in the next chapter. 
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production side of the firm is assumed to be summarized by one 

factor, capital, 2) the allowed rate-of-return is greater than the 

cost of capital, and 3) ther is a limit on the profitable 

investment opportunities available to the firm. To determine if 

franchise firms operating under RORR would engage in profitable gold 

plating, as many regulators believe, this model was used to develop 

a benchmark over those with more than one input. 

Under a static theoretical model of the rate base padding 

problem if there is one variable input, K, let II(K) is the net 

profit function, i.e., 

II(K) R(K) - iK, where 

R(K) the net revenue from K, and 

i ~ the unit cost of K, the cost of capital. 

The firm's revenue is restricted not to exceed some fair 

rate-of-return, ~ , such that 

R(K) ~ K, or II(K) ~ ( ~ - i)K. 

This revenue constraint is binding. Therefore, the incentive of the 

regulated firm is to augment productive input, K, with 

* non-productive K , so as to reap higher total profit, i.e., gold 

plating. 

From Figure 4.7, taken from Zajac (1972), the binding 

constraint case can be identified with the firm operating at point 

A, where padding is impossible. With the constraint, the firm must 
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operate on or below the line ( l/J - i)K. The ability to pad, 

however, changes this constraint as follows: 

(i) Let K be productive input use. 

* (ii) Let K be unproductive input use. 

(iii) Then the effective profit function becomes 

dependent on both inputs such that, 

* * ll(K,K) - R(K) - i(K + K ). 

(iv) The new constraint becomes 

* * ll(K,K ) ~ ( l/J - i)(K + K ). 

This constraint gives the firm the incentive to pad and choose 

* an optimal K > O. This is explained through Figure 4.8, a 

graphical representation of the model from Zajac (1972), where at 
, 

point C, II (K) ~ - i, the firm is at a point of productive 

investment and output level. Point B is a point of regulated profit 

* * maximum, reached by adding unproductive K. By adding K , however, 

the firm is assured of profits lower than regulation-free profits, 

but greater than the rate-of-return profits. 

In order to operationalize the Zajac model toward 

comparability with previous incentive regulation experiments, the 

capital space of Zajac's model was mapped into expenditure-cost 

space. The firm chooses an initial expenditure level C(Qt) by 

choosing an output level Qt' implicitly presuming that K is the only 

input. Price, Pt , is determined by consumer demand. The firm then 
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* chooses an additional expense, Et ~ 0, representing K. The 

potential profit and regulatory enforced firm payment is calculated 

as follows: 

(i) TIt - PtQt - C(Qt) - Et 

(ii) Firm payment becomes 

By working in expenditure rather than capital space in order to 

keep comparability with the previous models, it is implicit that the 

cost of "expenditure" on capital, .* 
1. 1 and tha t -,p the 

rate-of-return level in terms of expenditure on capital is 1.1. 

* Therefore, -,p - i .10, as before. In the operational model used, 

it was assumed that non-productive capital is a multiple, P, of the 

"Discretionary Cost" decision made by subjects acting as firms. 

This implies that the cost of capital is liP. This occurs solely 

as a result of moving from capital space, as in Zajac, to 

expenditure-cost space. Assuming a one-to-one mapping from inputs 

to costs, there is no loss of generality to the Zajac model from 

this change. 

As in the test of the Averch-Johnson effect above, output 

levels and efficiency measures in comparison to the monopoly or RORR 

outcomes are dependent upon cost parameters, the return rate, and 

cost of capital used to operationa1ize the rate base padding model. 

Rate Base Padding Experimental Design and Procedures 
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The rate base padding/gold-plating theory operationalized for 

this effort was also the static case for benchmark purposes. 

Subjects were recruited for these hand-run experiments as were those 

reported above and in Chapters 2 and 3. All other experimental 

conditions were similarly followed. 

For the rate base padding experiments, subjects were asked to 

choose a base cost level through the choice of output units from I 

to 21 from the figures in the Summary of Seller's Base Costs of 

Production, i.e., relabeled deflated Cox-Isaac costs. This summary, 

as seen by subjects, can be found in the Instructions Appendix for 

the Rate Base Padding experiments. 

The price for each unit was determined through the purchasing 

rule and the seller would calculate sales revenues. The subject was 

* then allowed to select a "Discretionary Cost", x - Et' between 

$0.00 and $5.00 to be added to the seller's production costs. After 

selecting his "pad", the subject would then calculate the "potential 

profits" from the sale of the units. The experimenter then 

calculated the allowed return, having instructed the seller that he 

would receive the minimum of the allowed return, calculated at 

.10[Base Costs + 5(Discretionary Cost)] or .10(Base Costs) + 

.50(Discretionary Cost), and the profits made from the sale of 

units in the period. 

Since the operational design maps capital input choices into 
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expenditure/cost choices, the discretionary cost, or non-productive 

capital cost, was multiplied by the inverse of the cost of capital, 

i.e., if f3 ~ 20%, then 1/f3 .., 5. The profits, payments, and 

allowed return for the rate base padding design are given in Table 

4.4 and are graphically represented in expenditure/profit space in 

Figure 4.9. The payment maximizing output level was set at 6 units 

using an optimal pad of $ 3.10, which resulted in a subject payment 

of $4.02. 

Rate Base Padding Experimental Results 

Five experiments were conducted to test for rate base padding. 

This model yields very simple predictions, such that the 

reward-maximizing quantity is Q - 6, the "waste" or padding expense 

("Discretionary Cost") should be $3.10, and the resulting payment 

should be $4.02. 

Of the five subjects, two converged to and stayed at Q - 6; 

one was at Q - 6 in four of the final five periods; one stabilized 

at Q .., 7 and one at Q - 5. The level of average padding 

expenditures rose steadily from less than $1.00 to about $3.00 by 

the end of the experiment, see Figure 4.10 Figure 4.11 shows the 

average payment converging smoothly toward $4.02. Figure 4.12 shows 

the effectiveness of subjects in successfully capturing profits 

through optimal rate base padding. The evidence appears to show 

that subjects behave in conformity with the static theory tested. 
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Table 4.4 

RATE BASE PADDING PROFITS AND ALLOWED RETURN 

l/P = 5 => Cost of Capital - 20% 

OPTIMAL PAD 
PROFIT TOTAL * lOll - TC ALLOWED RE~RN PAYME~T 

UNITS II COSTS X = 10 + P .10(TC + PX ) II - X 

1 1.35 4.68 .59 .76 .76 

2 2.90 9.14 1.32 1.58 1.58 

3 4.67 13.36 2.22 2.45 2.45 

4 6.64 17.36 3.27 3.37 3.37 

5 7.36 21.14 3.50 3.86 3.86 

6 7.12 24.68 3.10 4.02 4.02 ** 
7 5.60 28.00 1.87 3.73 3.73 

8 3.15 31.09 .03 3.12 3.12 

9 -.75 34.05 N/A N/A -.75 

10 -1.36 36.68 -1.36 

11 -2.69 39.54 -2.69 

12 -6.45 42.09 -6.45 

13 -15.95 44.55 -15.95 

14 -25.91 46.91 -25.91 

15 -35.68 49.18 -35.68 

16 -46.61 51.41 -46.61 

17 N/A 53.59 N/A 

18 56.00 

19 58.73 

20 62.05 

21 65.91 

** Optimal PAD Profits 

N/A = NOT APPLICABLE FROM HERE DOWN 
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One interesting observation about rate base padding performance 

in the laboratory setting is the magnitude of its inefficiency. The 

efficiency measure used here is found by taking the total consumer 

valuation of the chosen output level, subtracting from that the 

(efficient) cost of production, and finally subtracting the wasted 

padding expense. This is then divided by the efficient surplus 

achievable at the RORR ideal equilibrium (Q 8). 

The predicted efficiency of a maximizing firm that gold plates 

is .4839 For the parameters used in the experiments reported 

herein, mean efficiency levels hovered around 50%, see Figure 4.13 

and Table 4.3 Since an unregulated profit-maximizing monopolist 

would achieve over a 65% RORR efficiency, this is a situation where 

perfectly enforced RORR, where costs are fully known to the 

regulator, but where unproductive expenses are possible (in a one 

input case), might be worse than no regulation at all. 

RORR Monopoly Incentive Malfunctions - Conclusions 

From the above analysis some clear results emerge. The results 

confirm long-standing, traditional theories of incentive 

malfunctions of RORR. For the static, but repeated, perfect 

implementations of RORR tested in this chapter, wasteful input use 

will occur. This can be manifested either as rate base padding or 

Averch-Johnson type selection of inefficient input combinations. In 

either case, the waste induced by RORR is a logical method for firms 
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to use in order to re-coup part of their profits lost due to the 

allowed return constraint. 
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Chapter 5 

REMOVAL OF REGULATORY BARRIERS TO ENTRY ON RORR MONOPOLY FIRMS 

The previous three chapters study the behavior of 

rate-of-return regulated (RORR) natural monopoly firms operating in 

a single franchise market. The incentive malfunctions and problems 

from informational asymmetries have compeled the regulatory 

community to seek alternative responses to RORR and franchise 

restrictions. As stated in Chapter I, incentive regulatory 

mechanisms have been developed toward this end. Other regulatory 

changes have included greater reliance on competition and free 

market solutions to overcome problems. This chapter addresses this 

form of regulatory reform. Specifically, it analyzes RORR monopoly 

performance and market interaction as firms are allowed to enter 

secondary markets. 

Two types of changes in regulatory practice are most often made 

for this purpose. Regulators both (1) allow competitive entry into 

previously 

regulated 

franchised 

firm entry 

industries, and (2) relax barriers on 

into competitive ancillary markets. 

Deregulation of the first form has become widespread. Therefore, 

empirical evidence on changes in market efficiency are available via 

industry case studies. Competitive market entry restrictions, 

however, continue to prevail, creating the need for empirical 
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research on the merits of entry restriction relative to complete 

deregulation. 

The present research analyzes the validity of the common legal 

and behavioral assumptions underlying continued legal entry barriers 

on franchise firms. The nature of firm behavior is emphasized in the 

hybrid regulatory environment confronted by industries subj ect to 

such restrictions. The most visible of these is the 

telecommunications industry in which regulatory policy is currently 

in a state of f1ux. 1 An experimental examination of this industry 

allows policy options to be studied prior to their field 

implementation. Hence, this study uses laboratory experiments to 

explore the possible consequences of the proposed deregulation of a 

LATA (Local Access and Transport Area) franchised monopolist. The 

central problem is to investigate the effects of allowing the LATA 

firm to enter a previously restricted traditional telecommunications 

ancillary market while maintaining a regulated status in its primary 

market. 

The Regulatory Policy Issue and Industry Framework 

The relevant policy question requires examination of the 

economic arguments and behavioral assumptions for retaining barriers 

to a regulated monopolist's entry into competitive markets. 

1 
See J. Amparano (WSJ, September 14, 

Evans (1983); and G. Faulhaber (1987). 
1988); W. Brock and D. 
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One popular argument given for continued entry restriction of 

regulated firms into ancillary competitive markets is that of "deep 

pockets". The deep pocket can be a result of the firm being 

dominant (i.e., significantly larger) or having an outside source of 

guaranteed income, such as a regulated market. Arguably, deep 

pocket firms, more able to sustain losses, may systematically price 

cut in order to discipline or drive smaller competitors out of a 

market. Such predatory behavior by an entrant could result in the 

deep pocket firm becoming an unregulated monopolist in what had been 

a competitive market. Assuming market structure would allow a deep 

pocket firm to force out competitors, this condition would not 

remain as a stable equilibrium unless re-entry into the market is 

prevented. A variant of the "deep pocket" argument is. the potential 

for "cross subsidization" by the monopolist. This view concludes 

that the potential use of guaranteed profits in the franchised 

market to hide or offset losses in the competitive market is reason 

enough for limiting the monopolist's entry into competitive markets. 

"Unfair competition", or the monopolist having an "unfair cost 

advantage", is a second argument for continuing to ban regulated 

monopolies from entering competitive markets. According to this 

view, the monopolist might be able to produce the competitive 

product less expensively, due to economies of scale or scope. 

Hence, "unfair competition" proponents contend that the only way to 
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promote true competition in such a market is to ban the regulated 

firm from competitive market operations. The logic used is as 

follows: allowing the lower-cost monopolist entry into the market 

drives out competitors. 

A third argument for limiting a regulated firm's access to 

other markets is that such entry could adversely affect costs in the 

franchise market. Several mechanisms for such an effect are 

possible. The one most often identified is that regulated firm 

joint and common costs might increase once the competitive market is 

entered. Increased costs would then require increased rates. This 

has also been called. a form of rate base padding [see Zajac (1972)]. 

A franchise firm entering a subsidiary market might offer 

non-profitable prices in order to raise its rate base rather than 

for predatory reasons. 

A final, and somewhat contradictory, argument is that allowing 

a regulated firm to enter a related competitive market would create 

windfall profits to the monopoly due to cost complementarities or 

economies of scope. If the cost savings were not passed on to 

consumers in the form of lower monopoly service rates, the firm 

would enjoy windfall profits from both markets, thus inducing larger 

outputs by the regulated franchise in the ancillary market to the 

detriment of competitors. Actions of this kind could be categorized 
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as "reverse cross subsidization".2 

The economic reasoning in favor of increased competition in 

regulated industries through the removal of legal entry barriers 

stems from neoclassical market efficiency arguments: i. e., more 

firms lead to greater competition, resulting in lower prices and 

larger output. Baumol, Panzar, and Yillig (1982) have shown 

theoretically that the encouragement of a monopolist's participation 

in competitive markets can be socially efficient if the monopoly 

market is contestable, or regulated to replicate contestability 

conditions. Under such conditions, allowing entry into the ancillary 

market can lead to increased consumer surplus in both markets if 

there are any cost complementarities. Smith (1981) and Kruse (1988) 

have shown experimentally that increasing the number of sellers in 

posted offer oligopoly markets increases market efficiency whether 

or not capacity/demand relationships are held constant. 

All of the above arguments have been presented in the policy 

debate over the competitive transformation of the telecommunications 

industry. Of special significance to this transformation are (1) 

the continuing legal modifications of the definition of allowable 

markets for the Bell Operating Companies (BOC's), and (2) the 

2 This could be mitigated by regulators lowering the rate base 
of the monopoly by imputing cost savings from competitive market 
entry to the monopoly product/service. This would have the effect 
of lowereing franchise rate structures and subsequent profits. 
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relaxation of regulatory limitations on entry into 

telecommunications ancillary markets. The landmark decision in this 

industry was Judge Harold Greene's controversial 1982 Modified Final 

Judgement (MFJ) agreement between AT&T and the U. S. Department of 

Justice. The judgement specified that AT&T was permitted to engage 

in many unregulated operations, such as long-distance toll and other 

"competitive" services. 3 Seven Regional Holding Companies (RBOC's) 

were then established, from twenty-two local access BOC's, to 

provide regulated local exchange services to specific franchised 

geographic Local Access and Transport Areas (IATA' s). Under the 

agreement, the operating companies were required to install 

facilities to assure equal access to all interexchange 

(long-distance) carriers. 

The MFJ severely restricted RBOC's from entering ancillary 

telecommunications markets ranging from equipment manufacturing to 

3 
The term "competitive" market generally refers to a market with 

a large number of sellers where no seller is able to influence the 
market price by a unilateral change in output, i . e., there is no 
strategic interaction among sellers. Traditional telecommunications 
industry markets are oligopolistic in nature, where the number of 
sellers is small, making strategic interaction paramount. In a 
traditional oligopoly, the profits of one seller depends on the 
price-quantity decisions of other sellers, as well as his own. 
Therefore, a change in strategy of anyone seller will induce a 
reaction from other sellers. In the present research, these terms 
are used interchangably in order to distinguish between the primary 
monopoly market an any other market the franchise firm would wish to 
enter. 
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long-distance service to information services .. Although these 

restrictions were somewhat softened by Judge Greene in 1987 and 

1988, the provision of information services remains sharply 

curtailed. Equipment manufacturing and long-distance services are 

still banned for RBOC's.4 Most recently RBOC's have been trying to 

get clarification on entry possibilities into cable television 

markets. 

The Hodel and Regulatory Environment 

The debate over allowing regulated monopolists to enter 

competitive markets while maintaining their local access franchises 

revolves around issues that are inherently empirical. The entry 

restrictions themselves preclude empirical verification of the 

arguments via market evidence. No field data exists that would 

allow an examination of the policy consequences of allowing 

competitive market entry. Theoretical analysis may not yield 

precise conclusions because of the multiplicity of reasonable 

equilibria. The inability to rely on field data or pure theoretical 

analysis to study these policy issues leads to the use of laboratory 

markets. By creating a realistic environment in the laboratory, the 

empirical effects of a policy change can be systematically 

4 
See Brenan (1986) and United States of America y.:.. Western 

Electric Comnanv. Inc. et. al., Civil Action No. 82-0192, U. s. 
District Court, District of Columbia, September 10, 1987; and Ql!...:.. 

cit., March 7, 1988. 
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Examples of regulatory problems and environments amenable to 

laboratory economic analysis are numerous. Of particular relevance 

to the study of Regional Holding Companies or BOC's entering 

competitive markets are those markets that they have either recently 

been allowed to enter or have been continually restricted from 

entering. Accurately modelling the economic framework of these 

markets to determine firm behavior and strategic interaction is not 

trivial. Since the present research seeks to answer specific 

questions of market structure and firm performance when cost 

complementarities or joint and common costs exist between the 

monopoly and the competitive product or service, the choice of 

markets to be examined must exhibit this characteristic. 

An operational model of a natural franchise monopoly as an 

aggregate entity with single cost and demand conditions was 

developed to facilitate laboratory testing. Basic (single) 

residence phone line service was chosen as the model for the 

5 
Extrapolation from laboratory experimental results to policy 

issues related to any field industry must always be done with 
caution. Potential extrapolation problems with the present study 
are that it does not focus on relevant demand-side issues and does 
not model the conglomerate and hierarchial nature of large 
telecommunications firms. Nevertheless, the test of relevant 
policy questions requires that the complex nature of the industry be 
simplified in the experimental design to create proper control of 
variables in the laboratory. Policy conclusions must be tempered by 
these factors. 
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monopoly franchise. An operational definition was also required of 

the competitive product/service. Of major interest is a competitive 

market that the regulated firm is specifically prohibited from 

entering. One such market that Judge Greene has continued to· 

blockade is the manufacturing of Customer Premises Equipment (CPE). 

Since the operating companies have had experience with such products 

through affiliation with Western Electric, data was more accessible 

to help in the construction of an accurate mode1. 6 

The research in this chapter assumes that allowing the LATA 

firm to enter the competitive ancillary market will not affect its 

regulated monopoly status. Specifically, the model will presume that 

the firm is a natural monopoly in the LATA market and is subject to 

both rate-of-return regulation (RORR) and a common carrier 

constraint for the monopoly service only. No restrictions are 

placed on the monopoly firm upon entry into the competitive market 

and competitive profits are fully captured. Entry into the 

ancillary market will directly affect the LATA market only through 

6 
The other markets strictly forbidden entry by the BOC's are 

certain information service markets and the long-distance market. 
Information service markets are volatile and overlap considerably 
with other product/services, making them more difficult to examine. 
Though there is a multitude of data available on interexchange 
long-distance market conditions, definition problems arise in 
distributing aggregate cost data, and in demand projections which 
depend on the level, type, and region of service. Categorization 
problems would be the same as experienced by AT&T prior to 
divestiture. Therefore, these markets were not chosen to model. 
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cost feedback. 

Claiming that the lATA firm is a natural monopoly (Sharkey, 

1984) implies that the nature of LATA production costs is such that 

it is both economically and socially efficient to grant it a 

monopoly franchise. Specifically, lATA production entails relatively 

large fixed costs, and average costs that are declining over the 

entire relevant range of output, i.e., cost subadditivity. In the 

model presented herein, this is achieved by having large fixed costs 

in conjunction with constant marginal (per unit variable) costs. 

Rate-of-return regulation is imposed on the monopoly franchise 

7 in its simplest form with perfect enforcement. Under RORR, the 

LATA firm's earnings are not allowed to exceed a fixed percentage, 

the rate-of-return, of total production costs. Simple RORR with 

perfect enforcement was chosen to avoid the incentive malfunctions 

and effects of informational asymmetries evident in Chapters 2 - 4. 

Together, RORR and the common carrier constraint greatly reduce 

the flexibility of the LATA monopoly. This is reflected in the 

7 When perfectly enforced, rate-of-return regulation guarantees 
that the LATA firm will earn exactly the return necessary to cover 
investment expenditures. Therefore, it is herein presumed that RORR 
is working in this manner. It is recognized that normal RORR does 
not use total cost as its benchmark for rate making, but uses an 
investment base or weighted cost-of-capital figure to determine 
regulated firm returns. As the means by which the return is 
calculated is not of main interest in this chapter, the allowed 
return was calculated in a simpler manner as in Chapters 2 - 4. 
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model used below, where the franchisee chooses the quantity to 

produce and the price is set (by the regulator) so as to satisfy the 

common carrier constraint. Here the regulated firm is making 

quantity choice rather than a cost report as in the models of 

Chapters 2 - 4. As before, earnings are the minimum of actual 

profits or the RORR allowed return. The simplistic nature of the 

regulation game in this RORR model provides a basis for the true 

focus of the present study, the behavior of the regulated monopoly 

as it enters a competitive ancillary market, and the interaction it 

has with its new rivals. 

The ancillary market modelled is characterized by rivalrous 

competition. Markets in this study start as duopolies (two firms) 

and can become triopolies (three firms) when the franchise firm is 

deregulated and allowed to enter the competitive market. Each firm 

is informed that entry by the LATA firm will be allowed, the time 

and duration kept private. A duopoly market structure prior to 

entry is used in order to focus on strategic interactions involved 

in entry and exit decisions and to identify competitor reactions. 

The cost conditions in the ancillary market are set to 

guarantee that the ancillary market is neither a natural monopoly, 

nor easily vulnerable to predatory behavior. To achieve this, all 

firms in the ancillary market are modelled with rising marginal 

costs. The model below also allows for the production costs of the 
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BOC to differ from those of its rivals, while rivals have symmetric 

costs. Capacity constraints are imposed on each firm in the 

competitive market. Firm market survival further requires that 

consumer demand be large enough to support all three firms. The 

market demand for the ancillary product must also be relatively 

elastic in comparison with the LATA service. 

It was recognized that an exact aggregate characterization of 

demand and cost conditions for a regulated lATA firm would be 

cumbersome, if not impossible. The detailed modelling of a 

competitive market that BOC's or Regional Holding Companies are 

currently barred from entering also proved difficult in the 

aggregate. Therefore, it was paramount to simplify the process and 

create workable market definitions that would generate research 

results of theoretical and practical interest. In order to 

facilitate this research, discussions with U S WEST, under the aegis 

of their 1988 Graduate Student Fellowship Program, were conducted. 

The parameters used for the model specified in this section is the 

result of this collaboration. 

The four cases to be studied can be presented as specific forms 

of one basic model. The model covers two markets and three firms. 

One firm, the monopolist, is required to operate in a regulated 

franchise market and has the option of entering a "competitive" 

ancillary (oligopoly) market. The other two firms, called "rivals", 
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only operate in the ancillary market. Each firm has the ability to 

leave the competitive market in each period, thus avoiding fixed 

costs of production. The ancillary market rivals cannot enter the 

monopoly market. 

Depending on the case under study, the monopoly firm has the 

same or lower cost conditions than its rivals in the ancillary 

market. Cost information in the ancillary market is strictly 

private to each firm. Sellers have no knowledge of competitors' 

actual cost structures or relative magnitudes. of advantage or 

disadvantage. Information on the LATA monopoly cost and demand is 

common to all firms, since the monopolist's price-quantity choices 

would be public information due to regulation. 

Competitors face an aggregate unknown demand curve (from 

laboratory simulated buyers) in the ancillary market. The 

monopolist faces a known demand curve for the regulated monopoly 

service. The respective market demand conditions do not change 

throughout the experiments in this study. 

The total cost, CM, to the monopoly firm also in the ancillary 

market is as follows: 

where CO' the overhead or sunk cost in the franchise market, becomes 

jOint and common costs when operating in both markets. CMO is the 

fixed cost in the monopoly franchise market. ~ is the monopoly 
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production level. C
MI 
~ is the variable production cost for the 

monopoly product/service. eno is the monopolist's fixed cost for 

the ancillary product. ~ is the monopolist's production level for 

the competitive product. Cnl(~)2 is the monopolist's variable cost 

for the competitive product. En is a start-up or sunk entry cost 

incurred by the monopolist upon any entry or re-entry (EnR) into the 

ancillary market when previous period production in that market was 

zero units. 

In the ancillary market, each rival's costs of production is 

given by the function: 

where CRi is rival i's total cost. 

~i is rival i's production level. 

for i - 1,2 

CRO is rival i's fixed cost. 

2 CRl (~i) is rival i' s variable 

cost. ER is a re-entry fee or start-up cost incurred by the rival 

upon any re-entry into the ancillary market when previous period 

production in the market was zero units. C
RO 

is a fixed and not a 

sunk cost such that if a firm decides not to enter the market 

(i.e.,"bailout") in a period, the cost is not incurred. The above 

cost function, combined with the parameters below, guarantee that 

the ancillary market will sustain three firms competitively if the 

franchise firm enters the market. 

The consumer demand in each market is specified by a linear 

inverse demand function, for operational ease: 
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PM = a - b~ 

where PM is the monopoly product price and ~ is quantity demanded 

of the monopoly product by all buyers. The parameters a and bare 

set in order to yield a rate-of-return regulated equilibrium at a 

"high" output level where demand is inelastic at the point of 

equilibrium. The price elasticity of demand for the defined 

monopoly product becomes the target elasticity at that point. 

Demand in the ancillary market is modelled to be relatively 

inelastic at the competitive equilibrium for the ancillary market 

when it is a triopoly or a duopoly: 

Pc A - BXC 

where Pc is the competitive product price and Xc is the quantity 

demanded of the ancillary market product by all buyers. 

Experimental Design 

The above model is used to study LATA entry into an ancillary 

market while maintaining its primary franchise monopoly service. 

The following cases model various factors that arise in the standard 

arguments made against allowing RBOC's to enter traditional 

telecommunications competitive markets. Each of these cases is 

compared to baseline duopoly and triopoly markets where there is no 

monopoly. Table 5.1 summarizes the experimental design treatments 

studied in this chapter. 

CASE I "DEEP POCKET". This case attempts to model 

the "deep pocket" or "cross subsidization" arguments. Here, 



Table 5.1 

EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS 

Monopoly 
Treatment Franchise 

CASE I - YES 
DEEP POCKET 

CASE II - YES 
COMPETITIVE EDGE 

CASE III - YES 
POSITIVE COST 

FEEDBACK 

CASE IV YES 
ADVERSE COST 

FEEDBACK 

CASE V 
DUOPOLY NO 
BASELINE 

CASE VI 
SYMMETRIC TRIOPOLY 
BASELINE NO 

CASE VII 
ASYMMETRIC 
TRIOPOLY NO 

Ancillary 
Market Costs 

SYMMETRIC 

ASYMMETRIC 

SYMMETRIC 

ASYMMETRIC 

SYMMETRIC 

SYMMETRIC 

SYMMETRIC 
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Monopoly Cost 
Feedback 

NO 

NO 

YES 
(COST DECREASE) 

YES 
(COST INCREASE) 

NO 

NO 

NO 
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the costs of production and delivery are perfectly separable between 

the lATA and the ancillary market it wishes to enter, i. e. , 

there is no increase in joint and common costs for the monopolist 

for having entered the ancillary market. The influence of guaranteed 

profit accumulation on the behavior of the deregulated franchise 

firm, once allowed entry into the secondary market, is tested in 

isolation. This requires the lATA firm to face the same production 

cost conditions as do the incumbent firms (rivals) in the ancillary 

market. Then, the only reason for the lATA firm's behavior to 

differ from that of its rivals once it enters the market is the 

existence of the deep pocket. 

As in each case below, the monopolist has to pay a single entry 

fee or sunk cost on initial entry into the ancillary market. A 

smaller fee is assessed upon each re-entry if the monopolist or a 

rival competitor exits this market at any time after the initial 

entry. 

CASE II - COMPETITIVE EDGE. This case models the unfair 

advantage argument in a triopoly market with asymmetric costs. 

While retaining the monopoly franchise, the LATA monopolist entering 

the ancillary market faces lower costs than the incumbent firms. 

The cost advantage over incumbent firms is found in the variable 

(operating) cost portion of the LATA firm's cost function. Costs of 

production and delivery are still perfectly separable between the 
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monopoly and post-entry ancillary market for the LATA firm. 

CASE III - POSITIVE COST FEEDBACK. The third case is developed 

to investigate the validity of the cost complementarity argument, 

that LATA entry into competitive markets could create lower costs in 

the monopoly market, causing windfall profits if cost savings are 

not passed on to consumers through lower rates. With perfect 

enforcement in the monopoly market, regulation will force lower 

return levels in the franchise market upon entry into the 

competitive market. The focus here is to determine if monopoly 

behavior will change due to a loss of profits (and therefore deep 

pocket) in the primary market and/or affect the firm's entry 

decision and behavior in the competitive market upon deregulation. 

CASE IV - ADVERSE COST FEEDBACK. The final case is modelled to 

determine the effects of an increase in the regulated firm's costs 

in the monopoly market, due to joint and common costs of 

simultaneous production in a competitive market. The increase in 

the LATA's costs is combined with a cost advantage to the monopoly 

firm in the oligopoly market. This case models a situation where 

gaining a competitive edge in the secondary market would drive costs 

up in the primary market. Here, cross-price subsidization is forced 

on the monopolist in order to study the behavior of the franchise 

firm in the competitive market upon deregulation. 

Laboratory Experimental Procedures 
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Ancillary (Computerized) Market Procedures 

Most of the competitive telecommunications markets which an 

RBOC would wish to enter would be organized like a retail market and 

characterized by a posted-offer institution, [see Plott and Smith 

(1978)]. Therefore, this mechanism was chosen to operationalize the 

model for the ancillary market. 

The institution is created on a PLATO computerized posted-offer 

trading mechanism. In the posted-offer institution, each seller 

independently posts a take-it-or-leave-it price, and selects a 

quantity to offer for sale, subject to capacity limitations. This 

price is not subject to negotiation. A seller may change or review 

his or her offer price prior to officially offering it to the 

buyers. Since consumers in a CPE market could be thought of as 

perfect price takers, buyer behavior was simulated. 

The program allows sellers, seated at separated PLATO computer 

terminals, to sell a fictitious, homogeneous commodity for a maximum 

number of 25 trading periods, called "market days". Display screens 

exhibit a record sheet which lists a maximum of 10 units for each 

agent. Each lists private fixed costs and the marginal costs for 

each available unit, thus inducing both individual and aggregate 

market supply schedules. 

In these experiments, sellers earn cash rewards for each unit 

sold, equal to the difference between the selling price of a unit 
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and its marginal cost. (The total "Net Profit" is thus the sum of 

the profits from all individual units sold, minus the fixed cost.) 

All sales are "to order", there being no accumulation of inventories 

or penalties for units offered but not sold. Therefore, the 

assigned marginal costs induce well-defined flow supply conditions. 

The simulation of buyers creates similar flow demand conditions. 

A market day begins by asking the seller if she wishes to 

participate in the market that period. After buyers are placed in a 

waiting queue, each seller is asked to select one offer price for 

all her units. The offer price is displayed privately on each 

seller's computer screen while she selects a corresponding quantity 

level to offer at the posted price. Upon selection of a 

price-quantity pair, for the period, the seller is asked to touch an 

"Offer Box" on the screen. This finalizes the seller's offer to the 

market place for a period. PLATO informs sellers of the potential 

profit or loss if all the units offered are sold. 

Once seller offers are finalized, the mechanism goes into a 

"buying mode" for the period, taking the simulated buyer valuations, 

one buyer (picked at random) at a time, systematically moving down 

each buyer's marginal valuation schedule (demand curve), informing 

the sellers when and to which buyer they sold a unit. Once all 

buyers have finished purchasing, the next trading period begins. 

Since subjects can lose money in the experiment, an "initial 
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endowment" is granted to each seller. Losses are subtracted, and 

profits added, to these endowments at the end of each trading 

period. Since the present experiments had a potential for large 

losses in the competitive market, an initial endowment of $20.00 

experimental dollars was used for each of the competitors (including 

the monopolist upon entry) in the ancillary posted-offer market. 

This endowment accounts for less than 10% of rival's ancillary 

market earnings. 

Examples of the computer instructions, record sheet, and typed 

instructions for the ancillary market are shown in the Instructions 

Appendix. 

RORR Franchise Monopoly Experimental Procedures 

The hand-run "single-seller" regulated market portion of the 

experiments proceeded in the following manner. Each participant was 

given a typed set of general and monopoly market instructions which 

were read aloud by the experimenter. Examples are shown in the 

Instructions Appendix. 

The monopoly market instructions indicated that the subject was 

to choose an output level based on cost and demand information 

provided in each period. The price at which he or she would sell 

the service was taken from the monopoly consumer demand curve due to 

the common carrier constraint. Earnings in the monopoly market for 

a period were found by taking the minimum of the actual profit 
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figure (sales revenue minus total costs of production) and the 

allowed return (rate of return multiplied by the total costs), 

whichever was smaller. This minimum rule under RORR was strictly 

enforced in the franchise market. The monopolist recorded hisJher 

franchise earnings on a seller's record sheet. A one period example 

was provided to assure subject knowledge of franchise market 

operations. 

Consumer demand remained the same throughout all the 

experiments. The monopoly cost conditions were changed only for the 

feedback cases (III and IV), and then only if the monopolist entered 

the ancillary market in a trading period. 

Common Experimental Procedures 

All subjects were upperclass undergraduate or graduate students 

at the University of Arizona. Each was "experienced" in at least 
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th lb " 8 one 0 er a oratory econom~cs exper~ment. 

Each subject was paid a $3.00 (baseline) or $4.00 (Cases I -

IV) fee for keeping the appointment upon arrival at the University 

of Arizona's Economic Science Laboratory. At the conclusion of the 

experiment, subjects were paid in cash the earnings accumulated from 

their decisions in the experimental market(s). A pre-determined, 

publicly announced conversion rate from "experimental dollars" to 

currency was used to calculate subject payoffs. The conversion rate 

used in the experiments conducted was 15 to 1, i. e. $15 

8 
Subj ects in the experiments reported herein were not trained 

specifically in the posted-offer institution prior to participation. 
Though the value of using institution specific experienced subjects 

in speeding the rate of convergence to specified equilibrium levels, 
in posted-offer markets is well documented {see Ketcham, Smith, and 
Williams (1984)], it was not chosen here for two reasons. First, 
monopoly entry restrictions preclude the regulated firm from having 
experience in competitive markets, hence a certain level of 
inexperience is central. Second, the traditonal telecommunications 
markets from which the franchise firms are restricted entry are 
often characterized as volatile or unstable industries requiring 
protection from a dominant firm. Therefore, to capture these 
conditions in the experimental design, instititution-specific 
experience was not required. The complicated nature of the design 
(operation in two markets requiring use of hand-run materials and 
two PLATO terminals) did call for the use of older subjects familiar 
with the laboratory setting. 



9 experimental dollars equal $1 US currency. 

Each seller was provided a hand calculator, 
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typed 

instructions, and accumulated earnings record sheets for both 

markets. In the Case I - IV experiments, the franchise firms was 

always assigned as Seller 1-2 in the computerized market, as was the 

low cost firm in the asymmetric triopoly baseline experiments. The 

rivals were Seller 3-4 and Seller 5-6 (each seller being identified 

by two numbers due to the use of two PLATO terminals). For the Case 

I - IV experiments, subj ects reviewed both sets of instructions 

prior to selection of the monopolist. Particular care was taken to 

avoid all normative terms, such as "monopoly" , "oligopoly", 

"regulation," and "deregulation". Value neutral terms were used 

such as "single-seller" to prevent role playing by subjects. 

9 
A different conversion rate of 10 to 1 (i.e., $10 experimental 

$1 US ) was used for the first experiment run (USWEST Cll). 
Subject payoffs were extremely high resulting in a total experiment 
cost of $100.25. It was determined that by lowering the conversion 
ratio to 15 to 1, monetary rewards would still be salient, yet allow 
for less expensive experiments and assure completion of the research 
within the fellowship award. Copies of subject payment receipts are 
available upon request with confidential information removed, such 
as social security numbers of subjects. Cox and Isaac (1987) report 
no differential effects of various salient levels of conversion 
ratios in experiments, while Grether (1981) reports some changes in 
behavior when non-salient rewards are used. Since the original 
conversion ratio was larger, i. e., more salient, the data was 
included. Subject payoffs for the 2 1/2 3 hour Case I-IV 
experiments using the 15 to 1 ratio ranged from $15.25 to $25.50 for 
each of the rivals and $22.75 to $34.75 for the monopolist, 
depending on the case under study and subject behavior. Baseline 
competitive market experiment payoffs ranged from $ 8.50 to $36.00. 
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Note that the information environment in the institution was 

limited. All unit costs assigned to sellers were private. All 

sellers could see current and previous period posted prices at the 

bottom of their PLATO screens in each period. Though the monopolist 

was not allowed access to the ancillary computerized market until 

Period 11, he/she was able to observe the ancillary market prices 

prior to entry. The monopolist did not see his/her costs for the 

ancillary market until the entry restriction was lifted at the 

beginning of Period 11. The following information was private: 

entry and re-entry fees; all costs; and quantity offered and sold, 

hence profits. 

Though recruited for three hours, subj ects were not told the 

number of periods the experiment would run (25 periods)lO, nor the 

length of time the monopolist would be restricted (regulated) from 

entering the ancillary market for Cases I - IV. This was to avoid 

10 The first experiment (USWEST ell) was only able to run for 24 
periods due to a shutdown of the PLATO system. Two other 
experiments each have one period of data missing. Though subject 
offers were recorded, the data was not computed, no trades were 
made, and subj ects received no earnings or information on their 
offers (USWEST,C44 - Pd. 7 and USWEST,C24 - Pd. 15). This occurred 
as a result of a seller offering an extremely high price ($40.00 and 
$30.00, respectively) that the computer could not accept due to 
storage value limitations. The subjects were not given a "maximum" 
price they could charge so as not to influence their decisions. 
Yhen subjects asked what occurred, as they were able to see the 
prices actually offered for the period, they were told only that one 
subject had offered a price high enough to cause no buying to occur. 
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end-period effects. Case I IV experiments followed the same 

stages. The first stage, restricted entry, was for 10 periods. In 

this stage, two firms with identical costs competed in the ancillary 

market while the third seller, the franchise monopolist, operated 

only in the regulated market. 

After deregulation, an announcement to all subjects was made 

that the "single-seller" would be allowed to participate in the 

ancillary market. The single-seller was given a new record sheet to 

keep cumulative totals for both markets, allowing the monopolist to 

observe his/her "deep pocket". This post-entry competitive stage 

covered the final 15 periods of Case I - IV experiments. The LATA 

monopoly and ancillary triopoly markets continued to operate 

simultaneously. The LATA firm paid an entry fee (sunk cost) to 

enter the ancillary market. For Cases III and IV, costs were 

adjusted in the LATA market, based on the entry decision of the 

monopolist. If the monopoly participated in the ancillary market in 

the period, its costs in the monopoly market would increase for Case 

IV, and decrease for Case III. 

In addition to the $20.00 initial endowment, subjects were 

informed that they could carry a negative experimental dollars 

balance. The bankruptcy rule was as follows, if a seller's 

accumulated earnings in the ancillary market (rivals) or in both 

markets (monopolist) fell below -$20.00 experimental, the seller 
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would leave the experiment, with zero earnings. This rule was 

chosen to reflect the accessibility of competitive CPE manufacturing 

firms to external capital markets. The figure of -$20.00 

experimental was used as the symmetric counterpoint of each seller's 

initial endowment upon entering the ancillary market. 

Participants were informed of the procedure used to choose the 

subject who would have the opportunity to participate in both 

markets. After the instructions for both markets were completed, 

the subjects were given a general knowledge trivia quiz. The 

subject who received the highest score on the trivia quiz (using 

run-offs when necessary) became the franchise firm. 11 The trivia 

quizzes used also appear in the Instructions Appendix. 

Subjects were made aware that there could be a maximum of two 

or three potential sellers in the ancillary market. Each seller 

11 The above procedure of determining which subject has the 
ability to potentially earn significantly more (though it has been 
shown it need not be extreme, just a noticeable, inequity) in an 
economics experiment, was tested in the seminal work on 
entitlements, rights, and fairness by Hoffman and Spitzer (1985). 
They show that, in the absence of a clear entitlement to greater 
earnings, subjects will consistently behave against their own 
self-interest in an egalitarian manner to smooth out perceived 
earnings inequities if based on chance or a random event, such as a 
coin toss. Therefore, the random assignment of one subject to the 
monopolist's position could affect seller behavior, and thereby the 
firm's strategic interaction with rivals, in the competitive market. 
Since this is of primary interest to the current research, the 

monopolist was granted an entitlement to both markets using this 
methodology. Subjects were randomly chosen for the baseline 
experiments. 
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could elect not to participate in the ancillary market in a period, 

thus avoiding production and fixed costs. If a seller elected to 

withdraw for a trading period ("bailout"), re-entry fees would be 

operative. 

Laboratory Market Parameters 

In order to operationalize the model and test the above cases, 

specific parameters were chosen and equilibrium predictions 

calculated. The numbers and relative magnitudes used for cost and 

demand conditions were coordinated with U S WEST Communications, the 

RBOC for 14 western and midwestern states, to create a realistic 

d I f h · h 12 mo e or t 1S researc . 

The computerized laboratory environment created limits on 

potential parameter values. Therefore, actual figures were scaled 

down, keeping all relative magnitudes, such as percentages of fixed 

to variable cost, or price to cost ratios, the same whenever 

possible. For example, each seller in the competitive oligopoly 

market could sell no more than 10 units, due to computer laboratory 

specifications. Each of these units, however, can be interpreted as 

thousands, ten thousands, or millions of units. Dollar figures can 

be interpreted in the same manner. 

12 
Mr. Richard Reinking, Director, 

Communications, Denver, Colorado, was 
contacted for this research. 

Demand Analysis, U S WEST 
the company representative 
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Ancillary Market - CPE - Basic Telephone Sets 

For a large, efficient firm, the cost per unit for a quality 

telephone set was estimated at $20.00 per set. The per unit fixed 

cost includes "common overhead" such as management and legal 

services and a portion for plant and equipment, or 17.5% of total 

costs. Variable costs include the raw materials used in making the 

set (10%) and other distribution costs, comprising 82.5% of the cost 

of the CPE for the high-volume firm. 

It was necessary for technical reasons to scale the per set 

total cost down from $20.00 to $2.00, i.e., by 10. Therefore, the 

variable cost parameter of the cost function became 0.165. It was 

hypothesized that a sunk re-entry fee for a rival competitor would 

average 30% of the large firm's total variable costs. Thus the 

re-entry fee for rivals was set at $4.95. 

Taking the cost function of the competitor's from above, the 

duopo1ists in the competitive market face the following cost 

conditions: 
2 

$ 3.50 + .165 (~i) + ER 

where ER - $ 4.95 if previous period ~i - o. 

The demand conditions in the competitive market were estimated 

in the following manner. The elasticity coefficient suggested by 

U S WEST, ED -.30, was used at the maximum output level in the 

pre-entry duopoly market (20 units). This is combined with a 

price of $2.00 at 20 units to create the inverse demand function: 
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P $ 8.667 - .333X . 

Capacity constraints in the competitive market were imposed as 

it was estimated that no one firm would be able to dominate the 

comptetitive CPE market. 

enough to support all 

This implied that demand would be great 

three firms, given the parameters used. 

Therefore, predation (sustained price cutting) by one firm could 

not force both rivals out of the ancillary market, as residual 

demand would be large enough to support both firms. 

The monopolist in the symmetric cost Cases I and III enters the 

competitive market with the same fixed and variable cost components 

as a rival, but has to pay a initial (sunk) cost of $6.60 to enter 

the basic telephone set market. This was estimated as high (40% of 

total variable cost) due to the need for manufacturing processing 

space, equipment, and expertise, but not considered prohibitive. 

The monopolist's re-entry fee, charged if the firm left the 

ancillary market after initial entry, was estimated at a lower 

figure than the rival re-entry fee due to the monopolist's access to 

capital markets and less need for added warehousing and 

reestablishment of distribution relationships. The fee for the 

monopolist for all re-entries into the CPE market was set at one 

half of the rival's re-entry cost, or $2.48. 

Thus, the ancillary product portion of the monopolist's cost 

function in the symmetric cost cases is as follows: 
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2 
$ 3.50 + .165(Xn) + ED 

where En - $ 6.60 on first entry into 

competitive market, or 

$ 2.48 on subsequent re-entry 

if previous period Xo - O. 

In the asymmetric cost baseline and Cases II and IV, the 

monopolist enters the ancillary market with a 20% decrease in total 

costs altering the variable cost component. Information from U S 

WEST indicated this as a reasonable competitive edge for the lATA 

firm in entering a CPE market due to marketing and merchandizing 

advantages. 

The adjusted portion of the monopolist's cost function becomes: 

2 
$ 3.50 + .125(Xn) + ED 

Complete lists of the marginal valuations (cost and demand 

schedules) taken from the functions detailed above, intialized into 

the laboratory monitors, and assigned to the sellers and simulated 

buyers are given in Figures 5.1(a) for Case I - IV periods 1 - 10, 

5.l(b) and 5.l(c). 

Figures S.2(a) and S.2(b) show representations of the market 

supply and demand curves for the symmetric and asymmetric cost 

cases for the ancillary duopoly and triopoly markets pre and 

post-entry. These plot the mid-point price and quantity 

"Competitive" Equilibrium (CE) (i. e., Bertrand-Nash) predictions 

which change upon deregulation. The CE price-quantity pairs for 
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the different cost conditions are as follows: (1) the CE for the 

symmetric duopoly used in the deregulation experiments for the 

first ten periods and the duopoly baseline experiments is (P, Q) -

($2.81, 17); (2) the CE for the symmetric triopoly in Case VI and 

periods 11 - 25 for Cases I and III is ~P, Q) = ($2.15, 19); and 

(3) the midpoint of the CE price tunnel ($1.88 to $2.01 for 20 

units) for the asymmetric triopoly in Case VII and periods 11 - 25 

for Cases II and IV is (P, Q) - ($1.95, 20). These are compared 

to other potential oligopoly equilibrium conditions that are most 

often found in oligopoly experimental results, such as 

Cournot-Nash and "limit price" 13 predictions listed in Table 5.2. 

Since the above are seen as alternatives to perfectly competitive 

behavior, CE predictions will be used as a benchmark to measure 

market performance. It must also be recognized that price-quantity 

choice games (as that used in this model and the posted-offer 

institution used here) will have no pure stratgies, but only Nash 

mixed strategies in equilibrium. Table 5.2 calculates equilbrium 

conditions given the assumptions of the concept. 

13 The limit price equilibria identified in Table 5.2 was not 
calculated in the standard manner as developed by Milgrom and 
Roberts (1982a). The above model does not conform to the 
specifications of those which allow the standard limit price 
equilbrium concept. It is defined here as the highest price in the 
competitive price tunnel (i.e., the highest price that could be 
charged that would retain supply at the competitive equilibrium 
quantity level). 



Equilibrium 

Table 5.2 

ANCILLARY MARKET 
EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS 

(P, Q) Pairs 

Market 

Duopoly 
Symmetric 
Triopoly 

Competitive (CE) ($2.81, 17) ($2.15, 19) 

Bertrand-Nash 

Cournot-Nash 

Stackelberg 

Stackelberg 
Warfare 

Collusive 
(Symmetric) 

Monopoly 

nLimit-Price" 

Strong 
Predation 

Weak 
Predation 

($2.81, 17) 

($4.34, 13) 

($4.34, 13)* 

($4.01, 14) 

($5.34, 10) 

($5.67, 9) 

** ($3.13, 17) 

P <$1.52 (Min AC) 
P <$.16 (Min AVC) 

P < MC for unit 

($2.15, 19) 

($3.67, 15) 

($3.01, 17) 

($1. 67, 21) 

($4.67, 12) 

($5.67, 9) 

($2.47, 19) 

P <$1.52 (Min AC) 
P <$.16 (Min AVC) 

P < MC for unit 
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As symetric 
Triopoly 

($1. 95, 20) 

($1. 95, 20) 

($3.34, 16) 

($3.34, 16)* 
[Monopoly-Leader] 

($2.01, 20) 

N/A 

($5.67, 9) 

($2.12, 20) 

P <$1.32 (Min AC) 
[For Monopolist] 

P < Me for unit 

* These two Stacke1berg predictions are the same as the 
Cournot-Nash conditions solely due to the indivisibilities in 
the output levels. 

** Limit price is defined here as the highest price which does not 
induce a quantity supply greater than the competitive level. 
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Demand elasticity coefficients for the above competitive 

equilibria are as follows; (1) ED ~ -.496 for the symmetric duopoly, 

(2) ED - -.339 for the symmetric triopoly, and (3) En - -.293, for 

the asymmetric triopoly. 

Regulated Monopoly Franchise Market - Basic Line (Residence) Service 

U S WEST provided data on basic residential phone line service 

that could be used to model cost and demand conditions for the 

natural monopoly. It was possible to construct a scale model that 

adheres to most, but not all, of the data and parameters received. 

First, it was estimated that 7.5% ($1.50) of total monthly cost 

($20.00) for a high-volume of basic line service would consist of 

pure overhead or common costs. Fixed costs, representing the cost 

of installation or depreciation, would account for 42% ($7.77) of 

total cost net of overhead (i.e., 38.85% of total costs). Variable 

costs, including one-third each for actual wire/line to the house, 

switching connections in the central office, and billing and service 

representative expenses, make up 58% ($10.73) of total cost net of 

common costs, or 53.65% of total costs. These percentages are 

preserved below in the cost function for the operating company 

producing the RORR equilibrium output level. 

Second, the allowed rate-of-return was held to 15% of total 

costs for computation.al ease, and is within the 12-15% return on 

investment typically seen by operating companies. 
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The third category of information relates to the magnitude of 

potential cost feedbacks necessary for testing Cases III and IV. It 

was estimated that as the firm entered an ancillary market it would 

affect LATA costs in limited amounts using the prescribed market 

d f · .. 14 e l.nl.tl.ons. Therefore, it was necessary to increase the 

estimated elasticity of demand for the monopoly service above the 

14 
It was determined that only pure overhead costs should be 

affected by no more than 20%. This restriction became problematic 
as the nature of "laboratory scale effects" rendered this magnitude 
too small to be of interest. It was found that unless an induced 
cost increase was approximately 50% of pure overhead costs (still 
only 3.75% of total costs), the feedback increase would simply be 
absorbed by the BOC monopoly with no change in output or rate 
levels. With the cost increase not affecting output or price, firm 
behavior would remain the same, rendering experimental analysis 
moot. Since one of the objectives of the research was to consider 
such potential firm responses and subsequent welfare changes, it was 
determined that the study of an exaggeration of a cost increase 
would give the arguments against allowing BOC's entry into 
competitive markets their "best shot", making results obtained more 
meaningful. 



15 estimated -.04 to -.20. 
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The final task of parameter setting for the monopoly market was 

to ensure the "reasonableness" of the choice variables given to 

subjects and to assure appropriate payoff levels. The target profit 

level for the LATA firm in the monopoly market was set at a level 

above the CE payoffs available in the duopoly market, to allow for 

the classic "deep pocket". 

The above considerations underlie the following equations. 

Taking these cost estimates over the range of output from 100 - 120 

units and scaling down the monopoly parameters by 30, the pre-entry 

monopoly cost function became 

CM - 5.60 + 29.01 + .358~ 

The monopoly market inverse demand function, utilizing the RORR 

15 Again, this change was motivated largely due to the scale 
effects necessary to make the model operational in the laboratory. 
It is important to show how, with an extremely inelastic demand for 
the monopoly service, there is virtually zero negative impact in 
production levels or price, and therefore in consumer surplus, when 
costs of competitive market participation are held joint and common 
with the monopoly service. In the competitive product market, the 
efficiency gains from unrestricted LATA entry clearly disprove that 
cross subsidization, leading to rising costs for the monopoly, will 
lower consumer welfare. This example alone gives a strong argument 
for lifting entry barriers on the monopoly. To induce a behavior 
change that could be seen in a laboratory environment. Though higher 
than the elasticity of the defined basic residential line service, 
this is still inelastic when compared to the demand for CPE in the 
ancillary market. The qualitative ranking of elasticities is more 
important to experimentally investigating the theoretical nature of 
the problem than are exact numerical magnitudes. 
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estimated price of $23.00 (before scaling) for the service ($20.00 

per unit cost per line plus 15% rate-of-return) and setting the RORR 

equilibrium output level at 112 units with a point elasticity of 

demand of -.20, was derived as 

P(~) - 4.60 - .034~ 

Combined with the rate-of-return constraint, these equations 

yield a RORR return-maximizing outcome prediction for each period of 

~ - 112 units, PM ~ $ 0.79, resulting in an allowable return of 

$ 11.21. This presumes that the theoretical RORR minimum constraint 

is binding on the monopolist. 

Cost feedback effects were modelled for Cases III and IV so 

that monopoly costs depend upon the decision to offer units in the 

competitive market. When the LATA firm produced a positive level of 

output in the ancillary market in a period, costs changed for the 

monopoly firm. An analysis of the cost feedback effects occurring 

from entry, rather than dependence on level of production, was used 

to determine if arguments for restricted entry have merit. 

Cost feedback effects were estimated to influence the common or 

overhead cost component. A 20% reduction in this cost (Case III) 

lowered joint costs to $ 4.48. The new RORR equilibrium conditions 

in the monopoly market changed only slightly to ~ - 113 units, PM -

$0.76, and monopoly payment became $11.09 for a trading period. To 

induce a change in equilibrium behavior for the monopoly when a cost 
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increase occurred, a 50% increase in common and joint costs was 

required, making this cost component $8.40 for Case IV. This 

adverse cost feedback altered the RORR monopoly equilibrium level of 

output to ~ - 111 units, at a higher price of PM - $ 0.83, 

resulting in a new per period equilibrium payment of $11.57. 

Tables 5.3 - 5.7 represent the monopolist's demand schedule, 

cost schedule, profit and allowed return schedules for the base and 

cost feedback cases. Experimental subjects were presented cost and 

demand information in slightly different form in the franchise 

market instructions. used for Cases I IV, attached in the 

Instructions Appendix. 

Experimental Results and Data Analysis 

The following results are obtained from 28 experiments, four 

each for Cases I - IV and for the three baseline treatments. The 

results are presented as follows. Summary results of the hand run 

franchise monopoly market are discussed first. The ancillary market 

results are then presented and summarized for each treatment. 

Pooled mean data from the seven treatments are used to make 

performance comparisons among treatments for the ancillary market. 

In addition to tests of market hypotheses, data on predation and 

"bailouts" will be investigated below. 

LATA Franchise Monopoly Market 

The RORR monopoly market was modelled to keep the regulated 
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Table 5.3 

MONOPOLY COSTS 
(Base Case) 

Units Total Costs Average Costs Marginal Costs 

100 $ 70.41 $ .70 $ .358 
101 70.77 .70 .358 
102 71.13 .70 .358 

103 71.48 .69 .358 
104 71.84 .69 .358 
105 72.20 .69 .358 

106 72.56 .68 .358 
107 72.92 .68 .358 
108 73.27 .68 .358 

109 73.63 .68 .358 
110 73.99 .67 .358 
111 74.35 .67 .358 

112 74.71 .67 .358 
113 75.06 .66 .358 
114 75.42 .66 .358 

115 75.78 .66 .358 
116 76.14 .66 .358 
117 76.50 .65 .358 

118 76.85 .65 .358 
119 77.21 .65 .358 
120 77 .57 .65 .358 
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Table 5.4 

REGULATED MONOPOLY INVERSE DEMAND (Valuation) SCHEDULE 

Units Price Revenues 

100 $ 1.20 $ 120.00 
101 1.17 118.17 
102 1.13 115.26 

103 1.10 113.30 
104 1.06 110.24 
105 1.03 108.15 

106 1.00 106.00 
107 .96 102.72 
108 .93 100.44 

109 .89 97.01 
110 .86 94.60 
111 .83 92.13 

112 .79 88.48 
113 .76 85.88 
114 .72 82.08 

115 .69 79.35 
116 .66 76.56 
117 .62 72.54 

118 .59 69.62 
119 .55 65.45 
120 .52 62.40 
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Table 5.5 

MONOPOLY PROFITS AND ALLOWED RETURNS 
(Base Case) 

Allowed 
Return MIN 

Units Price Revenues Costs Profits (. 15TC) (IT, . 15TC) 

100 $2.40 $240.00 $140.72 $99.28 $21.11 $21.11 
101 2.33 235.33 141. 44 93.89 21.22 21.22 
102 2.26 230.52 142.15 88.37 21.32 21.32 

103 2.20 226.60 142.87 83.73 21.43 21.43 
104 2.13 221.52 143.58 77.94 21.54 21.54 
105 2.06 216.30 144.30 72.00 21.65 21.65 

106 1.99 210.94 145.01 65.93 21. 75 21. 75 
107 1.92 205.44 145.73 59.71 21.86 21.86 
108 1.86 200.88 146.44 54.44 21.97 21.97 

109 1. 79 195.11 147.16 47.95 22.07 22.07 
110 1. 72 189.20 147.87 41.33 22.18 22.18 
111 1.65 183.15 148.59 34.56 22.29 22.29 

112 1.58 176.96 149.30 27.66 22.40 22.40 
113 1.52 171. 76 150.02 21. 74 22.50 21. 74 
114 1.45 165.30 150.73 14.57 22.61 14.57 

115 1.38 158.70 151. 45 7.25 22.72 7.25 
116 1. 31 151. 96 152.16 -0.20 22.82 -0.20 
117 1.24 145.08 152.88 -7.80 22.93 -7.80 

118 1.18 139.24 153.59 -14.35 23.04 -14.35 
119 1.11 132.09 154.31 -22.22 23.15 -22.22 
120 1.04 124.80 155.02 -30.22 23.25 -30.22 
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Table 5.6 

MONOPOLY PROFITS & ALLOWED RETURNS - CASE III 
Cost Decrease $1.12 = (.2) ($5.60) 

Allowed 
Return MIN 

Units Revenues Costs Profit (= .15TC) en . . 15C) 

100 $ 120.00 $ 69.29 $ 50.71 $ 10.39 $ 10.39 
101 118.17 69.65 48.53 10.45 10.45 
102 115.26 70.01 45.25 10.50 10.50 

103 113.30 70.36 42.94 10.55 10.55 
104 110.24 70.72 39.52 10.61 10.61 
105 108.15 71.08 37.07 10.66 10.66 

106 106.00 71.44 34.56 10.72 10.72 
107 102.72 71.80 30.92 10.77 10.77 
108 100.44 72.15 28.29 11.82 10.82 

109 97.01 72.51 26.50 10.88 10.88 
110 94.60 72.87 21.73 10.93 10.93 
111 92.13 73.23 18.90 10.98 10.98 

112. 88.48 73.59 14.89 11.04 11.04 
113 85.88 73.94 11. 94 11.09 11.09 
114 82.08 74.30 7.78 11. 15 7.78 

115 79.35 74.66 4.69 11.20 4.69 
116 76.56 75.02 1.54 11.25 1.54 
117 72.54 75.38 -2.84 11. 31 -2.84 

118 69.62 75.73 - 6.11 11.36 - 6.11 
119 65.45 76.09 -10.64 11. 41 -10.64 
120 62.40 76.45 -14.05 11.47 -14.05 

• Profit maximizing RORR output level. 
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Table 5.7 

MONOPOLY PROFITS & ALLOWED RETURNS - CASE IV 
Cost Increase $2.80 = (.5) ($5.60) 

Allowed 
Retu.-n MIN 

Units Revenues Costs Profit (= . 15TC) (II, . 15C) 

100 $ 120.00 $ 73.21 $ 46.79 $ 10.98 $ 10.98 
101 118.17 73.51 44.60 11.04 11.04 
102 115.26 73.93 41.33 11.09 11.09 

103 113.30 74.28 39.02 11.14 11.14 
104 110.24 74.64 35.60 11.20 11.20 
105 108.15 75.00 33.15 11.25 11.25 

106 106.00 75.36 30.64 11.30 11.30 
107 102.72 75.72 27.00 11.36 11.36 
108 100.44 76.07 24.37 11.41 11. 41 

109 97.01 76.43 20.58 11.46 11.46 
110. 94.60 76.79 17.81 11.52 11.52 
111 92.13 77.15 14.98 11.57 11. 57 

112 88.48 77.51 10.97 11.63 10.97 
113 85.88 77.86 8.02 11.68 8.02 
114 82.08 78.22 3.86 11.73 3.86 

115 79.35 78.58 .77 11.79 .77 
116 76.56 78.94 -2.38 11.84 -2.38 
117 72.54 79.30 -6.76 11.90 -6.76 

118 69.62 79.65 -10.03 11.95 -10.03 
119 65.45 80.01 -14.56 12.00 -14.56 
120 62.40 80.37 -17.97 12.06 -17.97 

• Profit maximizing RORR output level. 
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franchise entity simple in order to focus on the competitive 

behavior of the firm upon deregulation. Therefore, the results of 

the sixteen monopoly markets (run simultaneously with the ancillary 

market in Cases I - IV) are discussed presently. Mean quantity 

decisions, mean prices (dictated by the common carrier constraint to 

conswner demand), and mean monopoly earnings are used to describe 

firm behavior in the regulated market. The following performance 

measures are also used to determine the effectiveness of the firm in 

the franchise market: (1) the percent of conswner surplus obtained 

as compared to the rate-of-return regulation (RORR) 

return-maximizing outcome, an efficiency measure, and (2) a monopoly 

RORR effectiveness measure which tracks the percentage of the 

maximum allowed return captured by the regulated firm, a 

profitability measure. At the RORR equilibriwn levels, these 

measures would be 1.00. Tables 5.8 - 5.10 give theoretical values 

of these measures for each monopoly production level. 

Recall that in Cases I and II, no feedback effects occurred in 

the monopoly market upon post-deregulation entry. As such, monopoly 

firm performance under rate-of-return regulation (RORR) is 

straight-forward. Of the eight subjects acting as monopolists in 

these two treatments, seven were able to sustain the RORR 

equilibrium of (P, Q) = ($.79, 112) by the 9th period. Half of the 

subjects were return-maximizing by the second period. Therefore, 
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Table 5.8 

MONOPOLY MARKET SURPLUS VALUES 
Base Cases I & II 

Total Total Consumer 
Units Price Consumer Value Revenue Surplus· 

100 $ 1.20 $ 290.00 $ 120.00 $ 170.00 
101 1.17 291. 17 118.17 173.00 
102 1.13 292.30 115.26 177.04 

103 1.10 293.40 113.30 180.10 
104 1.06 294.46 110.24 184.22 
105 1.03 295.49 108.15 187.34 

106 1.00 296.49 106.00 190.49 
107 .96 297.45 102.72 194.73 
108 .93 298.38 100.44 197.94 

109 .89 299.27 97.01 202.26 
110 .86 300.13 94.60 205.53 
111 .83 300.86 92.13 208.73 

112 .79 301. 75 88.48 213.27 
113 .76 302.51 85.88 216.63 
114 .72 303.23 82.08 221. 15 

115 .69 303.92 79.35 224.57 
116 .66 304.58 76.56 228.02 
117 .62 305.20 72.54 232.66 

118 .59 305.79 69.62 236.17 
119 .55 306.34 65.45 240.89 
120 .52 306.86 62.40 244.46 

• Found by taking the total area under the market demand curve 
minus total consumer expenditure on product. 
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Table 5.9 

MONOPOLY MARKET CONSUMER SURPLUS AS % OF RORR 

••• •• 
• Case III Case IV 

Consumer Case I & II Cost Cost 
Units Surplus Baseline Decrease Increase 

100 $ 170.00 .7971 .7847 .8144 
101 173.00 .8112 .7986 .8288 
102 177.04 .8301 .8172 .8482 

103 180.10 .8445 .8314 .8628 
104 184.22 .8638 .8504 .8826 
105 187.34 .8784 .8648 .8975 

106 190.49 .8932 .8793 .9126 
107 194.73 .9131 .8989 .9329 
108 197.94 .9281 .9137 .9483 

109 202.26 .9484 .9337 .9690 
110 205.53 .9637 .9488 .9847 
111 208.73 .9787 .9635 1.0000 

112 213.27 1.0000 .9845 1. 0218 
113 216.63 1.0158 1.0000 1.0378 
114 221. 15 1.0369 1.0209 1.0595 

115 224.57 1.0530 1.0367 1.0759 
116 228.02 1.0692 1.0526 1.0924 
117 232.66 1.0909 1. 0740 1. 1146 

118 236.17 1. 1074 1.0902 1. 1315 
119 240.89 1.1295 1. 1120 1.1541 
120 244.46 1. 1462 1. 1285 1. 1712 

• As % of 213.27 at X = 112 

•• As % of 208.73 at X = 111 

••• As % of 216.63 at X = 113 
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Table 5.10 

MONOPOLY RORR EFFECTIVENESS 

Base Case Cost Increase Cost Decrease 

% of % of % of 
Units Payment $11. 21 Payment $11. 57 Payment $11. 09 

100 $ 10.56 .9420 $ 10.98 .9490 $ 10.39 .9369 
101 10.62 .9474 11.04 .9542 10.45 .9423 
102 10.61 .9518 11.09 .9585 10.50 .9468 

103 10.12 .9563 11. 14 .9628 10.55 .9513 
104 10.18 .9616 11.20 .9680 10.61 .9561 
105 10.83 .9661 11.25 .9123 10.66 .9612 

106 10.88 .9106 11.30 .9767 10.72 .9666 
107 10.94 .9159 11.36 .9818 10.77 .9711 
108 10.99 .9804 11. 41 .9862 10.82 .9751 

109 11.04 .9848 11.46 .9905 10.88 .9811 
110 11.10 .9902 11.52 .9957 10.93 .9856 
111 11.15 .9946 11.57 1.0000 10.98 .9901 

112 11. 21 1.0000 10.91 .9481 11.04 .9959 
113 10.82 .9652 8.02 .6932 11.09 1.0000 
114 6.66 .5941 3.86 .3336 1.78 .7015 

115 3.57 .3185 .71 .0666 4.69 .4229 
116 .42 .0375 -2.38 -.2051 1.54 .1389 
117 -3.96 -.3533 -6.76 -.5843 -2.84 -.2561 

118 -7.23 -.6450 -10.03 -.8669 -6.11 -.5509 
119 -11.16 -1.0491 -14.56 -1.2584 -10.64 -.9594 
120 -15.11 -1.3533 -11.97 -1. 5532 -14.05 -1. 2670 
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consumer surplus and monopoly effectiveness measures were extremely 

close to the regulatory requirements (1.00), as seen in Figures 5.3 

and 5.4, respectively, which averages the monopoly performance 

measures in five period intervals. These results correspond to 

previous RORR monopoly experiments reported in Chapters 2 and 3. 

For the cost feedback cases, III and IV, the RORR equilibrium 

changes when the firm participates in the ancillary market after 

deregulation to the price-quantity pairs (P, Q) - ($.76, 113) and 

(P, Q) ~ ($.83, 111), respectively. For Case III, three of four 

subjects attained the pre-entry monopoly outcome quickly. Only two 

subjects adapted optimally to the post-deregulation cost reduction, 

thus lowering regulated monopoly returns from $11.21 per period to 

$11.09. The other two subjects remained at the pre-deregulation 

configuration. Mean consumer surplus and monopoly effectiveness 

measures were not significantly affected however, and remain close 

to the regulated ideal. 

With adverse cost feedback, Case IV, the monopolist faces 

higher costs in the monopoly market after entering the ancillary 

market with a "competitive edge". The potential increase in costs 

in the monopoly market forces monopoly returns to rise and lowers 

consumer surplus. RORR equilibrium returns increase to $11.57 per 

period. Results for this treatment show that all four subjects were 

able to find the post-entry RORR outcome within three periods after 
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entry. The pre-entry RORR equilibrium was reached by the 7th period 

by each subject. Though mean regulated prices started high, 

resulting in lower quantities in the pre-deregulation RORR 

equilibrium, they converged to post-entry RORR levels almost 

immediately upon deregulation. Consumer surplus and RORR 

effectiveness measures were not significantly different than the 

RORR ideal for this case, as seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 . 

Ancillary Posted-Offer Market 

Summary data presentation, analysis, and a brief discussion of 

possible strategic firm interaction is presented below for each of 

the four deregulation and three baseline treatments. Detailed 

analysis of individual experiments can be found in a preliminary 

version of this research (Cech, 1988). Behavioral anomalies and 

experimenter information not explicitly evident from the pooled data 

(such as knowledge of subject behavior from post-experiment 

de-briefings or spontaneous subject discussion) are also included 

when relevant. Figures representing pooled means include: (1) bar 

graphs of per period relative market efficiencies (realized total 

surplus as a percentage of the total surplus available under the 

asymmetric triopo1y CE excluding fixed and sunk costs) for the 

deregulation experiments Cases I IV; (2) plots of relative 

efficiencies of the three baseline treatments; and (3) plots of 

weighted mean trading prices. Relative efficiency measures are used 
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to facilitate cross-treatment comparisons. Table 5.11 presents the 

pooled means of relative efficiencies and trading prices for periods 

16 - 25 for each treatment. 

The duopoly (Case V), symmetric triopoly (Case VI) and 

asymmetric triopoly (Case VII) experiments were conducted as 

baselines to compare with the deregulation treatments. Figures 5.5 

and 5.6 show the pooled weighted mean trading prices and relative 

efficiency measures for the three baseline treatments. The results 

of these experiments correspond to previous duopoly and triopoly 

posted-offer experiments. Duopolists were able to capture high 

rents, sustaining equilibrium prices well above competitive levels 

on average, resulting in low relative efficiency, one group (D03) 

sustaining prices above Cournot-Nash levels. As expec ted, the 

asymmetric triopoly outperforms the symmetric triopoly in terms of 

higher consumer welfare and lower prices, both converging to just 

above their respective limit price equilibria (Le., the highest 

price which does not induce a quantity supply greater than the 

competitive level). 

In contrast to this, consider the four cases testing 

deregulation. Figures 5.7(a)- 5.l0(a) plot the pooled weighted mean 

trading prices for Cases I - IV. The corresponding (b) figures 

graph the relative efficiencies for these treatments. It is clear 

from the price paths that in periods 1 - 10 where entry restrictions 
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Table 5.11 

ANCILLARY MARKET 
POOLED MEAN 

RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES AND (WEIGHTED) TRADING PRICES 
(FINAL 10 PERIODS) 

RELATIVE AVERAGE 
TREATMENT EFFICIENCY PRICE 

CASE I 88.74% $ 2.92 
DEEP POCKET 

CASE II 89.08% $ 2.81 
COMPETITIVE EDGE 

CASE III 
POSITIVE COST 
FEEDBACK 90.91% $ 2.60 

CASE IV 
ADVERSE COST 
FEEDBACK 90.34% $ 2.77 

CASE V 
DUOPOLY 
BASELINE 78.69% $ 3.67 

CASE VI 
SYMMETRIC TRIOPOLY 
BASELINE 92.50% $ 2.53 

CASE VI 
ASYMMETRIC TRIOPOLY 
BASELINE 96.22% $ 2.36 
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are enforced, trading prices conform to the Cournot-Nash duopoly 

predictions as in the baseline duopoly experiments. Deregulation 

clearly promotes rapid price decreases and speeds convergence 

towards competitive price levels. As price falls, corresponding 

quantities sold, consumer welfare, and market efficiency increase in 

these cases. The (b) figures show that relative efficiencies 

generally rise steadily for the remainder of the experiment after 

deregulation. 

For Cases I - IV, Figures 5.11 - 5.14 display the price paths 

for each experiment in a treatment, comparing them to Cournot-Nash, 

competitive and limit equilibrium prices. Each of these figures 

demonstrates that while mean price may vary widely in the initial 

periods from below the competitive equilibrium to well above the 

Cournot-Nash equilibrium during the regulated phase, there is a 

marked decrease of price variance over time. Convergence in the two 

symmetric cost cases, Cases I and III, were very near the limit 

price. For the asymmetric cost Cases II and IV, convergence is 

towards a price level somewhat higher than its limit price level. 

Note in Figures 5.12 and 5.14, the drop in trading price to the 

horizontal axis (experiments C24 and C44). In each instance, 

extremely high offe~ prices were attempted causing the experiment to 

"crash" for the period. Though fixed costs were assessed, no trades 

occurred in these periods. One of these situations was the result 
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of an apparent signalling strategy (C44). In the other, the subject 

claimed to be testing consumer demand. 

Below is a series of tests designed to identify significant 

patterns both within and among treatments. The following tests 

focus on two pieces of information that summarize overall market 

performance. The data used are those graphically presented above, 

relative efficiency (the percent of maximal total surplus achieved) 

and pooled weighted mean trading price. 

First, consider two tests of differences in the distributions 

of market outcomes over the final ten periods of the experiments. 

The final 10 period average relative efficiencies and prices are 

given in Table 5.11 This shows that average efficiencies vary 

from 78.69% for Case V, the duopoly baseline experiments, to 96.22% 

for the asymmetric triopoly baseline, Case VII. Correspondingly, 

average prices for the last 10 periods range from $2.36 for the 

asymmetric triopoly baseline to $3.67 in the duopoly baseline 

experiments. 

Table 5.12 presents Wilcoxon tests for differences in 

distributions between treatments. In terms of relative 

efficiencies, the following conclusions emerge. The duopoly 

baseline treatment is significantly different from all other cases. 

When compared to the deregulation treatments, Cases I - IV, this 

represents what could be expected in the ancillary market if 
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Table 5.12 

TESTS FOR DIFFERENCES IN DISTRIBUTIONS 
OVER FINAL TEN PERIODS: 

RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES PRICES 

Treatment Pair Wilcoxon Statistic Wilcoxon Statistic 

I & II .5292 .6804 
•• I & III 1.4364 2.4192 

I & IV 1.1339 1. 0584 .. - ••• I & V 3.780 3.780 
••• • •• I & VI 2.5704 2.9862 

••• ..* 
I & VII 3.780 3.780 

• II & III 1.1339 1.6632 

II & IV .6804 .3780 
.** ••• II & V 3.704 3.780 
•• • •• II & VI 2.2678 2.4948 .-. • •• II & VII 3.5532 3.7044 

III & IV .2680 1.2096 
••• • •• III & V 3.780 3.780 

III & VI .9828 1. 2474 
••• • •• III & VII 3.7044 3.4020 

••• .-. 
IV & V 3.780 3.780 

• IV & VI 1.4364 1.8522 ._- .. -IV & VII 3.7044 3.3642 
••• ._. 

V & VI 3.780 3.780 
••• ..-

V & VII 3.780 3.780 

*-- ._-
VI & VII 3.099 2.9862 

• Significant at a= .10 (2 - Tailed) 

•• Significant at a= .05 (2 - Tai led) 

••• Significant at a= .01 (2 - Tailed) 
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restrictive entry barriers were not removed (i.e., continued low 

relative efficiencies). For the baseline triopolies, Case VI and 

VII, six of the eight differences with the deregulation treatments 

are statistically significant. Again, this counterfactual evidence 

indicates that entry barriers have a lasting market efficiency cost 

even after deregulation. From the Wilcoxon statistics, there are no 

significant differences among the four deregulation cases. However 

some distinctions do emerge in the difference-in-means tests that 

follow. It is possible that the deregulated markets were still in 

the process of stabilizing fifteen periods after deregulation, thus 

creating more noise in the market performance data. In terms of 

prices, 16 of the 21 pairs are statistically significant according 

to the non-parametric test imposed. Of these, the most interesting 

comparisons are that the asymmetric triopoly baseline has an average 

price for periods 16 - 25 significantly below all other treatments, 

where the symmetric triopoly baseline prices are significantly 

different from all cases except Case III, also a symmetric cost 

case. As expected, the duopoly prices are significantly higher than 

prices of any other case. Thus, price comparisons conform very 

closely to the relative efficiency comparisons. 

To obtain greater detail and to consider changes caused by 

entry, a number of t-tests were performed on price differences. 

These refer to periods 6 - 10 and 21 - 25. For Cases I - IV, these 
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are the final five periods in which the franchise firm was 

restricted from entering the ancillary market and the last five 

periods of the unregulated triopoly, respectively. For the baseline 

treatments (Cases V - VII), these same periods are used for purposes 

of comparison. Table 5.13 shows that all prices were above the 

competitive equilibrium level, and significantly so over half the 

time. Note that, in these and the following tables, each experiment 

is treated as a single observation, leaving very few degrees of 

freedom. 

Consider next the change in absolute prices over time. 

Table 5.14 shows that prices fell in all treatments, but the drop 

was significant only for Cases II and IV, the two cases where the 

franchise entrant has a cost advantage. What remains is to identify 

the potential causes of such decreases. First, for Cases I - IV, 

prices might fall over time as a result of entry leading to a lower 

equilibrium price level. If this is all that is occurring, then 

there should be no significant change in the difference between mean 

trading price and the CE price level over time. As Table 5.15 

shows, mean prices moved closer to the CE level in all treatments, 

but this change was never statistically significant. 

Finally, consider the change in absolute prices over time. If 

this change merely tracks quantitative movements in equilibrium 

values, then it could be expected that there would be equal changes 



Table 5.13 

DIFFERENCES IN POOLED MEAN PRICES FROM 
COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM (CE) PRICES 

Hypothesis: ( p - P ) > 0 
e 

Periods 

Treatment Period 6 - 10 Period 21 - 25 

CASE I 

CASE II 

CASE III 

CASE IV 

CASE V 
Duopoly 
Baseline 

CASE VI 
Symmetric Triopoly 
Baseline 

CASE VII 
Asymmetric Triopoly 
Baseline 

t-statistics in parentheses 

• Significant at « = .10 

•• Significant at « = .05 

1.520 
0.16) 

1. 273 •• 
(2.49) 

1.086. 
(1. 90) 

1. 216 .. 
(2.96) 

1.147 
(1. 32) 

. 643. 
(2. 01) 

.702 
(1. 41) 

( 1-Tailed) 

( 1-Tailed) 

••• Significant at « = .0025 (l-Tailed) 

.5580. 
(2.07) 

.6480. 
(2.09) 

.4500 
(1.17) 

1.037 ... 
(3.48) 

.8670 
(0.91) 

.5550 • 
(1.82) 

.4400 •• 
(2.35) 
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TREATMENT 

CASE I 

CASE II 

CASE III 

CASE IV 

CASE V 
Duopoly Baseline 

CASE VI 
Symmetric Triopoly 

Baseline 

CASE VII 
Asymmetric Triopoly 

Baseline 

Table 5.14 

TESTS OF 
ABSOLUTE PRICE CHANGES 

Hypothesis: 

t - statistic in parentheses 

• Significant at a = .10 (1 - Tail) 

•• Significant at a = .05 (1 - Tail) 

••• Significant at a = .01 (1 - Tail) 

1.622 
(1.30) 

1.485 .. 
(2.56) 

1.296 
(1. 32) 

1. 039. 
(2.14) 

.280 
(.855) 

.088 
(.2520) 

.2623 
(.5128 ) 
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Table 5.15 

TEST FOR 
CHANGE IN PRICE RELATIVE TO 

COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM LEVEL 

Hypothesis: 

TREATMENT 

CASE I 

CASE II 

CASE III 

CASE IV 

CASE V 
Duopoly Baseline 

CASE VI 
Symmetric Triopoly 

Baseline 

CASE VII 
Asymmetric Tripoly 

Baseline 

t - statistics in parenthesis 
• Significant at «= .10 
•• Significant at « = .025 

(1 - Tail) 
(1 - Tail) 

.9618 
(.7722) 

.6245 
(1. 075) 

.6358 
(.6481) 

.1785 
(.3693) 

.280 
(.8550) 

.088 
(.2520) 

.2623 
(.5128) 
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between Cases I and III, the symmetric cost treatments, and between 

Cases II and IV, the asymmetric cost treatments. Further, the 

asymmetric cost treatments should yield larger changes than do the 

symmetric cost treatments. Finally, Cases I and II with entry 

should yield larger changes than the symmetric triopoly baseline 

(VI) and Cases II and IV should yield larger changes than the 

asymmetric triopoly baseline (VII). 

Table 5.16 considers these specific conjectures. It is found 

that price changes are comparable between Cases I and III, as well 

as between Cases II and IV. However, in three of the four 

comparisons between a symmetric and an asymmetric case, the sign is 

wrong, but this is never statistically significant. Overall, 13 of 

the 16 inequality conjectures are correct, and 12 of these are 

statistically significant. Clearly, as a group, the baseline 

experiments yield much smaller price drops than do any of the 

deregulation experiments. This is because the baseline prices 

either remain high (duopoly) or stabilize at lower levels very early 

(symmetric and asymmetric triopoly). 

In addition to the above statistical tests focusing on market 

performances, the rich set of experimental data allows for 

systematic observations on behavioral intent. Recall that in each 

experiment, firms have the ability to "bailout" or exit the 

computerized ancillary market in a period, i.e., not to offer units 
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Table 5.16 

COMPARISONS IN ABSOLUfE (WEIGHTED) MEAN TRADING PRICE CHANGES 
FROM PERIODS 6 - 10 to PERIODS 21 - 25 

ALTERNATIVE 
- - # ## 

TREATMENT PAIR HYPOTHESIS ( hoP. - hoP. ) t - stat 
-J--l-

CASE I & CASE II hoP2 > hoi\ - .1368 - .1991 

CASE I & CASE III hoP3 = hoPl - .3258 - .4110 

CASE I & CASE IV hoP 4 > hoP 1 - .5833 - .8732 
•• CASE I & CASE V hoPl > hoP

5 1. 3148 2.084 
•• CASE I & CASE VI hoPl > hoP6 1.534 2.372 
•• CASE I & CASE VII hoP l > hoP

7 1.3595 2.020 

CASE II & Case III hoP2 > hoP
3 

.189 .3315 

CASE II & CASE IV hoP2 = hoP4 .446 1.180 
••• CASE II & CASE V hoP2 > hoP

5 1.205 3.613 
••• CASE II & CASE VI hoP2 > hoP

6 
1.397 4.121 

••• CASE II & CASE VII hoP2 > hoP
7 

1.223 3.1S0 

CASE III & CASE IV hoP
4 

> hoP
3 - .2575 - .4709 

•• CASE III & CASE V hoP3 > h.P5 1. 016 1.965 
•• CASE III & CASE VI h.P3 > hoPS 1.208 2.320 
• CASE III & CASE VII hoP3 > hoP7 1.0337 1.869 
•• CASE IV & CASE V hoP4 > hoi\ .7585 2.598 
••• CASE IV & CASE VI hoP4 > hoPS .9505 3.188 
•• CASE IV & CASE VII hoP4 > hoP7 . 77S2 2.20S 

CASE V & CASE VI hoP6 = hoP5 - .192 - .8019 

CASE V & CASE VII hoP7 = hoP5 - .0177 - .0583 

CASE VI & CASE VII h.P7 = hoPS .1743 .5628 

j refers to the left entry in Column 2 # 
## t - tests: 2 - Tailed for equality in alternative hypothesis, 

• 
•• 
••• 

1 - Tailed for inequality 
Significant at «= .10 
Significant at «= .05 
Significant at «= .01 
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for sale, thus avoiding fixed costs. Further recall that a seller 

is not required to offer all units even though their offer price is 

at or above the marginal cost for a unit, thus allowing firms to 

withhold productive capacity. Conversely, firm's may offer units at 

a price below costs, thereby allowing potential "predatory" 

behavior. "Strong predation" is defined here as setting price below 

average cost. "Weak predation" is defined as setting price below 

marginal cost for a unit. These definitions of predation are used 

for the model above because the capacity constraints placed on each 

firm in the competitive market do not allow one firm to satisfy the 

entire market. Sustained price cutting by one firm will therefore 

never allow it to drive both competitors out of the market in any 

one period and monopolizing the market if rivals are pricing 

competitively (i. e., charging a low enough price to capture some 

market demand) or have not "bailed out" of the market to avoid fixed 

costs. 

As seen in Table 5.17, subjects chose to exit from the 

ancillary market in seven experiments for a total of 22 periods. In 

these seven experiments, only one subject per experiment "bailed 

out" of the market. Except for experiments TA4 and C41, where 



Table 5.17 

ANCILLARY MARKET EXIT 
"BAILOUTS" 

TREATMENT EXPERIMENT 

CASE I USWEST C13 
Deep Pocket 

USWEST C14 

CASE II USWEST C23 
Competitive Edge 

CASE III USWEST C34 
Positive Cost 
Feedback 

CASE IV USWEST C41 
Adverse Cost 
Feedback USWEST C43 

CASE V 
Duopoly 
Baseline 

CASE VI 
Symmetric Triopo1y 
Baseline 

CASE VII 
Asymmetric 
Triopo1y 
Baseline 

USWEST TA4 

NONE 

NONE 

SELLER 
NUMBER/TYPE 

S 1-2 Franchise 

S 1-2 Franchise 

S 1-2 Franchise 

S 1-2 Franchise 

S 5-6 Rival 

S 1-2 Franchise 

S 3-4 Rival 

MARKET 
EXIT PERIODS 
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14,15,20,21,25 

11,12,13,14,15 

13 

16 

17,18,19,20,21,22 

21,22 

19,20 
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rivals chose to leave the ancillary market,16 all other exits from 

the ancillary market were made by the franchise firm. 

Significantly, this appears to contradict the argument that the 

entry of a monopolist with a deep pocket, competitive edge, or 

ability to cross subsidize, will force rivals out of an ancillary 

market. Rather, the franchise firm will be more likely to retreat 

to the "safe haven" of its regulated market to escape the 

competitive pressures of the market it enters upon deregulation. 

Table 5.18 summarizes the frequency of behavior where subjects 

failed to offer units where P > MC for the last unit offered. Since 

mean prices are weighted by the quantity sold, actions of this type 

can affect all market performance efficiency measures. In all seven 

treatments, marginal units were withheld 318 times, 115 times by 

subject's whose offer price was the lowest. This behavior can be 

attributed to two potential causes. First, subjects may be making 

16 In period 17, Seller 5-6 in USWEST C4l decided not to 
participate in the market for six periods, according to the subject, 
in order to "drive the prices up so that I could come back in and it 
would be worth it." This behavior corresponds to the McGee (1980) 
argument of strategic rival exit. This left the monopolist, Seller 
1-2 and Seller 3-4 in a duopoly market. At first, prices continued 
to fall for two periods, until the participating subjects realized 
that they could raise prices and sell more without the third actor. 
Seller 5-6 re-entered the market in period 23, upon which prices 
started to fall towards the competitive level as before the bailout 
of this rival. 
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Table 5.18 

ANCILLARY MARKET FREQUENCY OF 
QUANTITY (PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY) WITHHOLDING 

OFFER PRICE > MC FOR LAST UNIT OFFERED 
(Frequency of low offer price in parenthesis) 

TOTAL 
MARKET (FRANCHISE) RIVAL RIVAL (LOW OFFER 

TREATMENT PERIOD SELLER 1-2 SELLER 3-4 SELLER 5-6 PRICES) 

CASE I 1 - 5 N/A 5 (2) 2 7 (2) 
6 - 10 N/A 3 2 (1) 5 (1) 

11- 15 9 (3) 0 0 9 (3) 
16 - 20 5 (2) 1 (1) 0 6 (3) 
21 - 25 2 2 (1) 3 (1) 7 (2) 

CASE II 1 - 5 N/A 6 (2) 3 (2) 9 (4) 
6 - 10 N/A 7 (3) 1 8 (3) 

11- 15 4 (2) 7 (1) 4 15 (3) 
16 - 20 2 3 (2) 2 7 (2) 
21 - 25 2 (2) 0 4 6 (2) 

CASE III 1 - 5 N/A 5 (2) 3 (2) 8 (4) 
6 - 10 N/A 6 (1) 2 (1) 8 (2) 

11 - 15 9 (3) 6 (3) 3 18 (6) 
16 - 20 3 (1) 3 (1) 5 (1) 11 (3) 
21 - 25 4 (1) 7 (1) 4 (1) 15 (3) 

CASE IV 1 - 5 N/A 4 (2) 9 (2) 13 (4) 
6 - 10 N/A 3 (1) 5 (1) 8 (2) 

11- 15 10 (4) 3 (1) 4 (1) 17 (6) 
16 - 20 11 (6) 2 2 (1) 15 (7) 
21 - 25 7 (3) 3 3 13 (3) 

CASE V 1 - 5 6 (5) 5 (2) N/A 11 (7) 
6 - 10 5 (4) 10 (7) N/A 15 (11) 

11- 15 3 (2) 3 (1) N/A 6 (3) 
16 - 20 0 0 N/A 0 
21 - 25 1 0 N/A 1 

CASE VI 1 - 5 4 (1) 10 (4) 5 (2) 19 (7) 
6 - 10 2 2 0 4 

11 - 15 1 5 (2) 3 (1) 9 (3) 
16 - 20 3 (2) 4 (2) 1 8 (4) 
21 - 25 1 (1) 3 (1) 0 4 (2) 

CASE VII 1 - 5 1 (1) 5 5 (2) 11 (3) 
6 - 10 0 3 (1) 3 (2) 6 (3) 

11- 15 0 0 5 (2) 5 (2) 
16 - 20 0 2 5 (2) 7 (2) 
21 - 25 0 1 6 (3) 7 (3) 
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not realizing potential profits. 

Alternatively, quantity withholding could be part of a systematic 

attempt to keep total quantity sold low and price high as in a 

18 Cournot quantity-game or collusive strategy. The observable 

consequences of this sophisticated strategic behavior would be the 

same as the aforementioned errors. 

In Table 5.19, the frequency of subject actions that could be 

interpreted as attempts at predatory pricing in the ancillary market 

are listed. Significantly, no "strong" predatory price offers were 

made by the franchise firm, and only two were made by rivals. Each 

of these low offer prices was made in the first period of an 

17 Errors could have been more prevalent in these experiments due 
to the use of two PLATO computer screens on which subjects needed to 
offer five units each. Another factor contributing to errors could 
be due to the level of subject institution specific experience. 
18 Seller 1- 2, the franchise firm wi th lower ancillary market 
costs in USWEST C44 systematically and deliberately (according to 
the written statement below) witheld output in the ancillary market 
in order to let rivals have a larger portion of the market because 
of the deep pocket, guaranteed income from the regulated market. 
This "benevolent" monopolist wrote: "I bid to motivation (sic) 
others to stay in the game without trying to drop their cost (sic) 
to my buying level. They appeared to have established a 
buying/trading exchange that I got to watch. Then I just went high, 
but kept my units small. They sold some units and stayed where they 
were. My strategy gave me some profits and they almost never under 
bid me. Also I was not as concerned about loosing (sic) (not making 
as much) on the second screen because I had a large amount to fall 
back out (sic) in the single sellers market." 
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Table 5.19 

ANCILLARY MARKET FREQUENCY OF 
PREDATORY PRICE OFFERS 

OFFER PRICE < MC FOR LAST UNIT OFFERED 
(Frequency of low offer price in parenthesis) 

TOTAL 
MARKET (FRANCHISE) RIVAL RIVAL (LOW' OFFER 

TREATMENT PERIODS SELLER 1-2 SELLER 3-4 SELLER 5-6 PRICES) 

CASE I 1 - 5 N/A 0 2 2 
6 - 10 N/A 0 0 0 

11- 15 0 0 0 0 
16 - 20 1 3 1 5 
21 - 25 1 1 (1) 5 (4) 7 (5) 

CASE II 1 - 5 N/A 1 1 2 
6 - 10 N/A 0 0 0 

11 - 15 0 0 1 1 
16 - 20 1 0 5 (2) 6 (2) 
21 - 25 0 2 (2) 8 10 (2) 

CASE III 1 - 5 N/A 2 1 (1) 3 (1) 
6 - 10 N/A 0 0 0 

11 - 15 4 (2) 1 1 (1) 6 (3) 
16 - 20 8 (3) 5 (1) 0 13 (4) 
21 - 25 2 (1) 1 0 3 (1) 

CASE IV 1 - 5 N/A 0 1 1 
6 - 10 N/A 0 0 0 

11 - 15 0 3 (1) 0 3 (1) 
16 - 20 0 2 (1) 0 2 (1) 
21 - 25 0 1 (1) 0 1 (1) 

CASE V 1 - 5 0 0 N/A 0 
6 - 10 0 0 N/A 0 

11 - 15 2 (1) 0 N/A 2 (1) 
16 - 20 4 (3) 0 N/A 4 (3) 
21 - 25 0 1 (1) N/A 1 (1) 

CASE VI 1 - 5 1 (1) 1 (1) 0 2 (2) 
6 - 10 0 3 (2) 3 (3) 6 (5) 

11 - 15 4 (1) 2 (2) 1 3 (2) 
16 - 20 1 0 5 (2) 6 (2) 
21 - 25 1 1 5 7 

CASE VII 1 - 5 5 (3) 6 (2) 0 11 (5) 
6 - 10 2 (2) 7 (2) 2 11 (4) 

11- 15 0 6 (2) 5 (1) 11 (3) 
16 - 20 0 5 (1) 0 5 (1) 
21 - 25 0 5 (1) 0 5 (1) 
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19 experiment and was never repeated. "Weak" predatory price offers 

were made by 37 of the 80 subjects participating in the 28 

experiments. Prices less than the marginal cost for the units 

offered were posted 144 times. Again, this could be a quantity 

choice error of the same category as capacity withholding. Contrary 

to the arguments to continue entry restriction regulation and 

evident from the data, there was no tendency for the franchise firm 

to exhibit predatory behavior more often than rivals in the 

ancillary market. Notably, this was as true in the asymmetric cost 

cases as for the symmetric. 

In contrast to predation, it is also possible for firms to 

signal via high price in an attempt to achieve collusive-type 

outcomes. These behaviors were observed during the experiments but 

were usually not systematic and never had a lasting effect. 

Signalling strategies were attempted by subjects of all types but 

were never sustained for more than a few periods. 

Policy Implications and Conclusions 

This research has used a stylized model to address the question 

of whether LATA franchise firms should be prohibited from entry into 

19 Unrepresentative low offer pr1c1ng behavior in the first period 
can be attributed to subject learning. While the experimetnal 
instructions stated that one offer price would be made for units 
on both computer terminals, the two subjects submitting these low 
offer prices did not comprehend this in the first place. 
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ancillary telecommunications markets. Both economic arguments for, 

and common legal and regulatory arguments against, allowing entry 

were cons idered. This model served as a basis for designing a 

series of experiments that would allow both the economic and 

regulatory arguments to be explicitly tested. Specifically, 

treatments were created to see if either deep pockets or cost 

advantages would lead to unfair competition or predatory pricing. 

Cross-price subsidization was imposed to see if this would affect 

monopoly behavior once allowed entry into a competitive ancillary 

market. 

The experiments analyzed herein yields surprisingly uniform 

policy implications. First, and most importantly, deregulation to 

allow a franchise monopolist to enter an ancillary market always led 

to improved market performance in terms of consumer welfare, lower 

prices, more rapid price decreases, and larger quantities sold. 

Further, entry into the ancillary competitive market had no 

adverse consequences on the franchise monopoly market other than 

those inherent in the model treatments tested. Even when negative 

cost feedback was forced, this resulted in a loss to the monopoly 

that was very small compared to the consumer gains in the 

competitive market. There were some attempts to tacitly collude or 

to signal other sellers so as to keep prices high by both franchise 

firms and ancillary market competitors, but these never had a 
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lasting effect. Allowing the monopolist to enter the ancillary 

market made such collusion more difficult. 

Attempts .at weak predatory pricing were observed for both 

monopolists and rivals, more common after deregulation than before. 

However, predatory moves were attempted more often by the rivals 

than by the franchise monopolist with the deep pocket. Further, 

weak predation never worked. In fact, the only discernable impact 

of attempted predation was to keep average prices closer to the 

competitive level. 

The presence of a cost advantage for the franchise monopolist 

in the ancillary market did not lead to consequences that could be 

labeled "unfair competition", nor did it yield other adverse 

consequences. The worst that can be said is that in the asymmetric 

cost cases, Cases II and IV, removing entry barriers led to market 

gains that were somewhat smaller than anticipated. 

Finally, the effect of the franchise monopolist's deep-pocket 

was non-existent. There is simply no support from the experimental 

results for the commonly held argument that a franchise firm would 

use its monopoly market earnings to underwrite or cross-price 

subsidize its operations in an ancillary market. In fact, the 

"bailout" results showing monopoly firms retreating to the "safe 

haven" of the regulated franchise when incurring unanticipated 

losses (through competition, not predation) in the ancillary market, 
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could support an opposite conclusion. They could support the belief 

that the maintenance of a regulated market would serve as a means of 

escape for the franchise firm from the competitive pressures of an 

ancillary market. 

Two qualifications must be acknowledged for the policy 

im?lications based on the above experimental evidence. First, if 

there is an identifiable situation where entry into an ancillary 

market would create large cost increases in the regulated market, 

then there is a trade-off of efficiencies that must be weighed by 

the regulator and the firm. Second, there may be aspects of 

regulated firms and of potential ancillary markets that would 

significantly impact behavior, but which have been omitted from the 

above stylized model of the telecommunications industry. Either or 

both of these factors could be dealt with by modifying the 

procedures used in this research. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL EXTENSIONS 

This dissertation has used laboratory experiments to test 

actual regulatory policies, under realistic information conditions, 

to determine their efficacy. Significant results and policy 

implications were obtained both on the traditional use of RORR to 

regulate natural monopolies, and on the practice of restricting 

firms from entering ancillary markets. These results are summarized 

immediately below. Following is a discussion of some of the 

directions that this research can take. 

Conclusions 

The objective of the first several chapters was to 

experimentally test the incentive effects, under various information 

conditions," of RORR on market performance. There are three benefits 

of such a study. One is to have tests of specific models for which 

field testing has been very difficult. The second is to provide a 

behavioral baseline against which proposals for deregulation, 

incentive regulation, or reformed RORR could be judged. Finally, by 

exercising the control that is only possible in a laboratory 

setting, it is potentially possible to learn some things about how 

RORR works which could be easily overlooked in purely theoretical 

models or through reliance on incomplete field data. 
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very clear results were obtained Several 

long-standing theories of incentive malfunctions 

confirming 

of RORR. 

Specifically, as shown in Chapter 4, for purely static, but 

repeated, perfect implementations of RORR, wasteful input use will 

occur. This can be manifested either as rate base padding or 

Averch-Johnson type selection of inefficient input combinations. In 

either case, the waste induced by RORR is a logical method for firms 

to use in order to re-coup part of their profits lost due to the 

allowed return constraint. 

Another very clear result as shown by the experiments of 

Chapter 2, is that RORR, if left to voluntary compliance, is 

completely useless as a means of regulating single sellers. When 

information about cost is private to firms, RORR creates strong 

incentives for firms to make inaccurate cost reports that enable 

them to earn full monopoly profits. Given that many regulatory 

agencies operate under this information condition, this creates 

strong doubt as to whether or not RORR has any virtues if not 

monitored. It should be noted that there are reasons for softening 

this conclusion, but not for reversing it. There are conditions 

that reduce a firm's ability to deceptively report costs. External 

data, such as industry-wide cost standards, can be gathered. Cost 

information through normal corporate public disclosure is also 

available. These do not usually suffice however, and therefore do 



not eliminate the possibility that firms will be able to 

misrepresent their costs. 
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The experiments conducted on auditing in Chapter 3 yielded the 

most intriguing data. Even when penalty rates and audit 

probabilities were far in excess of those used by regulatory 

agencies, significant overestimates of costs remained common. 

Subjects continued to overstate costs even when their immediate 

profits would be higher if they reported costs accurately. These 

results were so strong that they led to further theoretical 

analysis. It was found that a potential source of this problem is 

simply the use of historical cost information in rate setting. This 

practice, pervasive in RORR, actually strengthens the incentives to 

overstate costs. The reason is that by doing so, natural monopolies 

can produce less and incur higher average costs now, which will 

lower potential penalties in the future. In fact, the stationary 

expected profit maximizing strategy for the specific model used here 

entails a lower output level and a higher price than would occur for 

an unregulated monopolist. That is, the attempt to make RORR 

effective might actually make matters worse. 

To test the robustness of this last statement, experiments were 

conducted for an alternate penalty scheme, the zero profit condition 

detailed above. It was found that if all profits were expropriated 

when an overstatement of cost was found, then the frequency of such 
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misrepresentation fell dramatically. However, it was also found 

that the process results in strategies of alternating between 

accurate and overstated cost reports that yield higher expected 

profits than does simple true cost revelation. 

The research reported in Chapter 5 addressed the question of 

whether RORR franchise firms should be prohibited or allowed to 

enter ancillary markets by testing the economic arguments for and 

common legal arguments against, lifting entry restrictions. A 

stylized model of the telecommunications industry was created and 

experimental tests designed to explicitly test if either deep 

pockets or cost advantages would lead to unfair competition, 

predatory pricing, or some other firm behavior that might fall under 

anti-trust guidelines. 

The experimental results of Chapter 5 imply strong policy 

prescriptions. Deregulation which allows a franchise monopolist to 

enter an ancillary market will lead to improved market performance 

in terms of consumer welfare (surplus). The resul ts of Chapter 5 

experiments showed that entry led to lower prices, more rapid price 

decreases, and additional quantities sold. The economic arguments 

in favor of removing barriers preventing LATA firm entry into 

ancillary telecommunications markets were overwhelmingly supported. 

Performance in the regulated market was not adversely affected by 

removal of the barriers to entry into unregulated markets. No 
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significant anti-competitive behavior, such as predatory pricing, 

was exhibited. Further, there appeared to be no effect from the 

franchise monopolist's deep-pocket. The results offered no support 

for the commonly held argument that a regulated firm would use its 

monopoly market earnings to underwrite its operations in an 

ancillary market. 

Potential Extensions 

The RORR experiments in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 were originally 

conducted as baseline experiments towards an incentive regulation 

research program. There are, however, other experiments that could 

further the industrial organization and experimental economics 

literatures on regulated industries. For example, it would be useful 

to test the Baron and Myerson (1982) mechanism of a monopolist with 

unknown costs as a principal-agent model to be compared with the 

more practical Loeb-Magat and Cox-Isaac incentive mechanisms. 

As an extension to the analysis in Chapter 4, the static cases 

of Averch-Johnson and rate base padding could be extended to add the 

iterative, historical cost aspect. It is assumed that the 

incentives will change for the regulated monopolist in the more 

complicated game. The question of interest would be whether firms 

will continue to engage in inefficient input decisions to raise 

their returns, or will firms cost misrepresent to raise their 

returns as was found in Chapters 2 and 3. 
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The audit experiments give rise to many extension 

possibilities. First, the theoretical finding in Chapter 3, that a 

penalty based on excess profits induces larger cost 

misrepresentations, requires further theoretical analysis. For 

example, it is conjectured that basing penalties on excess revenues 

(compared to excess profits) would eliminate the advantage, if 

audited, of having high costs, thus providing stronger incentives. 

Further, the regulatory audit procedure should be looked at in a 

dynamic programming context to see if behavioral price cycling is 

really optimal or a function of specific parameters or of output 

indivisibilities. 

Also, the Baron and Besanko (l984a) audit model, expanded to an 

iterative, multiple period model, would be easily testable. As an 

incentive audit model, it could be compared with the audit process 

results from Chapter 3. The audit model used herein could be 

altered to a static, non-iterative procedure, where firms would make 

a forecast on costs for current period production. Results from 

experiments of this type would isolate the effect of using 

historical costs in regulatory audit practice. Furthermore, since 

regulated industries continually argue with regulators and 

commissions that cost forecasting would be preferable to using 

historical costs for rate settings, testing this procedure under 

RORR would also have practical appeal. 
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Using conditional probabilities governing the audit rules 

would be of high interest. Recall that Chapter 3 showed 

statistically (non-parametric) significant evidence that learning 

matters to firms when being audited. This learning effect could be 

explored in many ways, such as making penalties conditional on 

previous audits, the results of previous audits (Le., if cost 

misrepresentation occurred), or linked to the magnitude of cost 

over/under statement. 

Various extensions and further research projects could evolve 

from the analysis in Chapter 5. The stylized nature of the model 

makes it completely adaptable to different cost parameters or 

functions, demand elasticities, stronger cost feedback effects, etc. 

Notably, the recent models by Breautigam and Panzar (1988) and Lewis 

and Sappington (1988) allow, with some modification, for the 

possibility of combining the themes of Chapters 2 through S. Cost 

misrepresentation, monitoring, input combinations, and entrance into 

unregulated markets could be tested using variants of these 

formulations. 

The treatments in Chapter 5 all assumed perfect enforcement of 

RORR in the regulated market. Therefore, cross-price subsidization 

was imposed as one condition to test the effect on firm behavior in 

the ancillary market. Allowing the firm to make the cross-price 

subsidization choice under imperfect monitoring would offer a 
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greater test of the anti-competitive aspects of entry restrictions. 

Capacity constraints could be lifted in the ancillary market, 

allowing a more powerful test of a predation hypothesis. Deep 

pocket effects would also gain a stronger test through this 

extension. Furthermore, dominant firm issues could be analyzed by 

changing the size of competitors in the ancillary market. 

Experiments could be designed where the feedback from monopoly 

entry affect the consumer demand for 1) the regulated service or 2) 

the competitive product of the franchise firm. This could be 

compared to the results in Chapter 5. This potential extension comes 

as a direct result of discussions with managers at U S WEST 

Communications who believe that this may be of great interest to the 

regulatory community. 

The use of experienced subjects that have been in the same 

institution or experiment previously could be used to discern if 

experience and familiarity with the institution might allow for more 

strategic interaction among firms. This would be accomplished by 

running "training" experiments of the exact laboratory environment, 

except for specific cost and demand values. Future subject 

recruitment could be made of those students who had been the 

monopolist in the previous experiments. It would also allow for the 

experiments to be run for more market periods offering more 

observations. 
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Changes in the information given to the subjects could be 

systematically tested. It is conjectured that as more information 

is given to the firms, they will behave more strategically. For 

example, allow subjects to know the level of output each firm has 

sold at the posted price. Another example is giving the monopolist 

his cost structure for the competitive market at the beginning, 

rather than at entry, and allow him to change his post-entry 

competitive market cost function before deregulation through 

expended effort (e.g., research and development investment could 

lead to stochastic cost reductions in the future.) 

The above research extensions, although not exhaustive, 

represent a foundation for a research program to study the 

informational and incentive effects of practical RORR implementation 

and the consequences of deregulating a franchised monopolist by 

lifting the legal barriers against entry into unregulated markets. 
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APPENDIX 

EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions for RORR Monopoly Experiments - Known Demand 

Instructions for RORR Monopoly Experiments - Unknown Demand 

Instructions for Audit Experiments - All Treatments 

Instructions for Averch-Johnson Experiments 

Instructions for Rate Base Padding Experiments 

Instructions for Removal of Regulatory Barriers to Entry 
Ancillary (Posted Offer) Computerized Market 
Monopoly Franchise Market - All Treatments 



Instructions for RORR Monopoly Experiments - Known Demand 

INSTRIICUONS 

This is an experiment in the economics of m:lrket decision m:lking. Various research 

support agencies h:lve provided funds for this rese:m:h. The instructions are simple and if 

you Collow them C3reCully and make good decisions, you may earn a considef3ble amount 

oC money which will be p:lid to you in c3Sh at the end of the experiment. 

In this experiment, we are going to cre:lte a m3fket in which you will be the 2!!lY. 

seller in a sequence of market d:lYS or tr:Iding periods. In this market, you will be the 

seller of a commodity to buyers in the m:lrkeL During e:lch rrarket period, you are free 

to offer for sale units of the commodit? Assume th:lt you produce only for immedi:lte 

sale--th:lt is, this type of good C3nnot be stored. You bve no inventories and can keep 

none. The price :It w~ich you sell your product is determined by the (allowing procedure· 

(I) In C3ch period you will m3ke a report oC your per unit PRODUCTION 

OUTLAY for the unites) sold in the ~ period. You may report any 

outlay figule. you wish, with the restriction that a value be selected in 

one-cent increments within the range of S 0.00 to $ 10.00, inclusive. 

(2) The PRICE you will charge for each unit sold in the ~ I!£!im! will 

then be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount 1J!!l!! higher (rounded to 

the ne:lrest cent) than the Production Outlay value reported for the 

previous period's production. 

NOTE: For Period I, 3Ssume that you had produced :lnd sold It units in the 

or 2. 
0" " 

previous period. 

The amount that you sell in e:lch period will be determined by how many units the 

buy('fS :Ire willing to purch3Se at the calculated price. You cannot refuse to sell a unit 

to :lnyone who wishes to buy :I unit :11 tlte price set for a given period. How buyers 

decide how many units they will purch3Se is discussed below. 
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PURCHASING DECISION OF BuyERS 

In this experiment. 1M. experjmenterls) will make the purchasing decisions of the 

buyers. This will be done by using a purchasing rule designed to simulate the behavior of 

a market of many buyers. all of whom make purchasi"ng decisions following a simple rule: 

Buyers value the commodity you are selling. Buyers will purchase all the units of the 

commodity which are profitable to them. given the price set for a period (based on the 

Production Outlay figure reported by you). 

The buyers value the commodity according to the values listed on the ~heet labeled 

"Buyen' Purchulal Rule". On the left, a schedule is given of exactly how much this 

group of buyers would value each lIlIlfi1i2nal unit they would purchase from you. The 

same information is depicted graphically to the right of the schedule. These values will 

not change throughout the experiment. 

To aid in understanding this rule. please review the following examples: Suppose the 

calculated price is $ Ml for a period. Notice that the buyers' ~ is greater than or 

equal to ~) S Ml for units l....=-.1Jl. but less than $ Ml for II units and above. 

Therefore, in this example. the buyers would purchase a units from you in this period. 

Then at the set price of $ ~, you would sell a units in the current period. How many 

units would you sell at a price of $ ~ 1 How about a price of $ Q.Zl..? 

Remember, the price set by the experimenter(s) in the current period will be ~ 

higher than the Production Outlay figure you report for the previous period's production. 

So. if you report a per unit outlay of $ J..11 for the previous period's production, the 

price would be set at S ~ (rounding to the nearest cent). and you would sell It units in 

the current trading period. 

How you would calculate the profit to be made from such a sale will be detailed below. 
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PRODUCJJON mJTI.AY AND COST INFORMATION 

Recall that during each market or uading period you are free to offer for sale units 

of the commodity at a specified price which is set for that period. You must report a per 

unit PRODUcnON OuytA Y value at the beginning of the current period for all units 

produced (sold) in the previous period. The reported value in each period must be 

selected in one-cent increments within the range of 5 0.00 to 5 10.00, inclusive. 

You have also received a number of sheets in addition to the instructions. One is 

labeled "Summary of Seller's Costs of Producdno". On this sheet, the dollar amounts 

listed in Column (2) are your TOTAL COSTS (TC) of producing the number of units listed 

in Column (I). The dollar amounts in Column (3) and Column (4) give you other ways of 

looking at the same information: in Column (3) you see the pddjtjPD31 cost to you of 

producing the last addjtjpnal unit of the commodity, often referred to as "MARGINAL 

COSTS" or MC; and in Column (4), you see the per unit cost to you, on average, of 

producing the relevant number of units, or AVERAGE COSTS (AC). 

From this table, notice that the total costs of producing IS units is equal to the 

total costs of producing 14 units, plus the additional cost of producing the 15th unit (one 

more unit), where 549.18 (TC for 15 units) - 546.91 (TC for 14 units) + 52.27 (MC of 15th 

unit). Notice that Average Cost (Col. 4) is simply Total Cost (Col. 2) divided by the 

number of units produced (Col. I), so that the average cost of the 15th unit is 549.18 

divided by 1 S - 53.28. 
.\ 

THE TRADING PROCESS AND CALCULATING SELLER PROFITS 

Each uading period will open when you record a (per unit) Production Outlay value 

for the previous period's production on Line (1) of the provided "Seller's Record Sheet". 

You will then turn your record sheet in to the ~l!Pcrjmenterls) who will: 

(I) Set your market Price for the period at an amount ~ higher than your 

reported outlay value IIDd record this on Line (2) of the record sheet. 
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(2) Use the "buying rule" described above to establish the NUMBER OF UNITS 

SOLD, .i&.. the number of units that buyers have purchased at the current 

market period's price. This is recorded on Line (3). The experimenter(s) 

will then return the record sheet to you, the seller, to calculate your 

earnings. 

As the seller, you will then: 

(3) Calculate your TOTAL SALES REVENUE on Line (4) by multiplying the 

Price on Line (2) by the Number of Units Sold on Line (3), 

i&., (2) It (3) • (4). 

(4) Record the TOTAL COST OF UNITS SOLD on Line (5), 

taken from the Total Cost (TC) figures in Col. (2) listed in 

the Summary of Seller's Costs of Production for the 

number of units sold in the current period. 

(5) The AcruAL PROFIT you earn in a trading period is 

recorded on Line (6). This is found by subtracting Total 

Cost on Line (5) from Total Sales Revenue on Line (4), .i&.. 

(4) - (5) • (6). 

(6) The ACCUMULATED PROmS on Line (7) are found by 

adding current period profits on Line (6) to the previous 

Accumulated Profits balance. These will be used in 

determining your cash payment at the end of the 

experiment. 

The experimenter(s) will then check your profit calculations and compute values for 

Lines (8) and (9). The numbers entered on these lines are provided to you as potentially 

useful information, which you mayor may not wish to use. These values are not explicit

ly used by the experimenter during the experiment and will not affect your earnings. 
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The experimenter(s) will return the Seller's Record Sheet to you, and the next 

trading period will begin. After you have reported your Production Outlay for the 

previous period's production, a new market price will be set, and so on. 

Please review the following examples with the experimenter(s) on the sheet that has 

been provided to you labeled "EXAMPLES". Assume that the examples represent 

possibilities for the same period, rather than consecutive periods. Also, for each example, 

assume that the seller had produced and sold i units at an Average Cost of S 4.11 for the 

previous period. 

Example 1: Consider a seller who repom a Production Outlay value of S 3.72 per 

unit for the 6 units sold in the previous period. Adding 10% to this value, the 

experimenter would set the market Price for the current period at S 4.09. At this price, 

the BUyer~1 Purchasing Rule states that the buyers would purchase 1 units in the current 

period. Calculating the Total Sales Revenue by multiplying the Number of Units Sold by 

the Price, S 32.72 would then be recorded. Total Costs for the production of 8 units is 

taken from the Summary of Seller's Costs. Actual Profit of S 1.63 would be calculated by 

subtracting Total Costs from the Total Sales Revenue for the period. The Accumulated 

Profit, assuming a previous balance of S 65.60, would be found by adding the current 

period profit, S 1.63, to the previous balance, for a total of S 67.13. The experimenter 

would complete the record sheet for the period by recording the appropriate amounts on 

Lines (8) and (9). 

Example 2: If, having produced and sold 6 units in the previous period, a seller 

reported a Production Outlay value of S 4.11, the resulting Seller's Record Sheet for the 

trading period would appear as in the middle column under Example 2. In this example, 

the calculated price of $ 4.52 would dictate sales of 1 units at a Total Cost of $ 2&.00, 

resUlting in an Actual Profit of S 3.64 for the current trading period. 
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Example 3: If a seller reported a Production Outlay of S S.20 as in the 111131 

example, buyers would be willing 10 purehase ! units at the calculated Price of 55.72. 

Selling 4 units at this price would yield revenues of 5 22.88 at a cost of S 17.36, resulting 

in a profit of S 5.52 for the period. 

Notice from these examples, that the number of units sold according 10 the "buying 

rule" in the current period will depend upon the outlay value reported for the previous 

period's productioo, and the resultiog market price set by the experimeote~0at 10% above 

the reported outlay value. Although the examples above each resulted in a positive profit 

for the period, it is also possible to obtain a negative period profit, depending upon the 

outlay value reported, the calculated price and buyers' demand at that price, and the 

revenue and costs associated with the number of units sold. 

Are there any questions? 
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EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 EXAMPLE 3 

Trading Period 

(1) PRODUCTION OUTLAY 53.72 54.11 5 S.20 
[Per Unit) 

(ASSUME ~ UNITS SOLD 
IN PREVIOUS PERIOD) 

(2) PRICE 
[Set by Experimenter, 

54.09 54.52 5 S.72 . 

Line (I) xl.l0 ) 

(3) NUMBER OF UNITS SOLD 
[Taken from Buyers' a 7 4 
Purchasing Rule) 

(4) TOTAL SALES REVENUE 
[Line (2) x Line (3» 532.72 531.64 522.88 

(5) TOTAL COST OF UNITS SOLD 
[Taken from Summary of 
Seller's Costs of Prod.) 531.09 528.00 517.36 

(6) ACTUAL PROFIT 51.63 53.64 5 S.52 
[Line (4) - Line (5» 

(7) ACCUMULATED PROFIT S67.13 569.14 S71.02 
[Assume Previous 
Balance of $ 65.50) 

(8) REPORTED TOTAL COST 
[Line (I) x Line (3» 529.76 528.77 $20.80 

(9) REPORTED PROFIT 
[Line (4) - Line (8» S 2.96 52.87 S 2.08 
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SUMMARY OF SELLER'S COSTS 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 
NUMBER TOTAL COST AddltioDal Cost 

OF of produciDIl or produciD£ AVERAGE COST 
~ - H!!II~ (D:l IBU gDIl (M~l br 11!!11 (Atl 

$ 4.68 $ 4.68 $ 4.68 

2 $ 9.14 $ 4.46 $ 4.S7 

3 $ 13.36 $4.22 $ 4.45 

4 $ 17.36 $ 4.00 .$ 4.34 

S $21.14 $ 3.78 $ 4.23 

6 $ 24.68 $ 3.S4 $ 4.11 . 

7 $ 28.00 S 3.32 $ 4.00 

8 $ 31.09 S 3.09 $ 3.89 

9 $ 34.0S $ 2.96 $ 3.78 

10 S 36.86 S 2.81 S 3.69 

11 $ 39.S4 $ 2.68 S 3.S9 

12 $ 42.09 $ 2.SS $ 3.SI 

13 $ 44.5S $ 2.46 $ 3.43 

14 $ 46.91 $ 2.36 $ 3.35 

IS S 49.18 $ 2.27 S 3.28 

16 $ 51.41 S 2.23 S 3.21 

17 S 53.59 S 2.18 $ 3.1S 

18 $ 56.00 S 2.41 $ 3.11 

19 $ 58.73 S 2.73 $ 3.09 

20 $ 62.05 S 3.32 $ 3.10 

21 S 65.91 $ 3.86 S 3.14 
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Instructions for RORR Monopoly Experiments - Unknown Demand 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision m:lking. Various rese:lrch 

support :lgencies have provided funds for this research. The instructions are simple and if 

you follow them c:lrefully and make good decisions, you may e:lrn :I considemble :lmount 

of money which will be p:lid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

In this experiment, we are going to cre3te a m:lrket in which you will be the ~ 

seller in a sequence of market days or tmding periods. In this market, :;ou will be the 

seller of a commodity to buyers in the market. During e:lch market period. you are free 

to offer for s:lle units of the commodity. Assume that you produce only for immedi:lte 

s:lle--lhal is, this type of good C3nnot be stored. You h:lve no inventories and C3n keep 

none. The price at which you sell your product is determined by the following procedure: 

(I) In e:lch period you will make a report of your per unit PRODUCTION 

OUTLAY for the unil(s) sold in the pro.iou5 period. You may report any 

outlay figure you wish. with the restriction that a value be selected in 

one-cent increments within the mnge of S 0.00 to S 10.00. inclusive. 

(2) The PRICE you will ch3rge for each unit sold in the rurrent period will 

then be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount ~ higher (rounded to 

the nearest cent) th3n the Production Outby value reported for the 

previous period's production. 

NOTE: For Period I. assume that you had produced and sold 1 units in the 

previous period. 
or8 .,.,. 

The amount th:lt you sell in each period will be determined by how many units the 

buyers are willing to purch:lse at the calculated price. You cannot refuse to sell a unit 

to anyone who wishes to buy a unit at the price set for a given period. How buyers 

decide how many units they will purchase is discussed below. 
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PURCHASING DECISION OF BUYERS 

In this experiment, 1M experimenter(sl will make the purchasing decisions of the 

buyers. This will be done by using a "Buyers' PurChasing Rule" designed to simulate the 

behavior of a market of many buyers, all of whom make purchasing decisions following a 

simple rule: Buyers value the commodity you are selling. Buyers will purchase III the 

units of the commodity which are profitable to them, given the price set for a period 

(based on the Production Outlay figure reported by you). 

How much do buyers value the commodity? You will learn much about this as you 

observe the purchasing decisions of buyers in the various market periods. However, you 

can be told the following before the first trading period begins: 

(1) If the calculated price is $ ~, buyers will purchase a total of 1 units from 

you in a trading period. 

(2) The purchasing rule will M1 be changed during this experiment. Of course, the 

number of units you sell IIIl!Y. vary, depending on the Production Outlay value 

you select and the price that is set at 10% above the reported value. 

Remember, the price set by the experimenter(s) in the current period will be ~ 

higher than the Production Outlay figure you report for the previous period's production. 

So, if you report a per unit outlay of $ ~ for the previous period's production, the 

price would be set at $ ~ (rounding to the nearest cent), and you would sell l units in 

the current trading period. 

How you would calculate the profit to be made from such a sale will be detailed below. 

PRODUCTION OUTLAY AND COST INFORMATION 

Recall that during each market or trading period you are free to offer for sale units 

of the commodity at a specified price which is set for that period. You must report a per 

unit PRODUCTION OUTLAY value at the beginning of the currenl period for all units 
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produced (sold) in the previous period. Tho reported value in each period must be 

selected in one-cent increments within the range of 5 0.00 to 5 10.00, inclusive. 

You have also received in your folder a number of sheets in addition to the 

instructions. One is labeled 'Summary 01 Seller's Costs" 01 ProduclioD. On this sheet, 

the dollar amounts listed in Column (2) are your TOTAL COSTS (TC) of producing the 

number of units listed in Column (I). The dollar amounts in Column (3) and Column (4) 

give you other ways of looking at the same information: in Column (3) you see the 

additional cost to you of producing the last iI!Il1i.IismiIl unit of the commodity, often 

referred to as "MARGINAL COSTS" or MC; and in Column (4), you see the per unit cost 

to you, on average, of producing the relev:mt number of units, or AVERAGE COSTS (AC). 

From this table, notice that the total costs of producing IS units is equal to the 

total costs of producing 14 units, plus the additional cost of producing the ISth unit (one 

more_unit), where $49.18 '(TC for IS units) - $46.91 (TC Cor 14 units) + 52.27 (MC of ISth 

unit). Notice that Average Cost (Col. 4) is simply Total Cost (Col. 2) divided by the 

.n~mber of I: -its produced (Col. I), so that the average cost of the ISth unit is $49.18 

divided by IS - 53.28. 

THE TRADING PROCESS AND CAl CllJ,ATING SELLER PROFITS 

Each trading period will open wheo· you record a (per unit) Production Outlay value 

Cor the previous period's production on Line (I) of the provided "Seller's Record Sbeet·. 

You will then turn your record sheet in to the experjmenterfsl who will: 

(I) Set your m:lrket Price for the period at an amount ~ higher than your 

reported outlay value and record this on Line (2) of the record sheet. 

(2) Use the "Buyers' Purcb~loa: Rule" described above to establish the 

NUMBER OF UNITS SOLD, .i.&.., the number of units that buyers have 

purchased at the currcnt market period's price. This is recorded on 

Line (3). 
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The experimenter(s) will then return the record sheet to you, the seller, to calculate 

your earnings. As the seller, you will then: 

(3) Calcubte your TOTAL SALES REVENUE on Line (4) by multiplying the 

Price on Line (2) by the Number of Units Sold on Line (3), 

i&., (2) x (3) • (4). 

(4) Record the TOTAL COST OF UNITS SOLD on Line (5), 

taken from the Total Cost (TC) figures in Col. (2) listed in 

the Summary of Seller's Costs of Production for the 

number of units sold in the current period. 

(5) The ACTUAL PROFIT you earn in a nading period is 

recorded on Line (6). This is found by subuacting Total 

Cost on Line (5) from Total Sales Revenue on Line (4), ~ 

(4) - (5) .: (6). 

(6) The ACCUMULATED PROFITS on Line (7) are found by. 

adding current period profits on Line (6) to the previous 

Accumulated Profits bal:IDce. These will be used in 

determining your cash. payment at the end of the 

experiment. 

The experimenter(s) will then check your profit calcubtions and comp~te values for 

Lines (8) and (9). The numbers entered on these Jines are provided to you as potentially 

useful information, which you mayor may not wish to use. These values are not explicit

ly used by the experimenter during the experiment and will not affect your e:lrnings. 

The experimenter(s) will return the Seiler'S Record Sheet to you, and the next 

nading period will begin. After you have reported your Production Outlay for the 

previous period's production, :I new market price will be set. and so on. 
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In order to better understand the prcx:ess, please review the following examples with 

the experimenter(s) on the sheet that has been provided to you labeled "EXAMPLES". 

NOTE: THESE ARE INSTRUCTIONAl, EXAMPLES ONLY AND ~ NECESSARILY 

REPRESENT ACfUAL VALUES FROM THE "BUYERS' PURCHASING RULE" THAT BUYERS 

WILL USE TO MAKE PURCHASING DECISIONS IN THE EXPERIMENT. Assume that the 

exam pies represent possibilities for the same period, rather than consecutive periods. 

Also, for each example, assume that the seller had produced and sold It units at an 

Average Cost of $ 3.89 per unit for the previous period's production. 

Example 1: Consider a seller who reports a Production Outlay value of $ 3.72 per 

unit for the 8 units sold in the previous period. Adding 10% to this value, the 

experimenter would set the market Price for the current period at S 4.09, ($3.72 + $ .37 • 

$4.09). IE the Buyer's Purchasing Rule stated that the buyers would purchase 2. units in 

the current period at this price, then the seller would sell 9 units for $ 4.09 per unit. 

C.':;ulating the Total Sales Revenue by multiplying the Number of Units Sold by the Price, 

$ 36.81 would then be recorded. Total Costs for the production of 9 units is taken from 

the Summary of Seller's Costs, ($ 34.05) •. An Actual Profit of $ 2.76 would be calculated 

by subtracting Total Costs from the Total· Sales Revenue for the period. The Accumulated 

Profit, assuming a previous balance of $ 65.60, would be found by adding the current 

period profit, S 2.76, to the previous balance, for a total of $ 68.26. The experimenter 

would complete the record sheet for the period by recording the appropriate amounts on 

Lines (8) and (9). 

Example 2: If, having produced and sold 8 units in the previous period, a seller 

reported a Production Outlay value of $ 3.89, the resulting Seller's Record Sheet for the 

trading period would appear as in the middle column under Example 2. IE in this example 
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the calculated price of $ 4.28 would dictate sales of 1 units at a Total Cost of 

$ 31.09, it would result in an Actual Profit of $ 3.IS for the current trading period. 

Example 3: If a seller reported a Production Outlay of S 4.82 as in the f"U13l 

example, and IE buyers would be willing to purchase! units at the calculated Price of 

$ S.30, selling 4 units at this price would yield revenues of S 21.20 at a cost of S 17.36, 

resulting in a profit of S 3.84 for the period. 

Remember, these examples are only to help you understand the marlcet process and to 

show you how the record sheet is used. They may not reflect the buyer behavior that 

you will experience during trades in the experiment. However, it is imponEt to notice 

from these examples, that the Dumber of units sold according to the "Buyers' Pt'~hasing 

Rule" in the current period will depend upon the outlay value reported for the previous 

period's production, and the resulting market price set by the experil!lenter at 10% above 

the . reported outlay value: Although the examples -above each resulted in a positive profit 

for the period, it is also- Possible to obtain a nui1i3 period profit. depending upon the 

J1I..tlay value reported, the calculated price and buyers' demand at that price, and the 

revenue and costs associated with the number of units sold. 

Are there any questions? 
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INSTRUCTIONAL EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 EXAMPLE 3 

Trading Period 

(1) PRODUCIlON OUTLAY 53.72 53.89 $ 4.82 
[Per Unit) 

(ASSUME II. UNITS SOLD 
IN PREVIOUS PERI0Dl 

(2) PRICE $ 4.09 54.28 S S.30 
[Set by Experimenter, 
Line (I) x .10 ) 

(3) NUMIIER OF UNITS SOLD 
[NOTE: Examples l!!lIl:..W 
renect values from 
actual Buyers' • 9 8 4 

~Purcbasing Rule) 

(4) TOTAL SALES REVENUE 
:.... (Line (2) x Line (3» 536.81 534.24 521.20 

(S) TOTAL cosr OF UNITS SOLD 
[Taken from Summary of 
Seller's COSIS of Prod.) ;-~34.0S S31.09 S17.36 

(6) AcruAL PROFIT S 2.76 S 3.15 S 3.84 
[Line (4) - Line (5») 

(7) ACCUMULATED PROFIT $68.26 $68.65 $69.34 
[Assume Previous 
Balance of $ 6S.s0) 

(8) REPORTED TOTAL cosr 
[Line (1) x Line (3») S33.48 S31.12 S19.28 

(9) REPORTED PROFIT 
[Line (4) - Line (8») $ 3.33 53.12 S 1.92 



Instructions for Audit Experiments - All Treatments 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an experiment in the economics of m:uket decision making. Various research 

support agencies have provided fuods for this research. The instructions are simple and if 

you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you may earn a considerable amount 

of money which will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

In this experiment. we are going to create a market in which you will be the 2I1h: 

seller in a sequence of market days or trading periods. In this market, you will be the 

seller of a commodity to buyers in the market. During each market period, you are free 

to offer for sale units of the commodity. Assume that you produce only for immediate 

sale--that is, this type of good cannot be stored. Vou have no inventories and can keep 

none. The price at which you sell your product is determined by the fol!owjng procedure: 

(1) In each period you will make a report of your per unit PRODUCTION 

OUTLAY for the unites) sold in the ~~. You may rjlport any 

outlay figure you wish, with the restriction that a value be selected in 

one-cent increments within the range of S 0.00 to S 10.00. inclusive. 

(2) The PRICE you will charge for each unit sold in the WW!1 H!i.2!l will 

then be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount 19!1i higher than the 

Production Outlay value reported for the previous period's production. as 

explained above. 

NOTE: For Period I, assume that you had produced and sold l!. units in the 

previous period. 

The amount th:u you sell in each period will be determined by how many units the 

buyers are willing to purchase at the calculated price. You cannot refuse to sell a unit 

to anyone who wishes 10 buy a unit at the price set for a given period. How buyers 

decide how many units they will purchase is discussed below. 
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PURCHASING DEQSION OF BuyERS 

In this experiment, 1M expt:rjmenterls) will make the purchasing decisions of the 

buyers. This will be done by using a purchasing rule designed to simulate the behavior of 

a market of many buyers, all of whom make purchasing decisions fonowing a simple rule: 

Buyers value the commodity you are seUing. Buyers will purchase all the unilS of the 

commodity which are profitable to them. given the price set for a period (based on the 

Production Outlay figure reported by you). 

The buyers value the commodity according to the values listed on the sheet labeled 

"Buyers' PurchasinJl: Rule". On the left. a schedule is given of exactly how much this 

group of buyers would value each IlIl1.il.i2JW. unit they would purchase from you. The 

same information is depicted graphic:ally to the right of the schedule. These values will 

not change throughout the experiment. 

To aid in understanding this rule, please review the following examples: Suppose the 

c:alcuIated price is S ~ for a period. Notice that the buyers' ~ is greater than or 

equal to (» S ~ for units L..:......l!. but less than S ~ for 11 units and above. 

Therefore. in this example. the buyers would purchase 1i units from you in this period. 

Then at the set price of S ~ you would sell 1i units in the current period. How many 

units would you sell at a price of S l.2lt? How about a price of S Q.Z1.? 

Remember. the price set by the experimenter(s) in the current period will be ~ 

higher than the Production Outlay figure you report for the previous period's production. 

So. if you report a per unit outlay of S a.n for the previous period's production. the 

price would be set at S ~ (rounding to the nearest cent). and you would sell 1 units in 

the current trading period. 

How you would c:alculate the profit to be made from such a sale will be detailed below. 
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PRODUCTION otm.AY AND COST INFORMATION 

Recall that during each market or trading period you are free to offer for sale units 

of the commodity at a specified price which is set for that period. You must report a per 

unit PRODUcnON Otpl]AY value at the beginning of the current period for all units 

produced (sold) in the previous period. The reported value in each period must be 

selected in one-cent increments within the range of S 0.00 to S 10.00, inclusive. 

You have also received a number of sheets in addition to the instructions. One is 

labeled "Summary or Seller's Costs or Production". On this sheet, the dollar amounts 

listed in Column (2) are your TOTAL COSTS (TC) of producing the Dumber of units listed 

in Column (I). The dollar amounts in Column (3) and Column (4) give you other ways of 

looking at the same information: in Column (3) you see the additional cost to you of 

producing the last gdditional unit of the commodity, often referred to as "MARGINAL 

COSTS" or MC; and in Column (4), you see the per unit cost to you, on average. of 

producing the relevant number of units, or AVERAGE COSTS (AC). 

From this table, notice that the total costs of producing IS units is equal to the 

total costs of producing 14 units, plus the additional cost of producing the ISth unit (one 

more unit), where $49.IS (TC for IS units) - $46.91 (TC for 14 units) + 52.27 (MC of ISth 

unit). Notice that Average Cost (Col. 4) is simply Total Cost (Col. 2) divided by the 

number of units produced (Col. I), so that the average cost of the ISth unit is $49.IS 

divided by IS - 5328. 

THE TRADING PROCESS AND CALCULATING SELLER PROfITS 

Each trading period will open when you record a (per unit) Production Outlay value 

for the previous period's production on Line (I) of the provided "Seller's Record Sheet". 

You will then turn your record sheet in to the experjmenter(s) who will: 

(I) Set your market Price ftr the period at an amount 1.11!2 hisher than your 

reported outlay value and record this on Line (2) of the record sheet. 
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(2) Use the "buying rule' described above to establish the NUMBER OF UNITS 

SOLD, .i.&.., the number of units that buyers bave purchased at the current 

market period's price. This is recorded on Line (3). The experimenter(s) 

will then return the record sheet to you, the seller. to calculate your 

earnings. 

As the seller. you will then: 

(3) Calculate your TOTAL SALES REVENUE on Line (4) by multiplying the 

Price on Line (2) by the Number of Units Sold on Line (3) • 

.i.&... (2) x (3) - (4). 

(4) Record the TOTAL cosr OF UNITS SOLD on Line (S). 

taken from the Total COSt (TC) figures in Col. (2) listed in 

the Summary of Seller's Costs of Production for the 

number of units sold in the current period. 

(S) The ACTUAL PROFIT you earn in a trading period is 

recorded on Line (6). This is found by subtracting Total 

Cost on Line (S) from Total Sales Revenue on Line (4) • .i.&... 

(4) - (S) • (6). 

(6) The ACCUMULATED PROFITS on Line (7) are found by 

adding current period profits on Line (6) to the previous 

Accumulated Profits balance. These will be used in 

determining your cash payment at the end of the 

experiment. 

The experimenter(s) will then check your profit calculations and compute values for 

Lines (8) and (9). The numbers entered on these lines are provided to you as potentially 

useful information, which you mayor may not wish to use. These values are not explicit

ly used by the experimenter during the experiment and will not affect your earnings. 
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The experimenter(s) will return the Seller's Record Sheet to you, and the next 

trading period will begin. After you have reported your Production Outlay for the 

previous period's production, a new market price will be set, and so on. 

Please review the following examples with the experimenter(s) on the sheet that has 

been provided to you labeled "EXAMPLES". Assume that the examples represent 

possibilities for the same period, rather than consecutive periods. Also, for each example, 

assume that the seDer had produced and sold i units at an Average Cost of S 4.11 for the 

previous period. 

Example 1: Consider a seller who reports a Production Outlay value of S 3.72 per 

unit for the 6 units sold in the previous period. Adding 10% to this value, the 

experimenter would set the market Price for the current period at S 4.09. At this price, 

the Buyer's Purchasing Rule states that the buyers would purchase ! units in the current 

period. Calculating the Total Sales Revenue by multiplying the Number of Units Sold by 

the Price, S 32.72 would then be recorded. Total Costs for the production of g uaits is 

taken from the Summary of Seiler'S Costs. Actual Profit of S 1.63 would be calculated by 

subtracting Total Costs from the Total Sales Revenue for the period. The Accumulated 

Profit, assuming a previous balance of S 6S.6O, would be found by adding the current 

period profit, S 1.63, to the previous balance, for a total of S 67.13. The experimenter 

would complete the record sheet for the period by recording the appropriate amounts on 

Lines (8) and (9). 

Example 2: If, having produced and sold 6 units in the previous period, a seller 

reponed a Production Outlay value of S 4.11, the resulting Seller's Record Sheet for the 

trading period would appear as in the middle column under Example 2. In this example, 

the calculated price of S 4.52 would dictate sales of 1 units at a Total Cost of S 28.00, 

resulting in an Actual Profit of S 3.64 for the current trading period. 
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Example 3: If a seller reponed a .Production Outlay of S 5.20 as in the final 

example, buyers would be willing to purchase ! units at the calculated Price of S5.72. 

Selling 4 units at this price would yield revenues of S 22.88 at a cost of S 17.36, resultiog 

in a profit of $ 5.52 for the period. 

Notice from these examples, that the number of units sold according to the "buying 

rule" in the current period will depend upon the outlay wlue reponed for the previous 

period's production, and the resulting market price set by the experimenter at 10% above 

the reported outlay wlue. Althougb the examples above eacb resulted ill a pcnitive profit 

for the period, it is also possible to obtain a negative period profit, depending upon the 

outlay wlue reponed, the calculated price and buyers' demand at that price, and the 

revenue and costs associated with the number of units sold. 

Are there any questions? 
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NEW INSTRUCTIONS 

In the tr.1ding periods to follow, some diffeTf!nt rules will be used that may affect 

the potential profits to be added to your Accumulated Profit balance. These rules will not 

affect how you calculate the "Actual Profit" on Line (6), in a given period. However, 

they mn require you to il1ilIll this amount. and use an "ADJUSTED PROFIT' figure for 

the current period. 

This procedure will continue for a number of trading periods. Profits accumulated 

using this new procedure will be added to the Accumulated Profits you have already 

earned, and recorded on Line (7) of the Seiler'S Record Sheet. Also, for the trading 

periods to follow, a slightly modified Seller's Record Sheet will be used. 

As before, you will report a ~ Production Outlay value based on the number 

of units produced/sold in the previous period. The current period Price at which you will 

sell units will continue to be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount ~ higher than the 

per unit Production Outlay value reported for the previous period's production. The 

experimenter(s) will use the same "Buyefosl Purchasing Rule" to determine the number of 

units sold at the set price. You, the seller, will calculate the Total Sales Revenue, record 

the Total Costs, and determine the Actual Profit for a period, as before. 

It Is at 'hi< point that the procedure will cbange. After all of the above 

calculations have been recorded for the current period, the seller will receive a closed 

envelope containing a number between I and 100. These numbers have been selected 

through a random process. in that each number within the interval of I to 100 had an 

EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. That is. it is equally likely that the 

envelope will contain the number S. 34, or 99. or any other number between I and 100, 
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for a given period. Furthermore, the chance of any particular number being contained in 

an envelope is not changed if that number has appeared in a previous period. 

In general, these numbers will differ between periods, but there is some chance that 

the same number could appear more than once. However, please remember that the 

assignment of a number to you in one period does Ill!1 affect the assignment of numbers 

in later periods. 

If the number in the envelope for the current period is from 16 - 100, you will 

complete your Seiler'S Record Sheet for the period as before. If the number in the 

envelope for the current period is from ~, the seller will return the Seller's Record 

Sheet to the experimenter(s). 

The experimenter(s) will then check the reponed per unit Production Outlay value 

for the current period. The value on Line (I) of the Seller's Record Sheet will be 

compared to the per uoit AVERAGE COST value for the number of units produced/sold in 

the p ..... lou5 p,.riod. This will be takeo from Column 4 of the Summary of Seller's Costs 

of Production. The experimenter will compare the Production Outlay value to the Average 

Cost figure aod proceed as follOWS: 

- If the outlay value is less than or !!Qual to the Average Cost value, the 

experimente~~ilI return the Seller's Record Sheet to you to complete your calculations, 

and the next period will begin. 

- If the outlay value is Ittal,.r than the Average Cost value, the experimenter(s) 

will complete the following for the current period on a seperate record sheet, called a 

·CHECK SHEET. An example of this Check Sheet has been given to you with these 

instructions. Please study it as we continue. 

The experimenter(s), using this process. will: 

(1) Record the Avernge Cost value for the number of units sold in the 

pre.ious period on Line (I) of the Check Sheet. This value will be taken from 
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Col. 4 of the Summary of Seiler's Costs. 

(2) Calculate the "AVERAGE COST PRICE" (A.C. PRICE) at an amount ~ 

higher than the Average Cost value and record this on Line (n) of the Check Sheet. 

Notice, this new A.C. PRICE is the price that the experimenter would have set if you 

had chosen a Production Outlay value exactly equal to the Average Cost figure for 

the previous period's production. 

(3) The experimenter will then use the same Buyers' Purchasing Rule to 

determine how many units would have been sold at the A.C. PRICE. This" AVERAGE 

COST QUANTITY" (A.C. QUANTITY) will be recorded on Line (III) of the Check 

Sheet. 

(4) The "AVERAGE COST TOTAL SALES REVENUES" (A.C. TOTAL REVENUES) 

will be calculated by multiplying the new A.C. PRICE on Line (II) by the A.C. 

QUANTITY on Line (Ill) and recorded on Line (IV) of the Check Sheet, so that 

Line (D) x Line (III) - Line (IV). 

(S) The Total Cost of producing the A.C. QUANTITY is taken from Column (2) 

of the Summary of Seiler'S Costs. This "AVERAGE COST TOTAL COST" (A.C. TOTAL 

COST) is recorded on Line (V) of the Check Sheet. 

(6) • AVERAGE COST PROFIT" (A.C. PROFIT) will then be recorded on 

Line (VI) of the Check Sheet by subtracting A.C. TOTAL COST from A.C. TOTAL 

REVENUES, ll., Line (IV) - Line (V) ., Line (VI). 

(7) The experimenter(s) will then compare the A.C. PROFIT on Line (VI) of 

the Check Sheet to the Actual Profit on Line (6) of the Seiler'S Record Sheet. The 

difference between them (Actual Profit minus A.C. Profit) will be calculated. This 

'PROFIT DIFFERENCE" will be recorded on Line (VII).f the Check Sheet. This 

difference is the amount of additional profit you made or lost by reponing a 

Production Outlay value other than the per unit Average Cost for the number of 
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units sold in the previous period. 

If the amount is ~ or zero, it implies that you lost potential profit 

by reporting an outlay figure other than the Average Cost for the previous period's 

production. IF THE PROFIT DIFFERENCE IS NEGATIVE OR ZERO. NO 

ADJUSTMENT TO YOUR PROFITS WILL BE MADE. The seller will use' the current 

period Actual Profit, he/she already recorded on Line (6) of the Seller's Record 

Sheet. This will be added to his/her Accumulated Profit balance, and the next 

trading period will begin. 

If the amount is ~, it implies that you made additional profits by 

reporting an ouday figure other than the Average Cost for the previous period's 

production. IC the Profit Difrerence Is ~. the experimenter(s) will complete 

the steps listed below. 

(8) The experimenter(s) will calculate an "ASSESSMENT" equal to a value that 

is 2S % of any positive Profit Difference from Line (VII). .So. if_ the Profit 

Difference is ~. the amount from Line (VII) will be multiplied by lLZS. •. and the 

experimenter(s) will record this Assessment on Line (VIII). Therefore, on the Check 

Sheet. Line (VII) x .ZS - Line (VIII). Remember, this Assessment will only be 

calculated if the Profit Difference is positive. It will be zero (50.00) if the Profit 

Difference amount on Line (VII) is negative or zero. 

(9) The "PROFIT ADJUSTMENT" on Line (IX) of the Check Sheet will be 

calculated by adding the ~ Profit Difference on Line (VII) and the Assessment 

on Line (VIII) of the Check Sheet. This Profit Adjustment value will be used by the 

experimenter(s) to adjust the Actual Profit for the period. The experimenter(s) will 

transfer the Profit Adjustment from Line (IX) of the Check Sheet to the revised 

Seller'S Record Sheet on the new LiDe (6A). "Profit AdjustmeDt". 

(10) Finally, the experimenter will 8I.!l.!.!l!tl the Profit Adjustment from the 
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Actual Profit on Line (6), and record this amount on the new Line (6B)./ Adjusted 
i . 

Profit". It I. this "Miu'ttd Profit" figure nn Llnf (68) that will bt addtd fI to the 

previous Accumulated Profit balance to determine accumulated earnings. Therefore. on 

the modified Seiler'S Record Sheet, Line (6) - Line (6A) - Line (6B). Notice, Line 

6(B), Adjusted Profit will be the same as Line (6) Actual Profi.!l.., 2I11Y if the Profit 

Adjustment is zero (SO.OO) or the envelope contains a number between !'and 100. 

After the comparison/adjustment process is complete. the experimenter(s) will return 

the Seller's Record Sheet to you to calculate the Accumulated Profit for the period. Now 

however, the seUer will Il21 il1ll the Actual Profit from Line (6) to the previous period 

Accumulated Profit balance. but .. ill add the ADJUSTED PROFIT OD LlDe 6(8), to the 

previous Accumulated Profit balance to determine the current period Accumulated Profit. 

Therefore, this new procedure implies that for each period, 

if the number in the closed envelope is from 76 - 100, the Production Outlay 

value will NOT be compared to the Average Cost of the previous period's production, 

and your profits will be calculated as before. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND. if you reported a 

Production Outlay value If'S than o. equal 10 the Average Cost for the number of 

units sold in the previous period, the Profit Adjustment will be zero (SO.OO), and 

your profits for the period will not change. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND. if you reported a 

Production Outlay value groat" Ihan the Average Cost value for the number of units 

sold in the previous period, AND the Profit Difference is ~, the Profit 

Adjustment will be zero (SO.OO) and your profits for the period will • not change. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from L.:..1S., AND, if you reported a 

Production Outlay value grealer Ihan the Average Cost value for the number of units 

sold in the previous period. AND the Profit Difference is 1!2ill!!!, the Profit 
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Adjustment will be R.!!1i1l!.r.. The Profit Adjustment will be 5ubtrl$lfd from the 

Actual Profit you calculated on Line (6). NOTICE, this Implies tbat your profits will 

DECREASE when the adjustment is subtracted. This mtlI1Itl profit level,1&., the 

Adjusted Profits from Line (6B), will be the amount you will add to your 

Accumulated Profit balance, 

Therefore, ALL of the following conditions must occur for your profits to be adjusted 

downward (reduced) from those calculated for a period: 

~ . f 1. The envelope must contaIn a number rom~. 

2. The Production Outlay figure reported is grrater than the Average Cost for the 

number of units sold in the previous period. 

3. The Profit Difference is ~, when comparing the Actual Profit you 

calculated to the A.C. Profit you would have received, if you had reported the per 

unit Average Cost as your Production Outlay value for the previous period's 

production. 

Please review the following examples with the experimenler(s). For these examples, 

assume that the number in the envelope was between ! apd 15 Therefore, the 

experimenter(s) would use the Check Sheet to compare the Production Outlay reported to 

the Average Cost for the units sold in the previous period. 



ADDDn°NALINSIRUCDONS 

In the tnding periods to foDow, the rules will be altered again, in the following 

manner. You will continue to make all of the same calcuialioDS. You are to report a 

Production Outlay value, the Price will be calculated at 10% above the value reported, you 

will sell units according to the buying rule, and calculate AClUaI Profit, as before. 

You will continue 10 receive a closed envelope containing numbers between I IlDd 

100, which have been seleeted through the same random process. Each number within the 

interval I to 100 had an EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. The chances of 

you drawing the same number, or that it be any particlu1ar number between I and 100 in 

a period, have not changed. 

What will chule, is that now, if the number in the envelope is from l..:-S, the 

experimenter{s) will check the reported Production Outlay value (based on units sold in 

the previow period) with the A'Verage Cost value for the number of units sold. If the 

number in the envelope for the current period is from 51 - tOO you will be able to 

complete your SeDer's Record Sheet for the period without loinl through the 

check/comparison process. 

The process of comparing the outlay and cost value will be the same. The way all 

other calcuiatiODS are made, such as; A.C. PRICE, A.C. TOTAL REVENUES, A.C. PROm, 

PRom DIFFERENCE, and PRom ADJUSTMENT, will remain the same. 

Therefore, the only thing thaI has chan8ed is the condition under which the 

checking process, which could affect you profits, will occur. Now, instead of it requiring 

an envelope number between I and 1$ to have the comparisoDS made, receipt of an 

envelope with a number between LuJl..S.!!., will cawe the checking process to be completed. 
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I. AVERAGE COST 
(for previous period 
units sold _I 

II. AVERAGE COST PRICE 
(Line (I) x 1.101 

III. AVERAGE COST QUANTITY 
(Taken from Buyers' 

Purchasing Rulel 

IV. AVERAGE COST TOTAL 
SALES REVENUES 

(Line (II) x Line (111)1 

V. A.C. TOTAL COST 
(Taken from Summary of 
Seller's Costs of Prod.1 

VI. A.C. PROFIT 
(Line (IV) - Line (V)I 

VII. PROFIT DIFFERENCE 
(Line (6) from Seller's 
Record Sheet - Line (VI)) 

VIII. ASSESSMENT 
(Line (VII) x .2S I 

IX. PROFIT ADJUSTMENT 
(Line (VII) + Line (VIII») 

EXPERIMENTER'S 

CHECK SHEET 

Period __ 

LINE (IX) TO BE TRANFERRED TO LINE (6A) ON SELLER'S RECORD SHEET. 
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EXPERIMENTER'S 

Example Production Outlays -

I. AVERAGE COST 
(for previous period 
units sold ~ J 

n. AVERAGE COST PRICE 
(Line (I) x 1.10J 

m. AVERAGE COST QUANTITY 
(Taken from Buyers' 

Purchasing RuleJ 

IV. AVERAGE COST TOTAL 
SALES REVENUES 

(Line (U) x Line (III)J 

V. A.C. TOTAL COST 
(Taken from Summary of 
Seller's Costs of Prod.J 

VI. A.C. PROFIT 
(Line (IV) - Line (V)J 

-'e /ler ~ R.~<o'cl SOMe:1 
Example Actual Profits Line (6) 

VII. PROFIT DIFFERENCE 
(Line (6) from Seller's 
Record Sheet - Line (VI)) 

VIIl. ASSESSMENT 
[Line (VII) x .25 J 

IX. PROFIT ADJUSTMENT 
[Line (VII) + Line (VIII)) 

CHECK SHEET 

Period fXAmpLE.5 

EXAMPLE 1 

. $5.25 

.J!-.23 

? 

32.55 

Z~OO 

·'l.ss 

$ 5.76. 

+ I. 21 
.30 

I. S'I 

EXAMPLE 2 

S 4.26 

7 

32.5S 

28.00 

'f.SS 

$ 4:83 

+.28 
.07 

.35 

LINE (IX) TO BE TRANSFERRED TO LINE (6A) ON SELLER'S RECORD SHEET 
and subtract.1f rrom LINE (6) ACTUAL PROFTS. Notice: Profits ror 
tbe period are reduced by the ProCit Adjustment rrom LINE (IX). 

Se.lle~ ~CNd Sheer 
Example Adjusted Profits Line (6B) S 4.25 S 4.48 
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NEW INSTRUCTIONS 

In the trading periods 10 follOw, some different rules will be used that may affect 

the potential profits to be added to your Accumulated Profit balance. These rules will not 

affect how you calculate the "Actual Profit" on Line (6), in a given period. However, 

they mn require you to lIll..i!m this amount, and use an "ADJUSTED PROFIT" figure for 

the current period. 

This procedure will continue for a number of trading periods. Profits accumulated 

using this new procedure will be added to the Accumulated Profits you have already 

earned, and recorded on Line (7) of the Seller's Record Sheet. Also, for the trading 

periods to follow, a slightly modified Seller's Record Sheet will be used. 

As before, you will report a I2tt....!!!!i1 Production Outlay value based on the number 

of units produced/sold in the previous period. The current period Price at .which you will 

sell units will continue to be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount ~ higher than the 

per unit Production Outlay value reported for the previous period's production. The 

experimenter(s) will use the same "Buyer's Purchasing Rule" to determine the number of 

units sold at the set price. You, the seller, will calculate the Total Sales Revenue, record 

the Total Costs, and determine the Actual Profit for a period, as before. 

It is at this point that the procedure will change. After all of the above 

calculations have been recorded for the current period, the seller will receive a closed 

envelope containing a number between I and 100. These numbers have been selected 

through a random process, in that each number within the interval of I to 100 had an 

EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. That is, it is equally likely that the 

envelope will contain the number S, 34, or 99, or any other number between I and 100, 
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for a given period. Furthermore, the chance of any panicuJar number being contained in 

an envelope is not changed if that number has appeared in a previous period. 

In general, these numbers will differ between periods, but there is some chance that 

the same number could appear more than once. However, please remember that the 

assignment of a number to you in one period does lI21 affect the assignment of numbers 

in later periods. 

If the number in the envelope for the current period is from SI - 100, you will 

complete your Seller's Record Sheet for the period as before. If the number in the 

envelope for the current period is from L..:....S, the seller will return the Seiler'S Record 

Sheet to the experimenter(s). 

The experimenter(s) will then check the reported per unit Production Outlay value 

for the current period. The value on Line (I) of the Seller's Record Sheet will be 

comp3red to the per unit AVERAGE COST value for the number of units produced/sold in 

the preyious Ur1od. This will be taken from Column 4 of the Summary of Seller's Costs 

of Production. The experimenter will compare the Production Outlay value to the Average 

Cost figure and proceed as follows: 

- If the outlay value is less than or equal to the Average Cost value, the 

experimenter will return the Seiler'S Record Sheet to you to complete your .calcuI3tions, 

and the .next period will begin. 

. - If the outlay value is great.r than the Average Cost value, the experimenter(s) 

will complete the following for the current period on a seperate record sheet, called a 

·CHECK SHEET'. An example of this Check Sheet has been given to you with these 

instructions. Please study it as we continue. 

The experimenter(s), using this process, will: 

(I) Record the Average Cost value for the number of units sold in the 

pre.lous period on Line (I) of the Check Sheet. This value will be taken from 

'I !, 
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Col. 4 of the Summary of seller's Costs. 

(2) Calculate the "AVERAGE COST PRICE" (A.C. PRICE) at an amount ~ 

higher than the Average Cost value and record this on Line (II) of the Check Sheet. 

Notice, this new A.C. PRICE is the price that the experimenter would have set if you 

had chosen a Production Outlay value exactly equal to the Average Cost figure for 

the previous period's production. 

(3) The experimenter will then use the same Buyers' Purchasing Rule to 

determine how many units would have been sold at the A.C. PRICE. This "AVERAGE 

COST QUANTITY" (A.C. QUANTITY) will be recorded on Line (III) of the Check 

Sheet. 

(4) The "AVERAGE COST TOTAL SALES REVENUES" (A.C. TOTAL REVENUES) 

will be calcul~ted by multiplying the new A.C. PRICE on Line (II) by the A.C. 

QUANTITY on Line (III) and recorded on Line (IV) of the Check Sheet, so that 

Line (II) x Line (III) - Line (IV). 

(S) The Total Cost of producing the A.C. QUANTITY is taken. from Column (2) 

of the Summary of Seiler'S Costs. This "AVERAGE COST TOTAL COST" (A.C. TOTAL 

COST) is recorded on Line (V) of the Check Sheet. 

(6) "AVERAGE COST PROFIT" (A.C. PROFIT) will t~en be recorded on 

Line (VI) of the Check Sheet by subtracting A.C. TOTAL COST from A.C. TOTAL 

REVENUES, i&.., Line (IV) - Line (V) • Line (VI). 

(7) The experimenter(s) will then compare the A.C. PROm on Line (VI) of 

the Check Sheet to the Actual Profit on Line (6) of the Seller's Record Sheet. The 

difference between them (Actual Profit minus A.C. Profit) will be C31culated. This 

"PROFIT DIFFERENCE" will be recorded on Line (Vll) tf the Check Sheet. This 

difference is the amount of ~ profit you made or lost by reporting a 

Production Outlay value other than the per unit Average Cost for the number of 
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IlIlits sold in the previous period. 

If the amount is ~ or zero, it implies that you lost potential profit 

by reporting an outlay figure other than the Average Cost for the previous period's 

production. IF TIlE PROFIT DIFFERENCE IS NEGATIVE OR ZERQ, NO 

ADJUSTMENT TO YOUR PROFITS WILL BE MADE. The seller will use the current 

period Actual Profit, he/she already recorded on Line (6) of the Seller's Record 

Sheet. This will be added to his/her Accumulated Profit balance, and the next 

trading period will begin. 

If the amount is ~, it implies that you made addition:!1 profits by 

reporting an outlay figure other than the Average Cost for the previous period's 

production. IC the pront Dirrereac:e Is po~iti.e, the experimenter(s) will complete 

the steps listed below. 

(8) The experimenter(s) will calculate an "ASSESSMENT" equal to a value that 

is 'SO% of any positive Profit Difference from Line (VII). So, if the Profit 

Difference is ~, the :lmount from Line (VII) will be multiplied by ~~ and the 

experimenter(s) will record this Assessment on Line (VIII). Therefore, on the Check 

Sheet, Lioe (VII) x • ~SO- Line (VIII). Remember. this Assessment will only be 

calculated if the Profit Difference is positive. It will be zero ($0.00) if the Profit 

Difference amount on Line (VII) is negative or zero. 

(9) The "PROFIT ADJUSTMENT on Line (IX) of the Check Sheet will be 

calculated by adding the ~ Profit Difference on Line (VII) and the Assessment 

on Line (VIII) of the Check Sheet. This Profit Adjustment value will be used by the 

experimenter(s) to adjust the Actual Profit for the period. The experimenter(s) will 

transfer the Profit Adjustment from Line {IX} of the Check Sheet to the revised 

Seller's Record Sheet on the new L1ae (6A), "Profit AdJustment", 

(IO) Finally, the experimenter will B!!!!n£t the Profit Adjustment from the 
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Actual Profit on Line (6). and record this amount on the new Line (6B) "Adjusted 

Profit". It i. this "Adjusted Prorit" figurr on Line (6B) that will br added to the 

previous Accumulated Profit balance to determine accumulated earnings. Therefore. on 

the modified Stller'S Record Sheet. Line (6) - Line (6A) • Line (6B). Notice. Line 

6(B). Adjusted Profit will be the same as Line (6) Actual Profit !2!!!:£ if: the Profit 

Adjustment is zero (SO.OO) or the envelope contains a number between 51 and 100. 

After the comparison/adjustment process is complete. the experimenter(s) will return 

the Seller's Record Sheet to you to calculate the Accumulated Profit for the period. Now 

however, the seller ... i11 Il21 aWl. the Actual Profit from Line (6) to the previous period 

Accumulated Profit balance, but will add the ADJUSTED PROFIT OD Line 6(B). to the 

previous Accumulated Profit balance 10 determine the current period Accumulated Profit. 

Therefore, this new procedure implies that for each period, 

if the number in the closed envelope is from 51 - 100, the Production Outlay 

value will NOT be compared to the Average Cost of the previous period's production, 

and your profits will be calculated as before. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND, if you reponed a 

Production Outlay value I ... than or egual to the Average Cost for the number of 

units sold in the previous period, the Profit Adjustment will be zero (SD.OO)~ and 

your profits for the period will not change. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND, if you reponed a 

Production Outlay value cruter than the Average Cost value for the number of units 

sold in the previous period, AND the Profit Difference is ~. the Profit 

Adjustment will be zero (SO.OO) and your profits for the period will_ not change. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from L:......Slt. AND. if you reponed a 

Production Outlay value gnat.r than the Average Cost value for the number of units 

sold in the previous period, AND the Profit Difference is JWlfut. the Profit 
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Adjustment will be 1IlW.!!!£. The Profit Adjustment will be subtracted from the 

Actual Profit you calculated on Line (6). NOTICE, this Implies that your proClts will 

pECREASE when the adjustment is subtracted. This mm.llt!: profit level, i&.. the 

Adjusted Profits from Line (6B), will be the amount you will add to your 

Accumulated Profit balance. 

Therefore, ALL of the following conditions must occur for your profits to be adjusted 

downward (reduced) from those calculated for a period: 

I. The envelope must contain a number from ~. 

2. The Production Outlay figure reported is '!reater than the Average Cost for the 

number of units sold in the previous period. 

3. The Profit Difference is ~, when comparing the Actual Profit you 

calculated to the A.C. Profit you would have received, if you had reported the per 

unit Average COSt as your Production Outlay value for the previous period's 

production. 

Please review the following examples with the experimenter(s). For these examples, 

assume that the num~er in the envelope was between J and' -SO. Therefore, the 

experimenter(s) would use the Check Sheet. to compare the Production Outlay reported to 

the Average Cost for the units sold in the previous period. 
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ADDmONAL INSTRUCTIONS 

In the trading periods to follow, the rules will be altered again, in the following 

manner. You will continue to make all of the same calculatioDS. You are to report a 

Production Outlay value, the Price will be calculated at 10% above the value reported, 

your will sell units according to the buying rule, and calculate Actual Profit, as before. 

You will continue to receive a closed envelope containing numbers between 1 and 

100, which have been selected through the same random process. Each number within the 

interval 1 to 100 bad an EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. The chances of 

you drawing the same number, or that it be any particluJar number between 1 and 100 in 

a period, have not changed. 

What will cbaaee, is that now, if the number in the envelope is from ~, the 

experimenter(s) will cbeck the reported Production Outlay value (based on units sold in 

the previous period) with the Average Cost value for the number of units sold. If the 

number in the envelope for the current period is from 76 - 100, you will be able to 

complete your Seller's Record Sheet for the period without going through the 

cbeck/comparison process. 

The process of comparing the outlay and cost value will be the same. The way all 

other calculations are made, such as; A.C. PRICE, A.C. TOTAL REVENUES, A.C. PROFIT, 

PROFIT DIFFERENCE, and PROFIT ADJUSTMENT, will remain the same. 

Therefore, the only thing that bas changed is the condition under whicb the 

checking process, which could affect you profits, will occur. Now, instead of it requiring 

an envelope number between I and SO to have the comparisons made, receipt of an 

envelope with a number between l...Irul.15., will cause the checking process to be completed. 
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I. AVERAGE COST 
(for previous period 
units sold _) 

II. AVERAGE COST PRICE 
[Line (I) x 1.10) 

III. A \'ERAGE COST QUANTITY 
[Taken from Buyers' 

Purchasing Rule) 

IV. AVERAGE COST TOTAL 
SALES REVENUES 

(Line (II) x Line (III») 

V. A.C. TOTAL COST 
[Taken from Summary of 
Seller's COSts of Prod.) 

VI. A.C. PROFIT 
(Line (IV) - Line (V» 

VII. PROFIT DIFFERENCE 
(Line (6) from Seller's 
Record Sheet - Line (VI» 

VIU. ASSESSMENT 
(Line (VII) x • ] 

IX. PROFIT ADJUSTMENT 
(Line (VII) + Line (VIII» 

EXPERIMENTER'S 

CHECK SHEET 

Period __ 

LINE (IX) TO BE TRANFERRED TO LINE (6A) ON SELLER'S RECORD SHEET. 
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Example Production Outlays -

I. AVERAGE COST 
[for previous period 
units sold .£] 

n. AVERAGE COST PRICE 
[Line (I) x 1.10] 

m. AVERAGE COST QUANTITY 
[Taken from Buyers' 

Purchasing Rule] 

IV. AVERAGE COST TOTAL 
SALES REVENUES 

[Line (11) x Line (UI)] 

V. A.C. TOTAL COST 
[Taken from Summary of 
Seller's Costs of Prod.] 

VI. A.C. PROFIT 
[Line (IV) - Line (V)] 

Example Actual Profits Line (6) 

VII. PROFIT DIFFERENCE 
[Line (6) from Seller's 
Record Sheet - Line (VI») 

VIII. . ASSESSMENT 
lLine (VII) x .SOI 

IX. . PROFIT ADJUSTMENT 
[Line (VII) + Line (VIII)] 

EXPERIMENTER'S 

CHECK SHEET 

Period ~ y 1\ '" 'L.U 

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 

5S.:!S S 4.26 

.. "1.1.3 '1. '1.3 

. .,. Co ~ "I. t. r-

1 1 

3z..~r 3Z.. ~.r 

2. Yo 00 2.2C1o 

'1.SS" '/.sr 

·s S.76 . $4.83 

+./.2.' -I: z.r 
.to I .14' 

"!.I.I'- .'12 

LINE (IX) TO BE TRANSFERRED TO LINE (6A) ON SELLER'S RECORD SHEET 
aDd subtracted from LINE (6) ACTUAL PROFTS. Notice: Profits for 
tbe period are reduced by tbe Profit Adjustment from LINE (IX). 

Example Adjusted Profits Line (6B) 
(!fii') 
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NEW INSTRIJCTIONS 

In the trading periods to follow, some different rules will be used that may affect 

the potential profits to be added to your Accumulated Profit balance. These rules will not 

affect how you calculate the "Actual Profit" on Line (6), in a given period. However, 

they Illl\Y require you to IlI.ilIll this amount, and use an "ADJUSTED PROFIT" figure for 

the current period. 

This procedure will continue for a Dumber of trading periods. Profits accumulated 

using this new procedure will be added to the Acc:umulated Profits you have already 

earned, and recorded on Line (7) of the Seller's Record Sheet. Also, for the trading 

periods to follow, a slightly modified Seller's Record Sheet will be used. 

As before, you will report a Iltt...lID.i1 Production Outlay wlue based OD the Dumber 

of units produced/sold in the previous period. The current period Price at ~hich you will 

sell units will continue to be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount H!!! higher than the 

per unit Production Outlay value reported for the previous period's production. The 

experimenter(s) will use the same "Buyer's' Purchasing Rule" to determine the number of 

units sold at the set price. You, the seller, will calculate the Total Sales Revenue, record 

the Total Costs, and determine the Actual Profit for a period, as before. 

It Is at thh poln! that the procedure will chanlle. After all of the above 

calculations have been recorded for the current period, the seller will receive a closed 

envelope containing a number between I and 100. These numbers have been selected 

through a random process, in that each Dumber within the interval of I to lOa bad an 

EQUALLY LlKEL Y CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. That is, it is equally likely that the 

envelope will contain the number S, 34, or 99, or any other number between I and lOa, 
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for a given period. Furthermore, the chance of any particular number being contained in 

an envelope is not changed if that number has appeared in a previous period. 

2 

In general, these numbers will differ between periods, but there is some chance that 

the same number could appear more than once. However, please remember that the 

assignment of • number to you in one period does IlQ1 affect the assignment of numbers 

in later periods. 

If the number in the envelope for the current period is from 76 - 100, you will 

complete your Seller's Record Sheet for the period as before. If the number in the 

envelope for the cunent period is from ~, the seller will retum the Seller's Record 

Sheet to the experimenter(s). 

The experimenter(s) will then check the reported per unit Production Outlay value 

for the cunent period. The value on Line (I) of the Seller's Record Sheet will be 

compared to the per unit AVERAGE COST value for the number of units produced/sold in 

the pre.lou. period. This will be taken from Column 4 of the Summary of Seller's Costs 

of Production. The experimenter will compare the Production Outlay value to the Average 

Cost figure and proceed as follows: 

- If the outlay value is Ie,. than or equ.1 tg the Average Cost value, the 

experimenteli.,l will retum the Seller's Record Sheet to you to complete your calculations, 

and the next period will begin. 

- If the outlay value is gruter th.n the Average Cost value, the experimenter(s) 

will record a 'PROFIT ADJUSTMENT" on the new Line (6A) of the modified Seller's 

Record Sheet equal to ...l.!!J!...!L or tbe Actual Profit from Line (6). This Profit Adjustment 

will be used by the experimenter(s) to adjust the Actual Profit for the period. The 

experimenter will Il!l!!!lI£1 the Profit Adjustment from the Actual Profit on Line (6), and 

record this amount on the new LIne (6B), "ADJUSTED PROFIT". It I, thb "Ad lusted 

Profit" ngure gn Line (6B) that will lie .dded to the previous Accumulated Profit balance 
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to determine accumulated earnings. Therefore, on the modified Seller's Record Sheet, Line 

(6) - Line (6A) - Line (6B). Notice, Line 6(B), Adjusted Profi~ will be the same as Line 

(6~ Actual Profit, 2Il1Y i( the Profit Adjustment is zero (SO.OO) or the envelope contains a 

number between 76 and 100. 

After the comparison/adjustment process is complete, the experimenter(s) will retum 

the Seller's Record Sheet to you to calculate the Accumulated Profit for the period. Now 

bowever, the seller will Jl21 il!1!l the Actual Profit from Line (6) to the previous period 

Accumulated Profit balance, but will add tbe ADJUSTED PROFIT on Line 6(B), to the 

previous Accumulated Profit balance to determine the current period Accumulated Profit 

on Line (7). 

Therefore, tbis new procedure implies that for eacb period, 

if the number in the closed envelope is from 76 - J 00 the Production Outlay 

value will NOT be compared to the Average Cost of the previous period's production, 

and your profits will be calculated as before. 

if tbe number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND, if you reported a 

Production Outlay value Irss than or "qua' to the Average Cost for the number of 

units sold in the previous period, the Profit Adjustment will be zero (SO.OO), and 

your profits for the period will not change. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND, if you reported a 

Production Outlay value g,.atfr than the Average Cost value for the number of units 

sold in the previous period, the Profit Adjustment will be~. The Profit 

Adjustment will be 100 " of your Actual Profit on Line (6). The Profit 

Adjustment will be subtracted from the Actual Profit you calculated on Line (6) to 

form the Adjusted Profit on Line 6(B). NOTICE, tbls Implies tbat your profits will 

DECREASE to ZERO ($ 0 00) for th" period wben the adjustment is subtracted. 

This UI!iIlkt profit level, i&.., the Adjusted Profits from Line (6B), will be the amount 
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you will add to your Accumulated Profit balance. 

Therefore, EACH of tbe following conditions must occur for your profits to be 

adjusted downward (redut;ed) from tbose calculated for a period: 

1. The envelope must contain a number from ~. 

2. The Production Outlay figure reported is areater !ban the Average Cost for tbe 

number of units sold in the previous period. 

Are tbere any questions? 
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ADDJIIONAI, INSTRUCTIONS 

In the trading periods to follow, the rules will be altered again, in the following 

manner. You will continue to make aU of the same calculations. You are to report a 

Production Outlay value, the Price will be calculated at 10% above the value reported, you 

will sell units according to the buying rule, and calculate Actual Profit, as before. 

You will continue to receive a closed envelope containing numbers between I and 

100, which have been selected through the same random process. Each number within the 

interval I to 100 had an EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. The chances of 

you drawing the same number, or that it be any particlular' number between I and 100 in 

a period, have not changed. 

What will chule, is that now, if the number in the envelope is from ~, the 

experimenter(s) wlll check the reported Production Outlay value (based OD units sold in 

the previous period) with the Average COSt value for the number of units sold. If the 

Dumber in the envelope for the current period is from 5J - 100 you will be able to 

complete your Seller's Record Sheet for the period without going through the 

check/comparison process. 

The process of comparing the outlay and cost value will be the same. The way aU 

other calculatioDS are made, such as PROFIT ADJUSTMENT ( 100 V. of Actual Profit) and 

ADJUSTED PROFIT, will remain the same. 

Therefore, the only thing that has changed is the condition under which the 

checking process, which could affect you profits, will occur. Now, instead of it requiring 

an envelope number between J Ind 75 to have the comparisons made, receipt of an 

envelope with a number between J and !la, will cause the checking process to be 

completed. 
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NEW INSTRUCTIONS 

In the trading periods to follow, some djfferent rules will be used that may affect 

the potential profits 10 be added to your Accumulated Profit balance. These rules will not 

affect how you calculate the "Actual Profit" on Line (6), in a given period. However, 

they DIU require you to iI!lli!tt this amount, and use an "ADJUSTED PROFIT" figure for 

the current period. 

This procedure will continue for a number of trading periods. Profits accumulated 

using this new procedure will be added 10 the Accumulated Profits you have already 

earned, and recorded on Line (7) of the Seller's Record Sheet. Also, for the trading 

periods to follow, a slightly modified Seller's Record Sheet will be used. 

As before, you will report a ~ Production Outlay value based on the number 

of units produced/sold in the previous period. The current period Price at which you will 

sell units will continue to be set by the experimenter(s) at an amount ~ higher than the 

per unit PrOduction Outlay value reported for the previous period's production. The 

eltperimenter(s) will use the same "Buyer's Purchasing Rule" 10 determine the number of 

units sold at the set price. You, the seller, will calculate the Total Sales Revenue, record 

the Total Costs, and determine the Actual Profit for a period, as before. 

It Is at this point tbat the procedure will cbange. After all of the above 

calculations have been recorded for the current period, the seller will receive a closed 

envelope containing a number between I and 100. These numbers have been selected 

through a random process, in that each number within the interval of I to 100 bad an 

EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. That is, it is equally likely that the 

envelope will contain the number S, 34, or 99, or any other number between I and 100, 
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for a given period. Furthermore. the ~ban~e of any particular number being ~ntained in 

an envelope is not ~banged if that number bas appeared in a previous period. 

2 

In general. these numbers will differ between periods. but there is some chance that 

the same number could appear more than once. However. please remember that the 

assignment of a number to you in one period does IlQl affect the assignment of numbers 

in later periods. 

If the number in the envelope for the current period is from 5t - tOo. you will 

complete your Seller's Record Sheet for the period as before. If the number in the 

envelope for the current period is from L..::......5.I!. the seller will return the Seller's Record 

Sheet to the experimenter(s). 

The experimenter(s) will then check the reported per unit Production Outlay value 

for the ~urrent period. The value on Line (1) of the Seller's R~rd Sheet will be 

compared to the per anlt AVERAGE COST value for the number of units produced/sold in 

the preYlous period. This will be taken from Column 4 of the Summary 0' Seller's Costs 

of Production. The experimenter will ~mpare the Production Outlay value to the Average 

Cost figure and proceed as follows: 

- If the outlay value is I... thIn or equal to the Average Cost value. the 

experimenter will return the Seller's Record Sheet to you to ~mplete your calculations. 

and the next period will begin. 

- If the outlay value is Ittater than the Average Cost value. the experimenter(s) 

will record a ·PROFIT ADJUSTMENT" on the new Line (6A) of the modified Seller's 

Record Sheet equll to ~ of tbe Actual Profit from Line (6). This Profit Adjustment 

will be used by the experimenter(s) to adjust the Actual Profit for the period. The 

experimenter will B!.I!!!lI£1 the Profit Adjustment from the Actual Profit on Line (6). and 

record this amount on the new Line (68), "ADJUSTED PROFIT". It Is this "Ad lusted 

Profit" figure on Llnr {6Bl that will b!! added to the previous Accumulated Profit balance 
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to determine accumulated earn;ngs. Therefore, on the modified Seller's Record Sheet, Line 

(6) - Line (6A) - Line (68). Notice, Line 6(8), Adjusted Profit will be the same as Line 

(6») Actual Profi~ llD.IY if the Profit Adjustment is zero (SO.OO) or the envelope contains a 

number between 51 and 100. 

After the comparison/adjustment process is complete. the experimenter(s) will retum 

the Seller's Record Sheet to you to calculate the Accumulated Profit for the period. Now 

however, the seller will .D21 lIWl the Actual Profit from Line (6) to the previous period 

Accumulated Profit balance. but will add the ADJUSTED PROFIT OD LIne 6(B). to the 

previous Accumulated Profit balance to determine the current period Accumulated Profit 

on Line (7). 

Therefore, this new procedure implies that for each period. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from 51 - 100 the Production Outlay 

value will NOT be compared to the Average Cost of the previous period's production, 

and your profits will be calculated as before. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND, if you reported 'a 

Production Outlay value I!:ss thIn or egu.1 to the Average Cost for the number of 

units sold in the previous period, the Profit Adjustment will be zero (SO.OO), and 

your profits for the period will not change. 

if the number in the closed envelope is from ~, AND, if you reported a 

Production Outlay value Irraler Ihln the Average Cost value for the number of units 

sold in the previous period, the Profit Adjustment will be~. The Profit 

Adjustment will be 100 11M of your Actual Profit on Line (6). The Profit 

Adjustment will be lubttlrted from the Actual Profit you calculated on Line (6) to 

form the Adjusted Profit on Line 6(8). NOTICE, thIs Implies that your profits wll! 

DECREASE 10 ZERQ ($ 0 00) ror the perIod when the adjustment is subtracted. 

This ~ profit level, i&.., the Adjusted Profits from Line (68), will be the amount 
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you will add to your Accumulated Profit balance. 

Therefore, EACH of the following conditions must occur for your profits to be 

adjusted downward (reduced) from those calculated for a period: 

I. The envelope must contain a Dumber from ~ 

2. The Production Outlay figure reported is IR,fer th,p the Average Cost for the 

number of units sold in the previous period. 

Are there any questions? 
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ADDmONAL TNSTRUOlONS 

In the trading periods to follow, the rules will be altered again, in the following 

manner. You will continue to make all of the same calculations. You are In report a 

Production Outlay value, the Price will be calculated at 10% above the value reported, you 

will sell units according to the buying rule, and calculate Actual Profit, as before. 

You will continue In receive a closed envelope containing numbers between I and 

100, which have been selected through the same random process. Each Dumber within the 

interval I to 100 had an EQUALLY LIKELY CHANCE OF BEING DRAWN. The chances of 

you drawing the same number, or that it be any particlular number between I and 100 in 

a period, have not changed. 

What will cbulle, is that now, if the Dumber in the envelope is from ~, the 

experimenter(s) will cbcck the reported Production Outlay value (based on units sold in 

the previous period) with the Average Cost value for the Dumber of units sold. If the 

number in the envelope for the current period is from 76 - 100 you will be able to 

complete your Seller's Record Sheet for the period without going through the 

check/comparison process. 

The process of comparing the outlay and cost value will be the same. The way all 

other calculations are made, such as PROFIT ADJUSTMENT ( 100 '" of Actual Profit) and 

ADJUSTED PROFIT, will remain the same. 

Therefore, the only thing that has changed is the condition under which the 

checking process, which could affect you profits, will occur. Now, instead of it requiring 

an envelope number between I and 50 to have the comparisons made, receipt of an 

envelope with a number between ! Bnd 7S, will cause the checking process to be 

completed. 
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Instructions for Averch-Johnson Experiments 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision making. Various research 

support agencies have provided funds for this research. The instructions are simple and if 

you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you may earn a considerable amount 

of money which will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

In this experiment. we are going to create a market in which you will be the l!IlIY 

seller in a sequence of market days or trading periods. In this market, you will be the 

seller of a commodity to buyers in the market. During each market period, you are free 

to offer for sale units of the commodity. In each period. you wiD decide how many units 

of the commodity to produce. Assume that you produce only for immediate sale--that is. 

this type of good cannot be stored. You have no inventories and can keep none. 

Therefore. the total Dumber of OUTPUT UNITS you choose to produce in a period will be 

sold to buyers In that period. You cannot refuse to sell a unit to anyone who wishes to 

buy a unit at the price set for a given period. Determination of the PRICE you will 

receive for the units YOIl choose to produce is discllSSed below. YOIl will also have the 

ability to choose between different inPllt levels that will allow you to produce the number 

of units you decide upon. The choice of the inputs will affect your production costs for 

the period. Further disCllSSion of this decision and determination of production costs will 

follow. 

As a result of these decisions, you will receive revenues from the sale of the 

commodity and incur production costs. These revenues and expenditures will result in 

potential I2I2.!!l1 or~. However. your period earnings, or PAYMENT, may be ln1 

thao or equal to W the profits you generate. Your Payment will come out of the profits 

earned for the period. but will not be pwnilted to exceed an ALLOWED RETURN, which 
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is based on your costs (which is based on your input choice) for the period. Both the 

Potential Profit to be earned and the Allowed Return will now be explained in greater 

detail. 

POTENTIAL PROms: 

As staled above, your Payment in a period may not be as large as the profit you 

generate from sales of the commodity to buyers. Therefore, profit will be referred to as 

Potential Profit. 

The Potential Profit will be the difference between your TOTAL SALES REVENUE 

and TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. These are calculated as follows: 

TOTAL SAl ES REVENUES 

(I) In each period, you will choose a level of Output Units to produce. The PRICE 

you will receive for am unit of the commodity you produce is determined by a 

"Buyers' PurcbaslDI Rule" given to you in the folder with the instructions. 

Please study it as we continue. This rule is designed to simulate the behavior 

of a market of many buyers, all of whom make purchasing decisions following a 

simple rule: Buyers value the commodity you are selling. Buyers will purchase 

all of the units of a commodity which are profitable to them, given the price 

set for a period. Therefore, once you make a production output decision, the 

buyers' demand for the number of units you are willing to sell will dictate the 

price you will receive for am unit of output. Thus, if you produce -1L units 

of output, each unit would sell for S 0.90. If you choose to produce ~ units, 

they would sell for S 6.00 each, and 50 on. The buying rule, consumer demand, 

and the prices that are taken from it, will ~ change throughout the 

experiment. 

(2) The TOTAL SALES REVENUE for a period is found by multiplying the number 

of Output Units you choose to produce in a period times the Price for that 
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number of units, taken from the Buyers' Purchasing Rule. Thus, if you produce 

..lL units, the Price, would be S 0.90, resulting in a Total Sales Revenue for IS 

units of S 13.50 <i&., IS x 5 0.90 - S 13.50). If you produce ....L units and sell 

them each for 56.00, the Total Sales Revenue for the 4 units would be S 24.00. 

TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 

(1) For each level of ouput (number of units) determined, the seller will have a 

choice among ~ separate INPUT COMBINATIONS, A. B, 51[ C, which will 

determine your production costs for the period. The total cost of producing 

the number of units (or output level) chosen, called TOTAL PRODUcnON 

COST, is based on the sum of the cost of ~ inputs. These inputs are labeled 

INPUT X and INPUT Y. These inputs come in ait combinations and are listed 

on the sheet labeled "Summary of Seller's Production Costs and Input Choices", 

in your folder. Each INPUT COMBINATION is listed in the following form 

(INPUT X. INPUT Y) in three columns. A, B and C. The TOTAL PRODUcnON 

COST, for the input pair is listed directly ~ each Input Combination, A, 

B, and C, for the various output levels. The Total Production Cost for each 

Input Combination is equal to ($ 1.00 x INPUT X) + ($ 0.01 x INPUT Y). From 

this table, notice that if you choose to sell --1L. units and then choose INPVT 

COMBINATION C, (25.3. 2396), the Total Production Cost of producitng 15 units 

of output using Input Combination C, would be $49.26, listed below the Input 

Combination. The Total Production Cost of S49.26 for this Input Combination 

can be found by taking the sum of (SI.OO x 25.3) + (SO.OI x 2396), such that 

(S25.30 + S23.96 - $49.26). 1£ you choose to produce and sell _4_ units by 

INPUT COMBINATION A, (8.7, 866), the Total Production Cost is $17.36, since 

(S8.70 + S8.66 - S I 7.36). and so on. These input combinations and costs will 

Ill!1 change throughout the experiment. 
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Therefore. your Potential Profit in any period can be represented in the 

following ways: 

POTENTIAL PROFIT. TOTAL SALES REVENUE - TOTAL PRODUcnON COSTS 

• (OUTPUT UNITS x PRICE) - (COST OF INPUT X + COST OF INPUT Y) • 

(OUTPUT UNITS x PRICE) - I(SI.00 x INPUT X) + (SO.OI x INPUT Y)I. 

Note however. that in any period. if the output level you choose to produce/sell. at 

the price determined by the buying rule. generates a Total Sales Revenue that is kn..1ha!! 

the Total Production Costs for the period. your Potential Profit will be~. This 

implies that your earnings for the period. or PAYMENT will be IWWltt. 

ALLOWED RETIlBN 

As mentioned. your Payment for a period may be Ie.. thlp or eguII ~ to your 

Potential Profit for the period. Specifically. you' PaymeRt .. !II Pot bC RCrmltted to 

£'Cued the ALLOWED RETIJRN, which is designated at ~ of the cost of INPUT X 

m!h:. i&.. • .20(SI.00 x INPUT Xl. Therefore. the Allowed Return is equal to 20% of the 

INPUT X COST. based on the Dumber of units you choose to produce/sell, and the Input 

Combination A. B. l!t C which will determine the INPUT X Cost you incur. Therefore. the 

Allowed Return in any period can be represented in the following way: 

ALLOWED RETURN. .20 (COST OF INPUT X) 

• .20 (S1.00 x INPUT X) 

PA vr.'ENT TO TIlE SELLER 

In each period. the acutal period earnings. or PAYMENT, you will receive will be 

equal to mlw: the calculated Potential Profit or Allowed Return, whichever is SMALLER. 

That is, your Payment for the period will be either; (I) the Potential Profit earned from 

the sale of output units, or (2) the Allowed Return on the Total Production Costs for the 

ouput level chosen. whichever is of Irs". nlue. Therefore, if the Allowed Return is 

gre3ter th3D the Potential Profit calculated for a period, your Payment for the period will 
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be equal to the Potential Profit. If the Potential Profit calculated for a period is ~ 

lhrul the Allowed Retum figure, the amount of the Allowed Retum will become the seDer's 

Payment. Note however, that if your Potential Profit for a period is JIUIJl!L your 

Payment for tbat period will be JIU!l!tt. since it would be mWkt than the Allowed 

Retum. 

THE TRADING PROCEss AND CALCULATING SELLER PAYMENTS 

The sequence of decisions and caculations to be made in each market period is as 

follows: 

(I) Each trading period will open when you record a number of OUTPUT UNITS on 

Line (1) of the provided ·Seller's Record Sheet", whicb is also in your folder. 

The seDer will ~ an integer between 1 and 21 as an output level. This 

corresponds to the seller deciding to produce and seU from I to 21 units of the 

commodity. 

(2) Determine the level of inputs to be used to produce the number of units chosen 

on Line (1). The seDer will cboose from INPUT COMBINATIONS A, B, E C, 

and record this cboice on Line (I A). 

(3) Using the Buyen' Purcbuln& Rule, you will then imd the PRICE at which the 

number of Output Units cbosen, aD Line (1), in the current period will be sold. 

The Price, based on the buyers' demand schedule for the output level chosen, 

will be recorded aD Line (2). 

(4) The seller will next calculate the TOTAL SALES REVENUES for the period by 

multiplying the Output Units on Line (1) by the Price on Line (2), and record it 

on Line (3), such that Line (I) :It Line (2) - Line (3). 

(5) The seller will record the TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS for the number of units 

to produce to be taken from Columns (2), (3) or (4), depending on the choice of 

Input Combination, A, B or C. The Total Production Cost for the input 
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combination chosen will appear directly beneath the (Input X, Input y) 

combination. The Total Production Cost will be recorded on Line (4). 

(6) The POTENTIAL PROFIT will be calculated and recorded on Line (S) by 

subtracting the Total Production Costs on Line (4) from the Total Sales 

Revenues on Line (3), such that Line (3) - Line (4) - Line (S). 

The seller will then tum the record sheet in to the experimenter(s) who will check all the 

seller's calculations for the period and then the experimenter(s) will: 

(7) Calculate the ALLOWED RETURN for the period and record it on Line (6) of 

the Seller's Record Sheet. The Allowed Return will be set by the 

experimenter(s) at ~ of the cost of the iust input in the combination 

chosen, INPUT X, l!IJ.Iy. This will be found by multiplying --ZJL times the 

INPUT X COST, i&., .201($1.00 x INPUT X»). Therefore, the experimenter(s) 

will calculate a value for Line (6) - .201$1.00 x INPUT XI, for the Input 

Combination A, B, ~ C for the number of output units the seller chose to 

produce in the period. 

(8) Determine the seller's current period PAYMENT by comparing the Potential 

Profit on Line (S) to the Allowed Return on Line (6). The experimenter(s) will 

enter the Inm of the two values from Line (S) and Line (6), as the Payment 

to be made to the seller for the period on Line (7). 

The experimenter(s) will return the Seller's Record Sheet to you to compute your 

Accumulated Earnings at the end of the period on Line (8). This will be found by adding 

the current period Payment on Line (7) to the ~ miIIll Accumulated Earnings 

balance. Line (8) will represent a running total of your Accumulated Earnings in the 

experiment. These will be used to determine your cash payment at the end of the 

experiment. 

After the seller has calculated his Accumulated Earnings for a period on Line (II), 
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the next market trading period will begin. The seller will choose a number of Output 

Units, determine which Input Combination A, B, or C for the chosen production level, lmd 

the Price buyers are willing purchase each unit for the ouput level chosen, and so on. 

In order to better understand this process, please review the following examples with 

the experimenter(s) on the sheet provided in your folder labeled, "EXAMPLES". 

Example I: Consider a seller wbo chose an nutput level of ....l... units for a period 

using INPUT COMBINATION B, (7.5, 619). Taken from the Buyers' Purchasing Rule, the 

unit Price at whicb consumers are willinS to purchase the 3 units produced is 56.01. 

Sellins 3 units at this price would yield Total Sales Revenues of SIS.03. The Total 

Production Cost of producing 3 units with Input Combination B is S13.69, taken from 

Column (3) of the Summary of Seller's Production Costs and Input Combinations. The 

Potential ProCit resulting from subtracting Total Production Costs from Total Sales 

Revenues would be $4.34. The experimenter(s) would calculate the Allowed Retum at 

S1.50, by multiplying .20($1.00 x INPUT X), and rounding it to the nearest cent, i&.., 

.20(SI.00 x 7.5) • (.20 x 7.50) • S1.50. The experimenter(s) would compare Lines (5) and 

(6). Since $4.34 is greater than SI.SO, the value Crom Line (6), the Allowed Retum oC 

SI.SO, would be recorded on Line (7) as the Payment. The seller would compute his/ber 

Accumulated Earnings for the period. Assuming that the previous balance was $65.50, the 

new Accumulated Earnings would be $67.00. 

Example 2: Consider a seller who chose an output level of .J.L units using INPUT 

COMBINATION C, (24.0, 2321), and sold each unit for a Price of $1.50. Subtracting Total 

Production Costs of $47.21 from Total Sales Revenues oC 521.00 would yield a Potential 

Profit of -$26.21, a ~ profit. The Allowed Retum for the same period would be 

calculated at S4.80. The Payment the seDer would add to his Accumulated Eamings 

balance, assuming a previous balance of 565.50, would be the lower of the two amounts, 

the negative value, -S26.2I, resulting in a new Ac:c:umuIated Earnings balance of $39.29. 
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Finally. remember these points: 

1. Each market period will open with the seller choosing a number of OUTPUT 

UNITS between I and 21. 

2. The seller will choose an INPUT COMBINA nON A. B, 2[ C for the number of 

OUTPUT UNITS chosen for the period. 

3. The PRICE for the number of units produced will be set by the Buyers' 

Purchasing Rule, depending on the ouput choice the seller maJces. 

4. The POTENTIAL PROFIT for a period is simply the TOTAL SALES REVENUES 

minus TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. 

S. The TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS for the number of OUTPUT UNITS and 

INPUT COMBINATION chosen, listed directly beneath the input combination, 

represents ($1.00 x INPUT X) + (SO.OI x INPUT Y). 

6. The ALLOWED RETURN will be calculated by the experimenter{s) as 20% of the 

cost of INPUT X. or .20($1.00 x INPUT X). 

7. The PAYMENT in each period will be set equal to ~ the ALLOWED 

RETURN or POTENTIAL PROFIT. whichever is 1III.IJkl. 

7. If the POTENTIAL PROFIT is IWWi3. and therefore less than the ALLOWED 

RETURN for a period, the PAYMENT will still be set equal to the lower, <i&.. 

negative) value, and your ACCUMULATED EARNINGS will ~ for the 

period. 

Are there any questions? 
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EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLE I EXAMPLE 2 

Trading Period 

(I) OUTPUT UNITS 3 14 
[Number of Units 
betweeD 1 and 211 

(IA) INPUT COMBINATION B C 
CHOICE: A, B or C 

(2) CURRENT PERIOD PRICE S 6.01 S I.S0 . 
[Taken from Buyers' 
Purchasing Rule) 

(3) TOTAL SALES REVENUE 
[Line (I) x Line (2») S18.03 S21.00 

(4) TOTAL PRODUCTION COST 
[Taken from Summary of 
Seller's Costs of Prod.) S13.69 $47.21 
[(SI.OO x INPUT X) 

+ (50.01 x INPUT Y») 

(S) POTENTIAL PROnY 
[Line (3) - Line (4») S 4.34 - S26.21 

(6) ALLOWED RETURN 
[Set by the experimenter, S 1.S0 S 4.80 

.20[(51.00 x INPUT X» 

(7) PAYMENT TO SELLER 
[S!mJltt of LiDe (S) S I.SO - 526.21 

and Line (6») 

(8) ACCUMULATED EARNINGS 
[Assume a I!tt!!m!i 
balance of S65.50) S67.oo S39.29 
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INrlIT rnMRINAUONS 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 
NUMBER INPUT INPI1T INPUT 

OF COMBINA110N COMBINA110N COMBINA110N 
1lI!!lIli 4 --lL- ~ 

(2.3.231) (3.2. 171) (4.1. 132) 
S 4.68 S 4.91 S 5.42 

(4.6.454) (6.1.04) ('.2.360) 
S 9.14 S 10.14 S 11.10 

(6.7.666) (7.5.619) (9.2.561) 
S lJ.36 S lJ.69 S 14.11 

(1.7.166) (9.S. S12) (11.2.770) 
S 17.36 S 17.92 S 11.90 

(10.6. 1054) (12.4.970) (14.2, 906) 
S 21.14 S 22.10 S 23.26 

(12.3. 1231) (14.5. 1100) (19.4.543) 
S 24.6. S 25.50 S 27.13 

(14.0, 1400) (15.2. 1320) (16.5. 1250) 
S 21.00 S 21.40 S 29.00 

(14.5. 1619) (15.5. 1SS9) (16.2, 1509) 
S 31.39 S 31.09 S 31.29 

(16.0. 1S32) (17.0. 1705) (11.0. 1692) 
S 34.32 S 34.05 S 34.92 

10 (17.3. 1971) (11.4. JS46) (11.9. IS39) 
S 37.01 S 36.1' S 37.29 

II (11.6. 2132) (19.1. 1974) (20.5. 1920) 
S 39.91 S 39.54 S 39.70 

12 (19.9. 2307) (21.0.2109) (22.2. 2021) 
S 41.97 S 41.09 S 42.41 

13 (21.7.2319) (22.3.2225) (23.1. 2175) 
S 45.59 S 44.55 S .. .IS 

14 (22.9. 2502) (23.4.2351) (24.0. 2321) 
S 47.91 S 46.91 S 47.21 

IS (24.1.2563) (24.6.2451) (25.3. 1396) 
S 49.73 S 49.11 S 49.26 

16 (13.7.2121) (24.7.2691) (25.7.257J) 
S 51.91 S 5J.61 S 5l.41 

17 (26.5.2179) (26.6. 2779) (26.S. 2679) 
S 55.19 S 54.39 S 53.59 

IS (24.0, 3700) (26.0. 3200) (21.0. 2100) 
S 61.00 S 51.00 S 56.00 

19 (27.9,3333) (21.4.3133) (29.4. 2933) 
S 61.23 S 59.73 S 5 •• 73 

20 (21.0, 36(5) (29.5.3305) (31.0. 3105) 
S 64.05 S 62.55 S 62.05 

21 (30.9, 3691) (31.5.3491) (33.0. 3291) 
S 67.81 S 66.41 S 65.91 
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Inscruccions for Race Base Padding Experimencs 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision making. Various research 

support agencies have provided funds for this research. The instructions are simple and if 

you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you may earn a considerable amount 

of money which will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

In this experiment, we are going to create a market in which you will be the 2!I.t£ 

seller iD a seQuem:e of market days or trading periods. In this market. you will be the 

seller of a commodity to buyers in the market. During each market period, you are free 

to offer for sale units of the commodity. In each period. you will decide how many units 

nC the commodity to produce, Assume that you produce only for immediate sale--that is, 

this type of good cannot be stored. You have no inventories and can keep none. 

Therefore, the total Dumber oC OUTPUT UNITS you choose to produce in a period will be 

sold to buyers In that period. You cannot refuse to sell a unit to anyone who wishes to 

buy a unit at the price set for a given period. Determination of the PRICE you will 

receive for the units you choose to produce is discussed below. You will also have the 

ability to make a discretionary cost decision. Further discussion of this cost decision and 

determination of production costs will follow. 

As a result of these decisions, you will receive revenues from the sale of the 

commodity and incur production costs. These revenues and expenditures will result in 

potential ~ or~. However, your period earnings, or PAYMENT, may be Wi 

than or equal 10 W the profits you generate. Your Payment will come out of the profits 

earned for the period, but.will nOI be permilled 10 exceed an ALLOWED RETURN, which 

is based on your costs for the period. Both the Potential Profit to be e3med 3nd the 

Allowed Return will now be expl3ined in greater det3i1. 
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POTENTIAL PROFJTS, 

As stated above, your Payment in a period may not be as large as the profit you 

generate from sales of the commodity to buyers. Therefore. profit will be referred to as 

Potential Profit. 

The Potential Profit will be the difference between your TOTAL SALES REVENUE 

and TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. These are calculated as follows: 

TOTAL SALES REVENtJE:S 

(1) In each period, you will choose a level of Output Units to produce. The PRICE 

you will receive for ~ unit of the commodity you produce is determined by a 

"Buyers' Purcbaslnll Rule" given with the instructions. Please study it as we 

continue. This rule is designed to simulate the bebavior of a market of many 

buyers, all of whom make purchasing decisions following a simple rule: Buyers 

value tbe commodity you are selling. Buyers will purcbase all of the units of a 

commodity which are profitable to them. given the price set for a period. 

Therefore, once you make a production output decision, the buyers' demand for 

the number of units you are willing to sell will dictate the price you will 

receive for ~ unit of output. Thus, if you produce ~ units of output. 

each unit would sell for $ 0.90. If you choose to produce ~ units, they would 

sell for $ 6.00 each, and so on. The buying rule, consumer demand. and the 

prices that are taken from it, will 1!21 cbange throughout the experiment. 

(2) The TOTAL SALES REVENUE for a period is found by multiplying the number 

of Output Units you choose to produce in a period times the Price for that 

number of units, taken from the Buyers' Purchasing Rule. Thus, if you produce 

-1.l... units, the Price, would be S 0.90, resulting in a Total Sales Revenue for IS 

units of S 13.50 <i&.. IS x S 0.90 - S 13.50). If you produce ~ units and sell 

them each for $6.00, the Total Sales Revenue for the 4 units would be $ 24.00. 
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TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 

(1) The total cost of producing the number of units (or output level) chosen, called 

TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS, is the sum of ~ parts. The first, called BASE 

COSTS, is based on the number of units you produce and sell. These costs are 

listed on the sheet labeled 'Summary or Seller's Base Costs' in your folder. On 

this sheet, the dollar amounts listed in Column (2) are your BASE COSTS of 

producing the number of units listed in Column (I). The dollar amounts in 

Columns (3) and (4) give you other ways of looking at the same information: 

in Column (3) you see the additional cost to you of producing the last 

additional unit of the commodity, often referred to as MARGINAL BASE COSTS; 

and in Column (4), you see the per unit cost to you, of producing the relevant 

number of units, or AVERAGE BASE COSTS. From this table, notice that if 

you choose to sell -1l.... units, the Base Cost of producing IS units is $ 49.18. 

If you choose to produce and sell ....!.- units, the Base Cost is $ .l7 .36, and so 

on. These costs willll21 change throughout the experiment. 

(2) You will also be allowed to incur an additional expense each period, called a 

DISCRETIONARY COST. The seller can choose to incur a Discretionary Cost in 

a period between the values $ 0.00 and $ S.OO, in one cent increments. This 

Discretionary Cost will be added to the Base Costs to determine the Total 

Production Costs for a period ~, BASE COSTS + DISCRETIONARY COST • 

TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS). 

Therefore, your Potential Profit in any period can be represented in the following 

ways: 

POTENTIAL PROFIT .. TOTAL SALES REVENUE - TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 

• (OUTPUT UNITS lC PRICE) - (BASE COSTS + DISCRETIONARY COST). 

Note however, that in :lI1y period, if the output level you choose to produce/sell, at 
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the price determined by the buying rule. generates a Total Sales Revenue that is lfiWh!!l 

the Total Production Costs for the period. your Potential Profit will be nna!l!!. This 

implies that your earnings for the period. or ~ will bo ~ 

ALLOWED RETURN 

As mentioned. your Payment for a period may be less than or !!Qua! to W your 

Potential Profit for the period. Specifically. your Payment "ill not be permitted to 

exceed thr ALLOWED RETURN, whiCh is designated at -1!!....!!'t of the SUM of your Base 

Costs and EIYE. times your Discretionary Cost. Therefore. the Allowed Return is equal to 

10% of the Base Costs (based on the number of units you choose to produce/sell) plus 50'" .f 

any Discretionary Cost you incur. Therefore. the Allowed Return in any period can be 

represented in the following way: 

ALLOWED RETURN. .10 (BASE COSTS + ( 5 II: DISCRETIONARY COST)I. 

• (.10 x BASE COSTS) + (.50 II: DISCRETIONARY COST) 

PAYMENT TO mE SELLER 

10 each period. the acutal period earnings. or PAYMENT, you will receive will be 

equal to lillln the calculated Potential Profit or Allowed Return. whichever is SMALLER. 

That is, your Payment for the period will be either; (1) the Potential Profit earned from 

the sale of output units. or (2) the Allowed Retum on the Total Production Costs for the 

ouput level chosen. whichever is of lesser value. Therefore. if the Allowed Return is 

greater than the Potential Profit calculated for a period. your Payment for the period will 

be equal to the Potential Profit. If the Potential Profit c.uculated for a period is maIfi 

1hlln the Allowed Return figure. the amount of the Allowed Return will become the seller's 

Payment. Note however, that if your Potential Profit for a period is negatiye, your 

Payment for that period will be necativ., since it would be ~ than the Allowed 

Return. 

THE TRADING PROCESS AND CALCULATING SELLER PAYMENTS 
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The sequence of decisions and caculations to be made in each market period is as 

follows: 

(I) Each trading period will open .... hell you record a number of OUTPUT UNITS on 

Line (I) of the provided "Seller's Record Sheet". The seller will ~ an 

integer between 1 and 21 as an output level. This corresponds to the seller 

deciding to produce and sell from I to 21 units of the commodity. 

(2) Using the Buyers' PurchasiDIl Rule, you will then find the PRICE at which the 

number of Output Units chosen, on Line (I). in the current period will be sold. 

The Price, based on the buyers' demand schedule for the output level chosen, 

will be recorded on Line (2). 

(3) The seller will next calculate the TOTAL SALES REVENUES for the period by 

multiplying the Output Units on Line (I) by the Price on Line (2), and record it 

on Line (3), such that Line (I) x Line (2) - Line (3). 

(4) The BASE COSTS of producing your chosen output level will be taken from 

Column (2) of the Summary of Seller's Base Costs for the number of units sold 

in the current period, and recorded on Line (4). 

(5) The seller will then ~ a DISCRETIONARY COST level for the period. in 

one cent increments, from $ 0.00 - $ 5.00, inclusive. This Discretionary Cost 

figure will be recorded on Line (5). 

(6) The seller will calculate the TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS for the period by 

adding the Base Cost of the units sold from Line (4) to the Discretionary Cost 

figure, if :my, from Line (5), and record it on Line (6), <1&., Line (4) + Line (5) 

- Line (6).) 

(7) The POTENTIAL PROFIT will be calculated and recorded on Line (7) by 

subtracting the Total Production Costs on Line (6) from the Total Sales 

Revenues on Line (7). such that Line <S - Line (9 - Line CfJ. 
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The seller will then turn the record sheet in to the experimenter(s) who will check all the 

seller's calculations for the period and then the experimenter(s) will: 

(8) Calculate the ALLOWED RETURN for the period and record it on Line (8) of 

the Seller's Record Sheet. This will be found by multiplying the Base Cost on 

Line (4) by -al!L. and then asll!!!!Jt it to the Discretionary Cost from Line (5) 

multiplied by A. Therefore, the experimenter will calculate a value for 

Line (8) - [ Line (4) x .10 I + [ Line (5) x .50 I, rounding all values to the 

nearest cent. 

(9) Determine the seller's current period PAYMENT by comparing the Potential 

Profit on Line (7) to the Allowed Return on Line (8). The experimenter(s) will 

enter the kull of the two values from Line (7) and Line (8), as the Payment 

to be made to the seller for the periallon Line (9). 

The experimenter(s) will return the Seller's Record Sheet to you to compute your 

Accumulated Earnings at the end of the period on Line (10). This will be found by adding 

the current period Payment on Line (9) to the ~ I2ni2.!I. Accumulated Earnings 

balance. Line (10) will represent a running total of your Accumulated Earnings in the 

experiment. These will be used to determine your cash payment at the end of the 

experiment. 

After the seller has calculated his Accumulated Earnings for a period on Line (10), 

the next market trading period will begin. The seller will choose a number of Output 

Units, find the Price buyers 3re willing/':purchase each unit for the ouput level chosen, 

and so on. 

In order to better understand this process, please review the following examples with 

the experimenter(s) on the sheet provided in your folder labeled, ·EXAMPLES·. 

Example I: Consider a seller who chose an output level of ~ units for a period. 

Taken from the Buyers' Purchasing Rule, the unit Price at which consumers are willing to 
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purchase the 3 units produced is 56.01. Selling 3 units at this price would yield Total 

Sales Revenues of 518.03. The Base Cost of producing 3 units is 513.36, taken from 

Column (2) of the Summary of Seiler's Base Costs. If this seller chose to incur a 

Discretionary Cost of 51.35, which is within the range of 50.00 to 55.00, the Total 

Production Cost for the period would be 514.71 (i&., 513.36 + 51.35). The Potential Profit 

resulting from subtracting Total Production Costs from Total Sales Revenues would be 

53.32. The experimenter would calculate the Allowed Return at 52.01, by multiplying the 

Base Cost by .10, adding it to the Discretionary Cost multiplied by .50, and rounding to 

the nearest cent ( or, [($13.36 x .10) + (51.35 x .50) - .10 (513.36 + 5 x 51.35) - $2.01]. 

The experimenter would compare Lines (7) and (g). Since 53.32 is greater than 52.01, the 

value from Line (8), the Allowed Return of 52.01, would be recorded on Line (9) as the 

Payment. The seller would compute his/her Accumulated Earnings for the period. 

Assuming that the previous balance was 565.60, the new Accumulated Earnings would be 

567.61. 

Example 2: Consider a seller who chose an output level of ~ units 

and sold each unit for a Price of $1.50. Further assume that the seller chose to incur a 

Discretionary Cost of 54.34 in the period. Subtracting Total Production Costs of $51.25 

from Total Sales Revenues would yield a Potential Profit of -530.25, a negative profit. 

The Allowed Return for the same period would be calculated at 56.86. The Payment the 

seller would add to his Accumulated Earnings balance, assuming a previous balance of 

565.50 again, would be the lower of the two amounts, i&. the negative value, -$30.25, 

resulting in a new Accumulated Earnings balance of 535.35. 

Finally, remember these points: 

1. Each market period will open with the seller choosing a number of OUTPUT 

UNITS between I and 21. 
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2. The PRICE for the number of units produced will be set by the Buyers' 

Purchasing Rule, depending on the ouput choice the seller makes. 

3. The seller will also decide whether or not to incur a DISCRETIONARY COST, 

which along with BASE COSTS will become part of the TOTAL PRODUCTION 

COSTS for the number of units sold. 

4. The POTENTIAL PROFIT for a period is simply the TOTAL SALES REVENUES 

minus TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. 

S. The ALLOWED RETURN will be calculated by the experimenter(s) as the sum of 

10% of the BASE COSTS and 50% of the DISCRETIONARY COST. 

6. The PAYMENT in each period will be set equ~1 to rithtt the ALLOWED 

RETURN or POTENTIAL PROFIT, whichever is IIII!!W:. 

7. If the POTENTIAL PROFIT is IIW1i3. and therefore less than the ALLOWED 

RETURN for a period, the PAYMENT will still be set equal to the lower. <i&.. 

negative) value, and your ACCUMULATED EARNINGS will skw:m for the 

period. 

Are there any questions? 
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SUMMARY OF SELLER'S BASE COSTS 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 
Additional 

NUMBER BASE COSTS BASE COST AVERAGE 
OF oC producinK oC producinK BASE COSTS 
~ # Units Im..!!!!!L &!...l!niL 

$ 4.68 S 4.68 $ 4.68 

2 $ 9.14 $ 4.46 $ 4.57 

3 $ 13.36 $ 4.22 S 4.45 

4 $ 17.36 S 4.00 S 4.34 

5 $ 21.14 $ 3.78 $ 4.23 

6 $ 24.68 $ 3.54 $ 4.11 

7 $ 28.00 $ 3.32 $ 4.00 

8 S 31.09 $ 3.09 $ 3.89 

9 $ 34.05 $ 2.96 $ 3.78 

10 S 36.86 $ 2.81 $ 3.69 

11 $ 39.54 $ 2.68 $ 3.59 

12 $ 42.09 S 2.5S $ 3.51 

13 $ 44.55 S 2.46 S 3.43 

14 $ 46.91 S 2.36 $ 3.35 

15 $ 49.18 S 2.27 $ 3.28 

16 $ 51.41 $ 2.23 $ 3.21 

17 $ 53.59 $ 2.18 $ 3.15 

18 $ 56.00 $ 2.41 $ 3.11 

19 $ 58.73 $ 2.73 $ 3.09 

20 $ 62.05 $ 3.32 $ 3.10 

21 $ 65.91 $ 3.86 $ 3.14 
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EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 

Trading Period 

(I) OUTPUT UNITS 3 14 
(Number of Units 
between 1 and 211 

(2) CURRENT PERIOD PRICE S 6.01 S 1.50 
(Taken from Buyers' 
Purchasing Rule] 

(3) TOTAL SALES REVENUE 
(Line (I) x Line (2)1 SIS.03 S21.00 

(4) BASE COST OF UNITS SOLD 
(Taken from Summary of 
Seller's Costs of Prod.] S13.36 S46.91 

(5) DISCRETIONARY COST S 1.35 S 4.34 
(Cost choice between 

$0.00 and $5.00] 

(6) TOTAL PRODUCTION COST 
(Line (4) + Line (5») SI4.71 S51.25 

(7) POTENTIAL PROFIT 
(Line (3) - Line (6») S 3.32 - S30.25 

(8) ALLOWED RETURN 
(Set by the experimenter, S 2.01 $ 6.S6 

Line (4) x .10 
+ Line (5) x .50 

(9) PAYMENT TO SELLER 
(Sma!kr of Line (7) S 2.01 - S30.25 

and Line (8») 

(10) ACCUMULATED EARNINGS 
(Assume a I!tt!.i.!2l!i 
b:llance of :565.60] S67.61 $35.25 
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Instructions for Removal of Regulatory Barriers to Entry 

Ancillary (Posted Offer) Computerized Market 

POStED-OFFER MARKET 

PF:ESS -NE:·:T - TO BEGIN THE INSTRUCTIONS. 



Instructions 

This i:s an experiment in the economics 
of market deci:sion-making. F'und3 for thi:s 
experirn-ent have been provided by variou:s 
research foundations. The instructions 
are :simple and if you follow them care
fully and make wi:se deci:sions you may 
earn a CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT of MONEY which 
wi 11 be paid to you IN CASH at the end 
of the experiment. 

Press -NEXT- to Begin 
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In this experiment. we are going to 
create a market in which some of you 
wi 11 be buyers and some of you wi 11 be 
5ellers of a ficticious commodity. To 
find out which you will be PRESS -NEXT-. 
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In this experiment, we ~re going to 
create a market in which some of you 
will ~ buyers and some of you will be 
sellers of a ficticious commodity. To 
find out which you VJil1 be PRESS -NE>::T-. 

You are SELLER 1 

To aid in the distribution of your 
profits at the end of the experiment, 
please type in your LAST NAME at the 
arrow. (If you make a mistake. press 
-EDIT- and retype your name.) Press 
-NEXT- when you are done. 

) US West 
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In this experiment, we are going to 
create a market in .which ~ome of you 
will be buyers and some of you will be 
sellers of a ficticious commodity. To 
find out which you will be PRESS -NEXT-.· 

You are SELLER 1 

To aid in the distribution of your 
profits at the end of the experiment, 
please type in your LAST NAr-tE at the 
arrow. (If you make a mistake, press 
-EDIT- and retype your name.) Press 
-NEXT- when you are done. 

Thank you, SELLER US West 

Press -NEKr- to continue; -BACK- to retype 
your name. 
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In this experiment you may need to make decisions 
u5ing Ti.uO Plato terminals. Decisions must be 
completed on one terminal before moving to the other. 
Some information will need to be input into one 
terminal and Plato will automatically transfer it to 
the other. Other decisions will need to be input 
into each terminal, in sequence. You will learn 
how this is done as we continue. 

Fre:.-s -NE:a - to cont i nue 
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51 TP.':'~L:·nIG PERIOD .1 •• 2 3 5 

UNIT 1 

.UNIT 2 

UNIT 3 

UNIT 4 

Selling Price 
Production Cost .0'.13 8.13 8.13 .0'.13 lJ.13 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost .0'.38 8.38 .0'.38 B.38 8.38 
Profit 
5-211 ing Price 
Production Cost 8.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 lJ.63 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost .0'.88 .0'.88 .0'.88 .0'.88 lJ.88 
Pre,fit 

Gross Profit 
-. -fIxed .... ost 

<a Total Net Profit 

Tnis is what your record sheet will look like in 
tr.-e ·experiment. In the rows labeled 'Production 
Co~t', nctice that a dollar and cents amount has 
been filled in. Notice that during period 1 your 
li3t UNIT has a Production Cost of $.0'.13. For UNIT 2, 
YCL\ nao·re a Product ion Cost of $.0'.38. Note the 
'Pr~duction Cost' of your other unit(s) as well. 

D¢ not assume that anyone else has the same 
PI~c.d:.lct 1 Qn COa.t5 as '('curse 1 f. 

Press -NEXT- tc continue 
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51 TR~DING PERIOD .. 2 3 5 
Sell i ng Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost 8.13 .0".13 8.13 8.13 8.13 
Profit 
Sell ing Pri·.::e 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0'.38 .0".38 .0'.38 .0".38 8.38 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost 8.63 8.63 8.63 .0".63 8.63 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost 
Profit 

Gr-oss Profit -. r lxed Cost 
a lotal Net Profit 

In this experiment, in addition to your Production 
Costs, ~~u will also incur a lump sum Fixed Cost of 
$1.7:;. You wi 11 have to pay this cost once in 
each period. Notice, this cost is not based on the 
num~r of units offered or sold. 
Do ;!C'I: assume that anyone else has the same 
Fix~d Costs as yourself. 

Press NEXT to continue 
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51 

UNIT 

UNIT 

UNIT 

UNIT 

TRf~DING PERIOD .. 2 3 4 5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Sell it"lg Price 
Production Cost 
;::Orofit 
Sell ing Price 
Production Cost 
::>rofit 
:3ell ing Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 

Gross Profit -FIxed '-ost 
Total Net Profit 

.0".13 

.0'.36 

0'.63 

.0".88 

.0".13 .0".13 .0".13 S.13 

.0".38 .0".38 S.38 0'.38 

.0".63 0'.63 .0".63 0'.63 

S.86 g.88 S.88 .0'.88 

If ~'ou sell a unit, the unit profit is computed by 
taking the difference between the Selling Price 
and the Production Cost of the unit sold. (We 
will explain how units are sold 3hortly.) So, 

Selling Price - Production Cost ~ Profit 

Press -N8<T - to continue, -BACK- to review 
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51 

UNIT 

UNIT 

UI'·IIT 

UNIT 

TR~DING PERIOD .. 2 3 5 
:3ell ing Price 

1 Production Cost .0'.13 .3.13 .3.13 H.13 .0'.13 
Profit 
Selling Price 

2 Production Cost .0'.38 .0'.38 .B'.38 H.38 .0'.38 
Profit 
Selling Price 

3 Production Cost .0'.63 .3.63 S.63 H.63 H.63 
Profit 
Selling Price 

4 Production Cost S.88 S.88 H.88 S.88 .0'.88 
Profit 

::;ross Profit 
~ 1 xed CO-.5t 

'" T·~tal Net Profit 

The amount of money you earn depends on the price 
at UJhich you sell each unit. Your profit wi 11 be 
§:l~'!':at'i!st (or your losses the least) if you sell each 
unit for as high a price as you can. 

Press -NEXT- to continue, -BACK-.to review 
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51 

UNIT 

UNIT 

UNIT 

UNIT 

TF.'I-iDING PERIOD 2 3 4 5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

'5ell ing Price 
Production Cost .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 8.13 
Profit 
Sell ing Pricoe 
Product ion C05t .0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 
Profit 
Sell ing Pricoe 
Production Cost .0'.63 .0'.63 iT.63 iT.63 
Pr·:,fi t 
Sell ing Price 
Production Cost .0'.88 .0'.88 .0'.88 .0'.88 
Pr<,.fit 

Gross Profit - -Flxed '_o~t 
.. Total Net Profit 

The profits you earn from each unit sold 
~~ring a trading period will be summed and 
the amount recorded in the row labeled 'Gross 
Profit' on your record sheet. The Fixed Cost 

.0'.13 

.0'.38 

.0'.63 

.0'.88 

wi 11 be subtracted from the Gross Profit and sho,,"Jn 
in the 'Net Profit' row. But before you 
can begin to make profits, you will need to 
know how the market operates. 

Press -N8·~- to continue, -BACK- to review 
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51 TF'ADING PERI(lD '2 

UNIT 1 

UNIT Z 

UNIT 3 

UNIT 4 

Selling Price 
Production Cost .0".13 .0".13 .0".13 .0".13 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 
Production C03t .0".38 .0".38 B.38 .0".38 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost .0".88 H.88 .0".88 .0".88 
?r,.,fit 

~ross Profit -. f lxed Cost 
r. T.:>tal Net Profit 

The market is organized around a series 
of TP~DING PERIODS. You may think of each 
trading period as a "business day· with 
5 bus i ness da!,1s per week. At all times, 
an asterisk will indicate which trading 
period you are currently in. If the 
experiment takes more than one week to 
complete, you will be given a new record 
sheet at the end of each ~-k. 

Press -NE: ... 'T- to continue; -BACK- to review 
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81 ,. 

UNIT 1 

UNIT 2 

UNIT 3 

UNIT -4 

- ~ 

Soell i ng Pri,=:oe 
Production Cost 
Pre,fit 
Soell i ng Pricoe 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Soell ing Pricoe 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Soell i ng Price 
Production Cost 
Pr'jfit 

(,ross Profit 
.-. :- lxed Cost 

T·jtal Net Profi t 

2 3 4 

.0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 S.13 

.0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 S.38 

.0'.63 .0'.63 8.63 S.63 

.0'.ss S.88 .0'.88 S.68 

SELLING PRICE $ E1 
UNITS 1 n STOCK 
maximum stock --- OFFER BOX 
minimum ztock 

This is what your screen will look like during 
th~ upcoming eY.perim~nt. 

Thoe market for this experiment is organized 
1jke a roetail market. Each SELLER decidoes on the 
pri=e he will charge and a number of units he 
will offoer. BUYERS will thoen decide whether to 
acc~pt a SELLER'S price. 

I;)ress -NE·:T- to continue. -BACK- to review 
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51 ~ - 2 3 
S-elling Pric-e 

UI\JIT 1 ?r~du.::t i ¢n c..,st .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 

UNIT 2 

UNIT 3 

UNIT 4 

Pr~fit 

So!!lling Price 
Pr~ducti ¢n Coat 
Pr-:,fi t 
~-ellin2' Pric-e 
Product i 'In Cost 
Profit 
S-elling Price 
Pr~ducti~n Cost 
Pr~fit 

Gross Profit -. F1Y-ed Cost 
Total Net Profit 

.0'.38 

.0'.63 

H.88 

SELLIM''; PRICE $ EI 
UNITS iT. '5TOCK ___ OFFER BOX 
max i rnum stock 
minirnum sl:ock 

DO YOU ;J.lISH TO TRADE THIS PERIOD'? 
(y for yes. n for no) 

S.38 .0'.38 S.38 

.0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 

.0'.88 H.88 H.B8 

At th~ beginning of each period, each seller will 
decid~ whether to participate in the market FOR 
THAT "i"RFlDING DAY. I f a seller decides not to trade 
in a ?€~iod by answerin~ n they will have no costs 
and r.I~.ke no profits or losses for that perie·d. 

Prese=. NS<.T to ,::ont i nue 
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51 

UNIT 1 

UNIT 2 

UNIT 3 

UNIT 4 

IT'(-'l8ING PERI"O -
:3-ell ing Prlc-e 
Product ion C·:.st 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Pric-e 

. Product ion Cost 
~rofit 

Sell ing Pri·.:e 
Production Cost 
Profit 

l~ross Profit _. 
I" 1 xed Cost 

Total "·Jet Profit 

.0'.13 

.0'.38 

.0'.63 

.0'.88 

SELLING R~ICE _$ __ 1 OFF ER. BOX I UNITS i r. STOCK 
maximlJr:\ =::tock 
miniml..llll ~+'ock 

2 3 

.0'.13 .0'.13 

.0'.38 S'.38 

.0'.63 .0'.63 

.0'.88 .0'.88 

If a ~~ller d~cide~ to trade in a period by 
ansVJ~II~g y to the abov~ question they will 

" 
£J.13 

fJ.38 

.0'.63 

.0'.88 

ther. j:.~ asked to decide on the price and number 
of units. 

Pr~~ ~.j~xt to cont i nue 
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51 2 3 4 5 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0".13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 £'.13 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT :2 Product i on Cost .0'.38 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0'.63 
:=Orofit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost .9'.88 
Profit 

G!""oss Profit 
~. 

I" 1 xed Cost 
:. T·otal Net Profit 

SELLING PRICE)$ E1 
UNITS in STOCK 
maxir."Ii.l'li '3tock --- OFFER BOX 

mi nirr.!.:!Ii ;o;tock 

.0'.38 .9'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 

.0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 

.8'.88 .0'.88 .0' .. 88 .0'.88 

Tradj~g will proceed as follows. First, we open the 
mark·~t for a trading period. Each SELLER then decides on 
a prk<:: that will apply to all of his units. For example, 
supp~s~ you choose a price $.1.0' more than the Prod. Cost 
of : .. 'O'Jr most expensi,.,e unit, UNIT 4. To enter your price, 
type t!··e amount you wish to charge (in this case, $.0'.98); 
it w11i apP"'!ar next to the heading 'SELLING PRICE' on 
YC·I.Jr ,;;,:;·reen. (If you make a mistake, use the -ERASE- key.) 
DO THIS NOW! Press -NE:-~T - when you are done. 
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51 TRAi1ING PERIOD ., - 2 3 4 5 
Selling Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost g.13 9.13 g.13 9.13 g.13 
Profit 
Selling Priee 

UNIT 2 Production Cost g.38 
Profit 
Sell i ng Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0'.63 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost .0'.88 
Profit 
G~oss Profit -F'lxed .... ost 

z Total Net Profit 

SELLING PRICE ~$1.25 E3 
UNITS i r. STOCK ~ 
max i mum s·tock :"--4-- OFFER eox 
minimurn .=.tock 

9.38 9.38 g.38 g.38 

.0'.63 g.63 g.63 g.63 

9.88 g.S8 g.88 g.88 

YCIJ7'" price is too high! You want it to equal the 
Production Cost of UNIT 4, plus $.lg. -ERASE- and 

To enter your price, 
t>-'pe tr.~ amount you wish to charge (in this case, $.0'.98); 
it will appear next to the heading 'SELLING PRICE' on 
yOl_lr s,:reen. (If you make a mistake, use the -ERASE- key.) 
DO THl~ NOW! Press -NE:<T - when you are done. 
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51 Th'FD IN':; PERIOD .. 2 3 4 5 
Selling Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0".13 .0".13 .0".13 .0".13 .0".13 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production Co~t .0".38 .0".38 .0".38 .0".38 .0".38 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost .0".88 .0".88 .0".88 .0". B8 .0".88 
~rofit 

Gross Profit 
,-' -.. lxed !";ost 

= Total Net Profit 

SELLING PRICE $.98 EJ 
UNITS i r. STOCK ~)__ aFTER BOX 
max i mum ~tocl:. .. 
minim • .!r.1 z'l:ock 1 

Rfter you have entered a price, Plato will ask you to 
chooe.~ the number of unit~ you want to offer to the market. 
The ~Jmber of units you choose mu~t be no more than the 
'ma"><lmum' you see to the left of the OFFER BOX and no 
less t~~n the 'minimum'. To enter the number of units you 
would i ike to offer, simply type in that number; it 'Ali 11 
appear ~ext to the 'UNITS in STOCK' heading. DO THIS NOW. 
When ;;IC'J are through, press -NE''<T -. (Use the -ERASE- key 
i f y~u make a mistake.) 
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51 TRAi'ING PERIOD 2 3 4 5 
Selling Price 

UNIT 1 Production COl5t .3'.13 .9'.13 8.13 8.13 8.13 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .3'.38 a.38 .3'.38 8.38 8.38 
:~rofit 

Sell ing Price 
UNIT 3 Production Cost 8.63 8.63 .9'.63 8.63 8.63 

Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 4 Product i on Cost 8.88 8.88 0".88 8.88 8.88 
Pr·;:,fit 

Gross Profit 
.-' :-lxed Cost 

a Total Net Profit 

SELLING p!~ICE _$_'.;..9_8_1 OFFER. oov I ~~ITS in STOCK 4 UVA 

maxim~lm .;stock '* 
minimu:n :;,f:·:.ck 

DuriY~ the experiment, you will be able to change your 
price ..:.- quantity at this point. If you want to change 
YC·'..lr qcantity only, press -EDIT-, If you would like to 
ch.~n;:.; ::-,our price. press both -SHIF"T- and -EDIT-. Please 
not~ t~:t these editing options will only work during 
the a-:-:!::..lal e~<periment. They do not apply to this example. 

F'!""~ss -I'·IE:<T- to continue; -BACK- to review 
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51 TRRr:OING PERIOD 2 3 
-:'ell ing Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT - Productic-n Cost .0".38 .0'.38 .0".38 .0".38 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 
Pr-:.fit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT " Product i -::.n Cost .0'.8S B.88 B. sa .0":88 
Profit 

Gross Profit 
" 1 :xed Cost 
r·~tal Net Profit 

SELLING P~ICE $.98 E3 
UNITS in STOCK _4,--_ OFFER BOX 
maXilll'~\lll stock .. 
mi nlinWl". :;;;I:ock 

1£;"Ien you are sat isfi-ed with your choice of a 
?r.:e. you must formally offer it on the market. 
Y~0. do this by pressing the OFFER BOX on your 
·~.::!"'-een. TOUCH the OFFER BOX NOW! 
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51 ~ 2 3 5 
Boelling Pri-:e 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .~.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 
Profit 
Soelling Pri-:e 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0'.38 .0'.:38 .0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 3 Production C':.st .0'.63 £T.63 fI'.63 fI'.63 .0'.63 
Pre.fit 
Selling Pri-:e 

UNIT .; Production Cost .0'.88 fI'.88 .0'.88 .0'.88 .0'.88 
Pre,fit 

,;~oa5 Profit 
,-' r lxed Cost 

,., -rotal Net Profit 

SELLING PI~ICE $.98 
UNITS i" STOCK 4 
maximur.l =to-:k -4--

min i :nL\/'l ~tcr-..k 

B·:!f~,r.o: you press the OFFER BOX, >,OU wi II be able to 
chal1~." \-:.ur price and/or quantity as many times as you 
wish. ';;emember, -SHIFT/EDIT- to -:hange >,our price; -EDIT
to ch.::.r.:::e ~'our quantity offer. But, after you touch the 
OFFt;:j;" tO~:. >,ou wi II not be able to -:hange your offer. 

Press -NE ... 'T - to cont i nue 
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51 TPRf"lINf; PERIOD ••• 1- - 2 3 4 
Sell ing Pri-:e 

UNIT 1 ProOductioOn CoOst H.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 
ProOfit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production CoOst H.38 .0'.38 .0".38 .0'.38 
?r·:>fit 
Sell ing Pri-:e 

UNIT 3 ;:'IroOduct ioOn CoOst H.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 
Profit 
Selling Pri-:e 

UNIT 4 ProOduction Cost .0'.88 .0'.88 H.88 .0'.88 
':'rc.fit 

Gross ProOfit 
.. 1 xed C·:,-st 

• T~tal Net Profit 

SELLIN'; PRICE $.98 
UNITS i r. STOCK 4 
maximuil1 :;tock --4--
min i m:.t;,l .':.t:.;,ck 1 

On.=·~ ~·::.u determine a price and quantit~ b~ 
pr-:::;;s:r<g the OFFER BOX en the first Plate terminal 
the p"i·:·: ·=hosen wi 11 automati'=ally appear on the 
othel' [-'iat-:. terminal. On this terminal it wi 11 ask 
~ou if ~, .. ou want to sell (offer) units from this 
tel"rIHl~.5! in the peri·~d as vJell. 

Pre'55 -NE:<T - t..::. cont i nue. -BAO(- toO rev i ew 
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51 - -. 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost 
Profi i: 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 3 Product i on Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT -I Production Cost 
Profit 

Gross Profit -Flxed .... ost 
.. Total !'Jet Profit 

SELLING PRICE $.98 
UNITS 1 r. STOCK _..;.4 __ 

maximum stock 4 
minimum ~tock 1 

2 3 5 

g.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 

.0".38 .0'.38 .0".38 .£J.38 .0'.38 

.£J.63 .0".63 .0'.63 .0".63 .0'.63 

.0".88 .0'.88 .£J.88 .£J.88 .0'.88 

After all SELLERS have offered a price and a 
q.'a"tity to the market, the actual buying process 
lIJill begin. 

j.:> begin the buying mode, Plato lIJi 11 randomly 
select a BUYER who will then be able to buy a 
SELLER'S unit. If a BUYER accepts your price, 
+'r~: transa-::tion wi II be automati-::ally recorded 
in ~'our re-::ord sheet. To see what this wi 11 
lv¢k like, press -NEXT-
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51 7='A:JrNG PERIOD ... , 2 3 5 

UNIT 1 

UNIT 2 

UNIT 3 

UNIT 4 

Sell ing Price 
Prooduction Cost 
Pr<:.fit 
Selling Price 
Prooductien Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 
Preductien Cost 
Prefit 
Selling Price 
Productioon Cest 
:;)roofi t 

G"'ess Proofit 
-FIxed ,-ost 

Total Net Prefit 

.0".98 
8.13 8.13 .g.13 .ff. 13 B.13 
B.85 

B.38 8.38 8.38 .1:1.38 B.38 

8.63 8.63 8.63 D.63 8.63 

8.S8 D.88 8.88 D.88 B.88 

SELLING PRICE $.98 
UNITS j1) STOCK :3 
maxi:m .. ·.m ::teck 4 
minimum s'l:eck 1 

Nootice booth that yeur recerd sheet fer UNIT 1 has 
be~~ filled in and that Plate has alse reduced the 
·r-,un::.er 'Of units yeu have in steck by 1. After the 
the first BUYER is done purchasing, a secend BUYER 
is 1'"andcmly chesen IIJho wi 11 then be able too pur
..:h~se as many units as he can. This 'Occurs until 
·~ .. ,-h BUYER has an opportuni t y' too make a purchase. 

Pl'~'5S -NE:<T - too ·:;oont i nue, -BACK- too review 
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SI TRr-'DING PERIOD 2 3 5 
Selling PrIce .9".98 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0".13 .0".13 .8".13 .0".13 .0".13 
Profit 
Sell i ng Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 4 Pr-::.duction Cost 
Profit 

l;ros5 Profit - . FIxed Cost 
: TQtal Net Profit 

SELLING PRICE $.98 
UNITS j n STOCK ----:3~_ 
maximum stock 4 
minirnl.llTl 'St:ock 1 

.0".85 

.0".38 .0".38 .8".38 . .0".38 B.38 

9".63 .0".63 .0".63 .0".63 B.63 

.0".88 .0".88 .0".88 .0".88 .0".88 

Af1:.:~ every BUYER has had an opportunity to make pur
cho;~s, Plato will add up the profit you earn on each 
unit ~nd record the amount in the row label~d 'Gross 
Prvfi~' on your record sheet. Plato will subtract the 
rixed C~5tS from the Gross Profit and show it 
as NF.t ;:1rcfit. 
To s..::.: how this will look, press -NEXT-; or pr'!!ss -BACK
to r~""l ew. 
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51 . ' .-
Selling Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost 
. j:lrofit 

Selline: Price 
UNIT 3 Production Cost 

Profit 
Sell i ng Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost 
Profit 

Gross Profit 
,_. 
!'" lxed Cost 

~ Total Net Profit 

SELLING PRICE $,98 
UNITS i r, STOCK --,3,--_ 
maximum stock 4 
minimum sl:ock 1 

.0".98 

.0".13 

.0'.65 

.0".38 

.0'.63 

.0'.88 

.0'.85 
1. 75 

-.0'.9.0' 

2 3 

.0".13 .0".13 

.0".38 .0'.38 

.0'.63 .0'.63 

.0'.88 .0'.86 

... 5 

.0".13 .0'.13 

.0'.38 .0'.38 

.0'.63 .0'.63 

.0'.88 .0'.88 

A!"t~r every BUYER has had an opportuni t~ ... to make pur
ch."s<:s. Plato wi 11 add up the profi t you earn on each 
unit and record the amount in the row labeled 'Gross 
Profit' on your record sheet. Plato will subtract the 
F'i :'<ed ;:·~sts from the Gross Pro fit and show it 
as Net Profit. 

~r~ss -NEXT- to continue, -BACK- to review 
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SI Tp'H.DING PERIOD .. 2 3 4 5 
Selling Price .0".96 

UNIT 1 ~roduction Cost .0".13 .0".13 S.13 .0".13 B.13 

UNIT Z 

UNIT 3 

UNIT 4 

Pre-fit 
Selling Price 
Production Co~t 
Profi t 
Selling Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 

Gross Profit -F" 1 xe-::l ,_os t 
Total Net Profit 

SELL I~·Ir; P:~ICE 
UNITS in STOCK 
maxir,'!U1:! stock. 
mi nimu;T: stock 

$.98 
3 
4 
1 

.0'.85 

.0".36 

H.63 

B.88 

B.85 
1. 75 

-B.9H 

H.38 

.0".63 

B.88 

ENDOWt1ENT = $1 H. BJJ 

H.38 H.38 H.38 

.0'.63 H.63 H.63 

B.88 H.S8 H.8S 

e-:r-"''!J"Se it i~ po~~ible for you to lose money in thi~ 
expe'-i:'l~nt. you are being provided with an endowment of 
$lg.~JJ which you see above. After each trading period, 
the m'::ll~ which you earn (lose) wi II be add~ (subtract
ed) from this endowment. for example, if your Net Profit 
for P~Ticd 1 was -$.0".15, your endowment would be decreas
ed b~., that am-:-unt Ieavi ng you wi th an endowment of 
$ ';1.':;:; to begin Period 2. 

P;-~:ss -N8<T- t" continue; -BACK- t" reyiew 
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51 . , .. 2 3 .. 5 
:~ell ing Price .0.98 

UNIT 1 Prodl.\ct ion Cost H.13 JJ.13 .\J.13 .\J.13 .0".13 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost 
Profit 
Sellin~ Price 

UNIT 3 ~roduction Cost 
Profit 
Sell il,g Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost 
Pre.fit 

Gross Profit _. -~ 1 xed \.,;ost 
.. T·~tal Net Profit 

SELLING cRICE $.98 
UNITS i ~i STOCK --.,;3,--_ 
max i I:lUr.1 .~;I:ock 4 

minim!.·.m ;:.tod~ 1 

0'.85 

.0'.38 

.0".63 

.0'.88 

.0'.85 
1. 75 

-H.9H 

.0".38 

.0".63 

.0'.88 

ENDOWI'IENT '" $ 9. S 5 

.0".38 .0".38 .0".38 

.0".63 .\J.63 .0".63 

.\J.8S S.S8 H.SS 

If ).'0'-' were to earn $.0".5H during Period 2, this amount 
wOI.Ild ~ added to your endowment giving you a new endol.lJ
me~'1: ~: f $IH. 35 for Period 3. I f the amount in your 
en..j·:.v.:ment shr inks too low. Plato will not I et you make 
a tr~~5action which might result in a loss that would 
wipe ·;)I;t your endowment completely. At the end of the 
expe!"'i!Tlent, the amount of money remaining in your endow
ment ..... i 11 be yours to keep. 

P:-ess -NE:<T- t·:> ·.::·.:mtinue; -BACK- to review 
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51 TQ~r;ING PERIOD ... '. 2 3 .. 
Sell irlg Prlce .0".98 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0".13 .0'.13 Z.13 .0".13 

UNIT 2 

. UNIT 3 

UNIT .. 

Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Sell ing Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost 
Profit 

::;ross Profit _. -l"lxed "'O;3t 
Total N'!!!t Profit 

SELLING PRICE $.96 
UNITS in STOCK 3 
max i ml.ir.~ s'l:ock --'4'---
minimL,n' <:tock 1 

.0'.85 

.0".38 

.0".63 

.0".88 

.0".85 
1. 75 

-S.9Z 

.0".38 

.0".63 

.0'.88 

ENDOIIJI'IENT = $ 9. 65 

.0".38 .0".36 

.0'.63 .0".63 

Z.8S .0".88 

When ~o~king with two Plato terminals, the amount 
of me-r.ey· remaining in your endowment from the second 
termin."1 is also >,ou~ to keep. Therefor'!!!, in order 
to k~p a running total of your earnings from both 
scr'!:::er-s, you wi 11 need to add the two endowments 
at th!: ~nd c,f ea,:h trading period. 

F!'"ess -NE-<T- to.:> continue; -EIACK- to r'!!!view 
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SI " 2 3 5 
Selling Price fr.98 

UNIT 1 Production Cost 0.13 .0'.13 g.13 g.13 g.13 

UNIT 2 

UNIT 3 

UNIT -4 

Pre.fit 
Sell ing Price 
ProOduction Cost 
Profit 
Selling Price 
Production Cost 
ProOfit 
Sell ing Price 
Production Cost 
ProOfit 

Gross Pr-:>fit 
FIxed Cost 

Total Net Profit 

SELLING PRICE $.98 
UNITS i" STOCK 3 
max i mum sto·.::k --';4~-
minimum stock 1 

0".85 

g.36 

tr.63 

.0'.88 

g.85 
1. 75 

-H.9H 

g.36 

tr.63 

H.88 

ENDOldt'lENT .. $ 9. 85 

H.3S g.38 .0".38 

.0'.63 .\J.63 H.63 

.0'.8S .0'.88 H.88 

This cc~plete5 the instructions. Here are a few options: 
1) Te· review the process of offering a price and 

a ~antity, press -BACK-. 
2)F~r ~ quick summa~; of the instructions, press -HELP-. 
If : .... ,'..1 think that you understand the instructions and 

wOI.Jld 1 ike to goO on to the actual experiment, press -NEXT-. 
But r-;:tlember, ~ ... our earnings may' suffer if you do not 
fu II!J '.t:"lderstand the instruct ions. 
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- - T~'ADIN(; PERIOD .. 2 3 4 5 
So2ll ing Pric-e 

UNIT 1 Pre.d'.1ct i on C·:,st .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 .0'.13 
Pre.fit 
So2l1ing Prico2 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 .~. 38 
Pre,fit 
Sell i ng Prico2 

UNIT 3 Product i ·:>n C':>st .0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 .0'.63 .0".63 
Profit 
Sell i ng Prico2 

UNIT 4 ProdU'::t i on Cost Ii)". 88 .0'.88 .0'.88 .0".68 .0".88 
Profit 
Selling Prico2 

UNIT 5 Production Cost 1.13 1. 13 1.13 1. 13 1. 13 
Profit 

Gross Pr-:>fit - . 
- f 1 xed Cost 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
a Total ~t Pr-:>fit 

SELLING PRICE $ EI 
UNITS in STOCK 
maximum :o:.tock --- OFTER BOX 
minimum :stock 

ENDOI,Jr"IENT ,. $ 1 ff • .0"9' 

Do ~'OL\ , .... ish t·;) trade this period? 
(y for yoe~, n f.;:,r no) 
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Sell"'r I - TRADIt-I(; PERIOD ~ . 2 3 4 5 
Selling Price 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0".13 .0'. 13 .0".13 .0".13 lJ.13 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0".38 lJ.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 H.38 
Pre.fit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0'.63 .0'.63 S.63 S.63 H.63 
Profit 
Sell ing Pri·::e 

UNIT 4 Production Cost H.88 .0'.88 .0".S8 .0'.S8 H.S8 
Pr-:.fi t 
Sell i ng Pr i'::e 

UNIT 5 Production C03t 1. 13 1.13 1.13 1. 13 1. 13 
Profit 

Gross Profit - . ~ 

- I" 1 xed Cost 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
T~tal Net Profit 

SELLING :~RlCE ~$ E3 
UNITS i I' STOCK ___ OFFER BOX 
maximum stock 
mi niml!r.) stock 

ENDObJi"lENT = $ 1 ff • .0'.0" 

Type iii your SELLING PRICE now, then press -NEXT-. 
(Use the -ERASE- ke:1 if you make a mistake.) 
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S""ller - TRADING PERIOD -+ ? 
~ 3 4 5 

Sell ing Pri'=e 
UNIT 1 Product i on CO'at .0'.13 £1.13 .13'.13 .0'.13 £1.13 

Pr-:-fi t 
Selling Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0'.38 £1.36 .0'.38 .0'.38 8.38 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 3 Proouction Cost .0'.63 .0'.63 8.63 .ff.63 8.63 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT '" Production Cost .0".86 £1.88 8.88 £1.68 8.88 
Profit 
Selling Price 

UNIT 5 Production Cost 1. 13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1. 13 
Pr-:.fi t 

Gross Profit _. -- /" 1:X~ L;ost 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
~ Total Net Profit 

SELLING r-RICE $ 5 • .0'8 EI 
UNI:S in STOCK ~ OFFER BOX 
ma:Xlmu~ stock 5 
minimur:l ~·tock 

ENDOWl"lENT ~ $ 1 f1 • ga-
Type iT, the number of units you want to offer to the 
mark~t ~t $ 5.8.0'. The number you choose must not be 
grea+~r than the "maximum stock" given above, nor less 
th3r. th:;! "minimum st..:>ck". Press -N8o:.T- when yc.u're done. 
Pr~:35 -SHIFT/'EDIT- t-.:> change your SELLING PRICE. 
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- - TRADING PERIOD ... 2 3 4 - Selling PrIce 
UNIT 1 Production Cost 8.13 8.13 .&J.13 .&J.13 8.13 

Profit 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0'.38 .&J.38 .13'.38 .13'.38 .I3'.3S 
Profii:: 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0'.63 .0".63 .13'.63 .13'.63 .13'.63 
?rofii:: 
Sell i ng Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost H.SS .0".88 .13'.86 .I3'.SS .0'.88 
Pr¢fi t 
Selling Price 

UNIT 5 Production Cost 1. 13 1. 13 1. 13 1.13 1. 13 
Profit 

Gross Profit 
- FIxed Cost 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
• T~tal Net Profit 

SELLItJ-;3 PRICE $ 5 • .13'.0" E1 
UNI~S i~ STOCK 5 OFFER BOX 
maxImum s'l:ock 5 
mi nimu.'iI a.-I:ock 1 

ENDOWr-IENT = $ 1 B • .I3'.e-
With an offer of 5 units at $ 5 • .13'.0', you will earn a gros3 

profl+' of $ 21.85 if you 3ell all 5 units. You will begin 
to m.:tk~ monev after selling your 1st unit. 

Touch "the OFFER BOX to final ize your de·:isions. 
Press -EDIT- to change your UNITS in STOCK. 
Pr-::s.s -';HIFT /EDIT - to ·:hange >-'our SELLING PRICE. 
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- - TRADING PERIOD ... 2 3 4 5 
Sell inE( PrIce 5 •. 6Il· 

UNIT 1 Production Cost .0'.13 .0'.13 £1'.13 .0".13 .0'.13 
Profit 4.87 
Selline: Price 5.fffiJ 

UNIT 2 Production Cost .0'.S8 .0'.38 .0'.38 .0'.38 .0".38 
Profit 4.62 
Selling Price 5 •. a"1l' 

UNIT 3 Production Cost .0".63 B.63 B.63 .0".63 D.63 
Profit 4.37 
Sell ing Price 

UNIT 4 Production Cost .0".88 .0".88 .0".88 B.BS .0'.88 
Profit 4.12 
Sell in'" Price 

UNIT 5 Production Cost 1. 13 1. 13 1. 13 1. 13 1.13 
Profit 

Gross Profit 
~. -.r-lxed Cost 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

m Total Net Profit 

SELLING FRICE $ 5. BB 
UNITS i:-: STOCK .0' 
maximum stock 5 
minimum :=.tock 

BU'fER ~ is 
n~~ purchasing. So far, 3 out of 6 buyers have 
fir·ished purchasing. 

THIS (.)S~IOD·S OFFERS; 5.B£J 
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FINAL INSTRUmONS 

Remember, if you earn the right to become the seller who may operate in both 

markets, you may be working in two markets at 2M tjme. The person who earns the 

right to participate in both markets may make p..,Cit3 or loms In both markots eacb 

period, depending on the decisions made in eacb markeL 

Some IlIIa1. points that you should know: 

I. The costs on the PLATO screen that you see may not be the costs you will 

face in the second (computerized) markeL 

2. In tbis experiment, the buyers in the second market are simulated on the 

computer. They use the following buying rule: eacb buyer will purchase all the 

quantity that they value from the seller with the LOWEST PRiCE FIRST. That 

is, the buyers will pW'chase units Crom the lowest price seller lUSt, then the 

next lowest, and so on, until their demand is satisfied at those prices. 

3. . You will be able to sell units all the secolld screen, only If you offer all five 

units on the lust screell Cor sale. It will then ask you on the second screen, 

"Do you want to oCCer (I - S )units on tbis terminal? y(es) or n(o)." You will 

make the decision for the second screen units at that time. 

4. FIXed costs will be deducted from ns;h .erreD from the Gross Profit, unless you 

answer n(o) to the question "DO YOU WISH TO TRADE IN TInS PERIOD? on 

the fiat SSW'" only_ That is, you will only avoid the Fixed Cost If you choose 

not to trade [ i&.. you trade 0 (zero) units) 011 the lust screen. The Fixed 

Cost is lI21 subtracted per unit, but Cram the sum oC all unit profits from each 

screen. 

S. You must pay a RE-ENTRY FEE in the next period iC you traded 0 (zero) units 

in the previous period. You will receive a small sheet telling you what YOW' 

ree-entry Cee is in a moment. 
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6. You will be able to see all the current period and previous period prices on the 

screen for each period. If you see a price of SO.OO, this implies that one seller 

did not enter the market that period. For the periods that the one seller is 

only operating in the single-seU.er market, you will see SO.OO for that seUer's 

price. 

7. Since it is possible 10 lose money in a period, mil seller will be allowed 10 

stay in the market until his accumulaled earnings from both screens, or from 

both markets in the case of the single-seller, falls ~ S - 20.00. If at any 

time a seller's accumulated earnings Calls below S-20.00, the seller will have 10 

drop out oC the market(s). No seller will be required 10 pay the experimenter 

Cor negative earnings. 

8. To calculate your accumulated earnings from the market(s),' you will use a 

Seller's Record Sheet to keep a running balance oC your earnings. It is on this 

sheet that any Entry Fee (for the single-seller) or Re-Entry Fees (Cor all 

. sellers) will be C:harged. These Record Sheets represent CUMMULATIVE 

TOTALS, therefore you must c:ontinue to show any fees incurred and add any 

other Cees to them each period. The experimenter(s) will belp you with this 

process. 

Are there any questions beCore you take the trivia quiz? 
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Experiment: ______________ __ Seller: ____ _ 

SELLER'S RECORD SHEET 

==========::::;r===;====F===r===i=F=-=""'9tfw::::---=--:::~·r:=--::-.:.!:;; .. 1- ~.':::::-:'~7:";:'''' ._ .......... . 

. -- Tra~!ng. Period I -f-2 I ~ ~ 4 --I--~- ... 1... .. ~ ... L .. 7.: . I._f ..... L. .. ~ ... L .. .I 0 
(1) Endowment: 
___ .~c.r~~!1..!._ ........ . 

(2) Endowment: 
Screen 2 

(3) '.' Rentry Fee 
(Only if did not 
trade in previous 

1----'·---_. ______ ...... __ ......... . 

period) I -1----... , ... ----- •. ----1--.............................................. __ ..... _ 
Total Earnings 
[(1) + (2) - (J») 

r ... ~Jn·:~rr::af'linn; .. j ... 

Trading Period I 1I I IZ I /3 I l'f I /) I 1(, I 11 .l2!.-L_~l_,. 20 ."" ............ . 
(1) Endowment: 

Screen 1 ------------1··-----1- .. ---_ ... 1"·---- .. ·t----.·---· ... ·· .. ·--·- .. __ ... , .... ,. --"-' .1· ... _ ......... , ••.••. 

(2) Endowment: 
Screen 2 __ .,..-________ a. ___ .. __ •• ___ • 

(3) .' ~ .... .'Rentry Fee 
(Only if did not 
trade in previous 

_._. __ .. .:.. .... _.-

period) ' __ •• --.,,_._. ____ ,._. __ ..... _____ 1 __ ..... 1 _ .... 

Total Earnings 
C (1) + (2) - (3») 

.p..... 
\J1 



Exper jment: _______ _ 

----. ,-" .. 

Tr.,c1 II", Period 2/ -. 
(l) Endowment: 

Scruen 1 

(2) Endowment: 
Screen 2 ---_ .. '" .. -

(3) IRentry Fee 
(Only if did not 
trada in nrevioll 
(illri od) 

..... 
Total Earnings 
[(1) + (2) - (3)] 

Trading Period 3' 
(1) Endowment: 

Screen 1 - ... .. _-- ...... - .... _ .... 

(2) Endowment: 
Screen 2 - .. 

(J) :Rentry Fee 
(Only if did not 
trade in previolls 
p.£riodl --. .. .. .. 

Total Earnings 

0 
(P)' (?o) - (3)] 

OJ 
..S) 

SELLER I S RECORD SJlEET 
-. ....... __ . ,-" ...... .... - . - - . -_ .. --- _. .-.-

22 ~-~-- 24 ZS .. _----""-- ---- ....... --.... 

I 
: .. 

32.; 3'? 34 ?>s , 

I 
' .................. .... __ ....... .. . " 

'. . . 

" 
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SeUer: 3-'f 

IF YOU DECIDE TO LEAVE THE MARKET IN A PERIOD, 

[You answer "a" to the question 
DO YOU WISH TO TRADE THIS PERIOD?) 

YOU MUS! PAY THIS FEE TO ENTER THE MARKET IN THE 
NEXT PERIOD. 

HE-ENTRY FEE: S ¥. 'is-

This is recorded on Line (3) or your record sheet 
in the period you wisb to fe-eater the market. 

Seller; 5--fo 
IF YOU DECIDE TO LEAVE THE MARKET IN A PERIOD, 

[You answer "a" to the question 
DO YOU WISH TO TRADE THIS PERIOD?) 

YOU MUS! PAY THIS FEE TO ENTER THE MARKET IN THE 
NEXT PERIOD. 

HE-ENTRY FEE: S 'f- 9 S 

This is recorded on Line (3) or your record sheet 
in the period you wisb to fe-enter the market. 

SeUer: /-z 
IF YOU DECIDE TO ENTER THE SECOND, 

MARKET, YOU WD.L HAVE TO PAY AN 
mmAL ENTRY FEE: 

ENTRY FEE: S (,., 0 

This is recorded on Line (3) 
only ~ in the period you enter. 
OD your second market record sheet. 

IF YOU DECIDE TO LEAVE THE 
SECOND MARKET: 

[You answer "D" to the question. 
DO YOU WISH TO TRADE THIS PERIOD1) 

YOU MUST PAY THIS FEE TO RE-ENTER 
THE MARKET IN THE NEXT PERIOD. 

HE-ENTRY FEE: S 2.1f~ 

Record this on Line (3) or the record 
sbeet in the period you wish to re-eDter. 
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Monopoly Franchise Market - All Treatments 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an 'experiment in tha economics of market decision making. Various r=carch 

support agencies hava provided Cunds Cor this research. Tha instruc:tiOIlS arc simple and if 

you CoUow them c:areCuUy and make good dec:isiOIlS, you may cam II considerable amount 

of monay which will be paid to you in cash at tha end of the experiment. 

In this ezperiment, thera will be THREE SELLERS and TWO MARKETS. Each of you 

will be a seUer. Buyer's will be simulated by II purchasing rule or on tha computer. 

One market will be II slade-seUer market, where only one of the three sellen will 

participate. The second market will have from 0 to 3 scUen at anyone time. The 

number of sellers in this market may vary because each seller in the second market must 

decide whether to tr:ade in the market each period. This will be ezp1ained in more detail 

below. 

Only ONE SELLER, will una the rllht to participate in BOm MARKETS, the single

seller market and the' othar market. This seller must trade in the single-seDer market 

each period. After an unknown number of trading periods. the seller in the single-seDer 

market will also be au~wed to participate in the market with the other two seUen. This 

will oc:cur after II predetertnined number of periods unknown to au sellers. If this seDer 

chooses to enter the second market, an ENTRY FEE will be charged the nnt time the 

seDer decides to participate. If ANY SELLER leaves the second market for a period and 

wishes to re-enler the market, the seUer would pay II RE-ENTRY FEE. 

The other two seUers do not trade in the single-seDer market, but participate in the 

second market m1I:£. At some point, unknown to au seDers. the first seller will be 

auowed to participate in the second market, as welL 

~ seller must decide whether to trade in the second market in each period. in 

that each seDer must answer the question "Do you want to trade this period1' at the 

beginning of each period in the second market. If a seller decides not to trade in a 
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period, he must pay a Re-entry Fee to participate in the markel in the nw period. If a 

seller continues to participate, there will be no Cee. Each seller will learn what fees he 

would have to pay before the experiment begins. 

The seller who participates in the single-seller market will be chosen and the 

experiment will proceed, lIS foUows. Each seller will so through the instructions for lllUh 

markets. After tho instructions are completed, tho sellers will take a ten-question general 

knowledge ~ivia quiz. The subject who scores the hiShest on this quiz will have earned 

the risht to partiCipate in the single-seUer market and, after some point. the second 

market. If the quiz scores are tied. a second quiz will be administered. and so on. until 

one seller is chosen. 

During the experiment,. the seller in the single-seller market will need to calculate 

his costs and earnings in that market. All seUers will need to calculate, the accumulated 

earnings Crom the second market and subtract fees. if any., Record Sheets and hand 

calculators have been provided Cor your use. The experimenter(s) will a,uist you and 

check your calculations when necessary. 

In this experiment. for ~ markets. you will be workins with ExperimeDtaJ dollars. 

The conversion ratio to real currency, the cash paid to you at the end oC the experiment, 

will be the Collowing: 

S IS Experimental • S 1.00 US. 
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Cf/s£ s :r f:o:. 
SINGLE - SELLER MARKET 

INSTRUCTIONS 

In this experiment, one of the markets is a slalle - seller market in which ONE of 

you will be the ~ seller in a sequence of market days or trading periods. In this 

market. you will be the seller of a commodity to buyers in the market. Dwing each 

market period. you are free to oCrer for sale units oC the commodity. In each period, you 

will decide how mAIIY IlDlu of tile commodity to produce. Assume that you produce only 

for immediate sale--that is, this type of good cannot be stored. You have 110 inventories 

and can keep 1I01le. Therefore, the tocaJ numb,r of OUTPUT UNITS. )'ou choose to 

produce in a period will be sold to buyers In that period. You cannot refuse to sell a 

unit to anyone who wishes to buy a unit at the price 'set for a given period. 

DeterminatiOD of the PRICE you will receive f!3r the units you choose to produce and 

PRODUCTION COSTS js discussed below. You will have approximately 60. s~ollds to make 

an output choice' for each trading period. 

As a result of yoW' decision, you will receive reveDues from the sale of the 

commodity and inCur prodUctiOD costs. These revenues and expeDditW'es will result in 

potential IlIllfil1 Dr I!m§. However, your period earnings, or PAYMENT, may be W1 

tb,n or .,qpal 1o W the profits you generate. Your Payment will come out of the profits 

earned for the period, but will not b., pennines! tp ""ceed an ALLOWED RETURN, which 

js based OD your costs, which is based on yoW' output choice, for the :period. Both the 

Potential Profit to be earned and the Allowed Return will DOW be explained in greater 

detail. 

PQU;NTIAL PROms· 

As stated above, your Payment in a period may not be as large as the profit you 
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generate from sales of the commodity to buyers. Therefore. profit will be referred to as 

Potential Profit. 

The Potential Profit will be the difference between your TOTAL SALES REVENUE 

Rnd TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. These are calculated as foDows: 

TIYTAL SALES REVENtIES 

(1) In each period. you will choose a level of Output Units to produce. The PRICE 

you will receive for Wh unit of the commodity you produce is determined by a 

-Buyers' Purchasing Rule- given to you in the folder with the instruCtiOIlS. 

Please study it as we continue. This rule is desisned to simulate the behavior 

of a market of many buyers. au of whom make purchasing decisiollS fonowing a 

simple rule: Buyers value the commodity you are selling. Buyers will purchase 

111 of the units of a commodity which are profitable to them, given. the price 

set for a period. Therefore. once you make a production output decision, the 

. buyers' de~d for the Dumber of units you are willing to seD will dictate the 

price you will receive for Wh unit of output. Thus, if you produce ....l.Q1 

units oC output, .each unit would seD for S 0.96. If you choose to produce llll 

units, they would seD Cor $ .52 each, and so on. The buying rule ror this 

Ilasie-seller market, and the prices that are taken Crom it, will Ill!1 change 

throughout the experiment. 

(2) The TOTAL SALES REVENUE Cor a period is found by multiplying the number 

of Output Units you choose to produce in a period times the Price for that 

number of units, taken Crom the Buyers' Purch:Wng Rule. Thus, if. you produce 

-lill- units, the Price, would be S 0.96 resulting in a Total Sales Revenue Cor 

107 units of S 102.72 U&.. 107 x S 0.96 - S 102.72). If you produce -1l2 

units and sell them each for S 0.52, the Total Sales Revenue for the 120 units 

would be S 62.40. 
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TOTAL PRODUcrIQN CpSTS 

(1) You have also received a Dumber of sheets in additioo to the instructions. ODe 

is labeled "Summary or Seiler'S Cosu" or PrudUCtlOD. 00 this sheet. the dollar 

amounts listed in Columo (2) are your TOTAL PRODUCTION COSIS (TC) of 

producing the Dumber of units listed in Columo (1). The dollar amounts in 

Columo (3) and Columo (4) live you other ways of looking at the same 

iDCormatioo: in C~lumn f, you see the addjtjonal cost to you of producing the 

last addjtjpnal unit of the commodity. of teo referred to as "MARGINAL COSTS" 

or MC; and in Column <I. you see the per unit cost to Y01l, 00 average, of 

producing tho relevant Dumber of units. or AVERAGE COSIS (AC); 

Therefore, your PDteDtiai profit in any period cao be represeDted in tho following 

POTENTJAL PROFIT. TOTAL SALES REVENUE - TOTAL PRODUCTION COSIS 

• (OUTPUT UNITS It PRICE) - TOTAL PRODUCTION COSIS. 

Note however. that in any period, if tho output level you choose to produce/seU. at 

the price determined by the buying rule. geoerates a Total Sales Reveoue that is WWhJm 

tho Total ProductioD Costs for tho period. your PoteDtial Profit will be DnI.1l!t. This 

implies that your eamiDgs for the period. or PAIMENT will be IlU.Ill!L. 

ALt.QWED RIDJRN 

A!J meotiooed. your Paymeot for a period may be I", Shan gr ·Sgpa' W to your 

Poteotial Profit Cor tho period. SpecificaUy, ygur Pnm!!nt w!1l not bl! Dmnjnl!d So 

",SUd tbl! ALI OWED RIDJRN which is designated at ~ oC tho Total Production 

Costs. Therefore. the AUowed Return in any period cao be represeoted in the following 

way: 

ALLOWED RETURN. .15 (TOTAL PRODUCTION COST) 
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PAyMENT TO THE SULER 

In each period, the acutal period earnings, or PAYMENT, you will receive will be 

equal to tillw: the I:3lcuJated Potential Profit or Allowed Return, whichever is SMALLER. 

That is, your Payment Cor the period will be either. (1) the Potential Profit earned Crom 

the sale oC units, or (2) the Allowed Return on the Total Production Costs· Cor the ouput 

level chosen, whichever is oC Ie"$[ !Jlge ThereCore, if the Allowed Return is IIWltt 

lhim the Potential Profit I:3lcuJated Cor a period, your Payment Cor the period will be 

equal to the Potential Profit. It the Potential Profit I:3Icuiated Cor a period is ~ 

lhim the Allowed Return figure, the amount oC the Allowed Return will become the seller's 

Payment. Note however, that if your Potential Profit Cor a period is ~ your 

Payment lar that perlacl wID ... ~ since it would be mmlW: than the Allowed 

Retum. 

THE TRADING PROCESS AND CALCUJ.ATING SELLER PAYMENTS 

The sequence oC decisions and caculations to be made in each market period is as 

Callow,; 

(I) Each trading period will open wben you record a number oC OUTPUT UNITS on 

Line (1) oC the provided "Seller's ReCord Sheet". The seller will ~ an 

integer between 100 and 120 as an output level, this means the seller has 

decided to produce and sen Crom 100 to 120 units oC the commodify. 

(2) Using the Bllyers' Purcbaslal Rule, you will then ilDd the PRICE at which the 

number oC Output Units chosen, on Line (I), in the curreat period will be sold. 

The Price, based on the buyers' demand schedule Cor the output level cbosen, 

will be recorded on Line (2). 

(3) The seller will next I:3Icuiate the TOTAL SALES REVENUES Cor the period by 

multiplying the Output Units on Line (I) by the Price on Line (2), and record it 
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on Lille (3), such that Lille (1) x Lille (2) • Lille (3). 

(4) The seDer will record the TOTAL PRODUcnON COSTS Cor the number of ultits 

to produce to be taken Crom ColUlllllS (2) oC the Summary oC SeDer's Cost of 

Production. The Total Production Cost will be recorded aD Line (4). 

(S) The POTENTIAL PROFIT will be calculated and recorded on Lille (S) by 

subtracting the Total Production C(lsts . on LiIIe (4) from the Total Sales 

Revenues on LiIIe (3), such that LiDe (3) - LiIIe (4) • LiIIe (S). 

The seDer will then turn the record sheet in to the experimenter(s) who will thea: 

(6) Calculate the ALLOWED RETURN Cor the period and record it on Lille (6) of 

the SeDer's Record Sheet. The Allowed Return will be set by the 

experimenter(s) at -1U... oC the Total Production Cost. This· will be found by 

mllitiplying .....a. times the Total Production Cost and record it on Lille (6). 

(7) Determine the seller's current period PAYMENT by comparin8 the Potential 

Profit on Line (S) to the ADowed Return 011 Line (6). The experimenter(s) will 

enter the Wm oC the two values from LiIIe (S) and LiIIe (6), as the Payment 

to be made to the seller Cor the period on LiIIe (7). 

The experimenter(s) will return the Seller's Record Sheet to you to compute your 

Accumulated Earnings for the .Inilie-seller market at the end oC the period on Lille (8). 

This will be found by adding the current period Payment on Lille (7) to the ~ 

I!ttiM Accumulated Earnings baIa.Dce. LiDe (8) will represent a ruaning total oC your 

Accumulated Earnings in the single-seller market. This will be used '"to determine your 

cash payment at the end of the experiment. 

After the seDer has calculated his Accumulated Earnings for a period on Lille (8), 

the next slnilie-seller market trading period will begin. The seller will choose a number 

of Output Ultits, imd the Price buyers are williDg purchase each unit Cor the ouput level 

chosen, determine the Total Production Costs. determine Potential Profit, and so on. 
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The slUKle-seller market trading will always be the fim Ir'ade for the seller wbo 

operates in this marker. Therefore. the seller will always Ir'ade in the single-seller 

market l!dl!tt trading in the second market. if desired. All calculations for the single

seller market will be made prior te any activity· in the second marker. 

In order to better understand this pnx:ess. please review the following example with 

the expenmeuter(s) ou the sheet provided labeled. "SINGLE-SELLER MARKET EXAMPLE-. 

Example: Consider a seller wbo cbose an output level of ...llL UDits. Taken from 

the Buyers' Purchasing Rule, the UDit Price at whicb consumers are williDg to purchase 

the 113 UDits produced is S 0.76. SelliDg 113 UDits at tIi.is price would yield Total Sales 

Reveuues of $ a5.88. The Total Produ~tion Cost of producing 113 units is $ 75.06. taken 

from Column (2) of the Summary of Seller's Costs. The Potential Profit resulting from 

subtracting· Tot3I Production Costs ·Crom Total Sales Revenues would be $ 10.82. The 

experimenter(s) would calculate the Allowed Return at $ 11.26, by multiplying .15($ 75.06). 

and rounding it to the nearest cenr. The experimenter(s) would compare Line (5) and 

Line (6). Since $ 11.26 is greater than $ 10.82, the value from Line (5). the Potential 

Profit of $ 10.82. would be recorded on Line (7) as the Paymenr. The seller would 

compute bis/her Accumulated Earnings for the period. Assuming that the previous balance 

was S6S.s0. the new Aceumulated Earnings would be $ 76.32. 

F'malIy. remember these points: 

I. Each market period will open with the seller cboosing a number of OUTPUT 

UNr:rS between 100 and 120. 

2. The PRICE for the number of UDits produced will be set by the Buyers' 

Purcbasing Rule. depending on the ouput cboice the seller makes. 

3. The POTENTIAL PROm for a period is sim~IY the TOTAL SALES REYENUES 

minus TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. 

4. The ALLOWED RETURN will be calculated by the experimenter(s) as 15% of the 
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Tow Production Cost. 

S. The PAYMENT in each period will be set equal to ~ the ALLOWED 

REnJRN or POTENTIAL PROFIT. whichever is m!IIkI. 

6. If tbe POTENTIAL PROFIT is IlWIi.3. and therefore less than the ALLOWED 

RETURN for a period, tbe PAYMENT will still be set equal to the lower, <i&.. 

negative) value, and your ACCUMULATED EARNINGS will ~ for the 

period. 

7_ Trading in tbe single-seDer market will be mandatory IIDd made prior to any 

participation in tbe second market. 

8. The seDer who participates in tbe single-seDer market will earn the right to 

seD in this market after instructions from both markets are completed. 

An: there any questions about the way the single-seDer market operates? 
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CASEJ][ 

SINGLE - SELLER MARKET 

INSTRUCTIONS 

In this experiment, one of the markets is a sinsle - seller market in which ONE of 

you will be the ~ seller in a sequence of market days or trading periods. In this 

market, you will be the seller of a commodity to buyers in the market. During each 

market period, you are free to offer for sale units of the commodity. In each period, you 

will decide how mauy units of the commodity to produce, Assume that you produce only 

for immediate sale--that is, this t'iPe of good cannot be stored. You have no inventories 

and can keep none. Therefore, the total Dumber or OUTPUT UNITS you choose to 

produce in a period will be sold to buyen ID tbat period, You cannot refuse to sell a 

unit to anyone who wishes to buy a unit at the price set for a given period. 

Determination of the PRICE you will receive for the units you choose to produce and 

PRODUcnON COSTS is discussed below. 

As a result of your decision, you will receive revenues from the sale of the 

commodity and incur production costs. These revenues and expenditures wiJI result in 

potential Im!fiu or 1s!1m. However, your period earnings, or PAYMENT, may be kn 

tban or tqpal 10 W the profits you generate. Your Paymi!nt will come out of the profits 

earned for the period, but will not be permjned tQ exceed an ALLOWED RETURN, which 

is based on your costs (which is based on your outPut choice) for the period. Both the 

Potential Profit to be earned and the Allowed Retum wiJI now be explained in greater 

detail. 

POTENTIAL PROUTS: 

As stated above, your Payment in a period may not be as large as the profit you 

generate from sales of the commodity to buyers. Therefore, profit will be referred to as 
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Potenti31 Profit. 

The Potential Profit will be the difference between your TOTAL SALES REVENUE 

and TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. These are c3lculated as follows: 

TOTAL SALES REVENUES 

(I) In each period, you will choose a level of Output Unia to produce. The PRICE 

you will receive for nm unit of the commodity you produce is determined by a 

"Bllyers' PurchasiDK Rule" given to you in the folder with the instructions. 

Please study it as we continue. This rule is designed to simulate the behavior 

of a market of many buyers, all of whom make purchasing decisions following a 

simple rule: Buyers v3lue the commodity you are selling. Buyers will purchase 

all of the unitS of a commodity which are profitable to them, given the price 

set for a period. Therefore, once you make a production output decision, the 

buyers' demand for the number of unitS you are willing to sell will dictate the 

price you will receive for nm unit of output. Thus, if you produce ...l.!!1 

unitS of output, each unit would sell for $ 0.96. If you choose to produce m 
uaia, they would sell for $ 0.52 each, and so on. The buying rule (or this 

sloKle-seIler market, and the prices that are taken from it, will D21 change 

throughout the experiment. 

(2) The TOTAL SALES REVENUE for a period is found by multiplying the Dumber 

of Output Unia you choose to produce in a period times the Price for that 

Dumber of units. takeD from the Buyers' Purchasing Rule. Thus. if you produce 

..l.I!L uDia, the Price, would be S 0.96 resulting in a Total Sales Revenue for 

107 unitS of S 102.72 ~ 107 % S 0.96 • S 102.72). If you produce -1lll 

unitS and sell them each for S 0.52. the Tow Sales Revenue for the 120 units 

would be S 62.40. 
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TOTAL PRQDUCUON COSTS 

(I) You have also received a number of sheers in addition to the instructions. One 

is labeled ·Summary of Seiler's Cosu· or Production. On this sheet, the dollar 

amounts listed in Column (2) are your TOTAL PRODUcnON COSTS (TC) of 

producing the number of units listed in Column (I). The dollar amounts in 

Column (3) and Column (4) give you other ways of looking at the same 

information: in Column (4) you see the additjonal cost to you of producing the 

last additjonal unit of the commodity, often referred to as "MARGINAL COSTS" 

or MC; and in Column (3), you see the per unit cost to you, on average, of 

producing the relevant number of units, or AVERAGE COSTS (AC). 

(2) After a predetermined number of periods, the seller operating in the single

seller market will be allowed to enter the second (computerized) market, if 

he/she SO chooses. If the single seller decides to enter the second, market, the 

seller will face a new set of COSts and we a ll!UtwU POST-ENTRY Summary 

of Seller's Costs of Production. This cost summary is also in your folder. 

These costs for the single-seller market will be relevant for each period the 

seller operates in both markers <.i&.. the seller offers more than 0 (zero) units 

in the second market). 

ways: 

Therefore, your potential profit in any period can be represented in the following 

POTENTIAL PROFIT. TOTAL SALES REVENUE - TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 

• (OUTPUT UNITS x PRICE) - TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. 

Note however, that in any period, if the output level you choose to produce/sell, at 

the price determined by the buying rule, generates a Total Sales Revenue that is Im..l!!A.!l 

the Total Production Costs for the period, your Potential Profit will be!lU.il.ll.!t. This 

implies that your earnings for the period. or PAYMENT will be llfU.I.i!L. 
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ALLOWED RETURN 

As mentioned, your Payment for a period may be less than or equgl W to your 

Potential Profit for the period. Specifically, yogr p3Yment .. !II not be permitted to 

exceed the ALLOWED REDJRN, wbich is designated at ~ of the Tolal Production 

Costs. Therefore, the Allowed Rerum in any period can be represented in the following 

way: 

ALLOWED RET1J.RN. .15 (TOTAL PRODUCTION COST) 

PAYMENT TO THE SELLER 

In eacb period, the ac:ulal period eamings, or PAYMENT, you will receive will be 

equal to d1h.n the calculated Potential Profit or Allowed Rerum, whichever is SMALLER. 

That is, your Payment for the period will be either, (I) the Potential Profit earned from 

the sale of units, or (2) the Allowed Rerum on the Total Production Costs for the ouput 

level chosen, whichever is of !esur yalue. Therefore, if the Allowed Rerum is miUtt 

1hm the Potential Profit calculated for a period, your Payment for the period will be 

equal to the Potential Profit. Conversely, if the Potential Profit calculated for a period is 

greater than the Allowed Rerum figure, the amount of tbe Allowed Rerum will become 

the seller's Payment. Note however, that if your Potential Profit for a period is IIHIll!t. 

your Payment Cor that period wI!! be II!IWl.!L since it would be mWltt than the Allowed 

Rerum. 

un: TRADING PROCESS AM) CALCULATING SELLER PAYMENTS 

The sequence of decisions and caculations to be made in each market period is as 

follows: 

(1) Each trading period will open when you record a number of OUTeur UNITS on 

Line (I) of the provided "Seller'S Record Sheet", whicb is also in your folder. 

The seller will sll2m an integer between 100 and 120 as an output level, this 
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means the seller bas decided to produce and sell from 100 to 120 units of the 

commodity. 

5 

(2) Using the Buyers' PUfchasioll Rule, you will then nod the PRICE at which the 

number of Output Units chosen, on Line (I), in the current period will be sold. 

The Price, based all the buyers' demand schedule fOf the output level chosen, 

will be recorded all Line (2). 

(3) The seller will next calculate the TOTAL SALES REVENUES for the period by 

multiplying the Output Units all Line (I) by the Price on Line (2), and record it 

00 Line (3). such tllat Line (I) " Line (2) - Line (3). 

(4) The seller will record the TOTAL PRODUcnON COSTS for the number of ullits 

to produce to be takell from Column (2) of the initial Summary of Seller'S Cost 

of Productioll. Depending all whether the seller is only operating in the single

seUer market or both markets. the seller will use either the Summary of SeUer's 

Costs of Production or the POST-ENTRY Summary of Sell~r's Costs of 

Production. The Total Production Cost will be recorded on Line (4). 

(S) The POTENTIAL PROFIT will be calculated and recorded on Line (S) by 

subtracting the Total Productioll Costs on Line (4) from the Total Sales 

Revenues on Line (3). such that Line (3) - Line (4) - Line (S). 

Under the supervisioo of the experimenter(s) the seUer will then: 

(6) Calculate the ALLOWED RETURN for the period and record it on Line (6) of 

the Seller'S Record Sheet. The Allowed Return will be set at ~ of the 

Total ProductiOIl Cost. This will be found by multiplying ~ times the Total 

Production Cost from Lioe (4). 

(7) Determine the current period PAYMENT by comparing the Potential Profit on 

Line (S) to the Allowed Return on Line (6). The seller, under the 

experimenter(s) supervision will enter the Will of the two values from Line (S) 
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and Line (6). This value, the Payment to be made to the seller for the period 

will be recorded on Line (7). 

The seller will then determine his/her Accumulated Earnings for the sin lie-seiler market 

at the end of the period on Line (8). This will be found by adding the current period 

Payment on Line (7) to the ~ ~ Accumulated Earnings balance. Line (S) will 

represent a running total of your Accumulated Earnings in the single-seller market. This 

will be used to determine your cash payment at the end of the experiment. 

After the seller has calculated his Accumulated Earnings for a period on Line (8), 

the next slDlLle-seller market trading period will begin. The seller will choose a number 

of Output Units, rmd the Price buyers are willinS purchase each unit for the ouput level 

chosen. determine the Total Production Costs, determine Potential Profit, and so on. 

The sinllie-seller market trading will always be the fun trade for the seller who 

operates in this market. Therefore. the seller will always trade in the single-seller 

market I!dm trading in the second (computerized) market. if the seller chooses to enter 

this market. AU calculations for the single-seller market will be mad~ prior to any 

activity in the second market. 

If the seller decides to enter the second (computerized) market and is panicipating 

in l!2Ih markets, the seller will face the costs from the POST-ENTRY Summary of Seller's 

Costs each period. If the seller chooses G1 to enter the 'second (computerized) market or 

to leave the second market in a period, the seller would face the initial costs from the 

Summary of Seller'S Costs of Production for the single-seller market. 

In order to better understand this process, please review the following example with 

the experimenter(s) on the sheet provided labeled. "SINGLE-SELLER MARKET EXAMPLE". 

Assume that this is a period where the single-selier is not allowed to enter the second 

(computerized) market and therefore uses the inital Summary of Seller's Costs of 

Production. 
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Example: Consider a seller who c!1ose an output level of ....lll.. units. Taken from 

the Buyers' Purchasing Rule, the unit Price at which consumers are willing to purchase 

the 113 units produced ·is S 0.76. Selling 113 units at this price would yield Total Sales 

Revenues of $ 8S.88. The Total Production Cost of producing 113 units is $ 7S.06, taken 

from Column (2) of the Summary of Seller's COSts. The Potential Profit resulting from 

subtracting Total Production Costs from Total Sales Revenues would be $ 10.82. The 

experimenter(s) would C3lculate the Allowed Return at $ 11.26, by multiplying .IS($ 7S.06), 

and rounding it to the nearest cent. The experimenter(s) would compare Line (S) and 

Line (6). Since $ 11.26 is greater than $ 10.82, the value from Line (5), the Potential 

Profit of $ lO.82, would be recorded on Line (7) as the Payment. The seller would 

compute his/her Accumulated Earnings for the period. Assuming that the previous balance 

was 56S.50, the new Accumulated E3rnings would be S 76.32. 

Finally, remember these points: 

I. Each market period will open with the seller choosing a number of OUTPUT 

UNITS between 100 and 120. 

2. The PRICE for the number of units produced will be set by the Buyers' 

Purchasing Rule, depending on the OUput choice the seller makes. 

3. The POTENTIAL PROFIT for a period is simply the TOTAL SALES REVENUES 

minus TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS. 

4. The ALLOWED RETURN will be calculated by the experimenter(s) as IS% of the 

Total Production COSt. 

S. The PAYMENT in each period will be set equal to ~ the ALLOWED 

RETURN or POTENTIAL PROFIT, whichever is 1!!IIIln. 

6. If the POTENTIAL PROFIT i3 ~, and therefore less than the ALLOWED 

RETURN for a period, the PAYMENT will still be set equal to the lower, <i&.. 

negative) value, and your ACCUMULATED EARNINGS will ~ for the 
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period. 

7. Trading in the single-seller market will be mandatory and made prior to any 

participation in the second market. 

8. The seller who participates in the single-seller market will earn the right to 

sell in this market after instructions from both markets are completed. 

9. If the seller c:hooses to enter the sec:ond (computerized) market, the seller will 

use the: POST-ENTRY Summary of Seller's Cost of Production for each period 

the seller participates in ll21Il markets. If the seller does Il2I enter the second 

market for a period, he will face the costs in the intial Summary of Seller's 

Costs of Production. 

Are there aoy questions about the way the single-seller market operates? 
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CAStS I-,.R 

SINGLE-SELLER MARKET 

SUMMARY OF SELLER'S COSTS OF PRODUCTION 

~ml!u 51! l!!!lSa :I~LSJ:lm 6~BMzECQm WB~W:~L SJ:lm 
100 S 70.41 S 0.70 S 0.36 

101 S 70.77 S 0.70 S 0.36 

102 S 71.13 S 0.70 S 0.36 

103 S 71.48 S 0.69 S 0.36 

104 S 71.84 S 0.69 S 0.36 

lOS S 7UO S 0.69 S 0.36 

106 S 72.56 S 0.68 is 0.36 

107 S 72.92 S 0.68 S 0.36 

108 S 73.27 S 0.68 5 0.36 

109· S 73.63 S 0.68 S 0.36 

110 S 73.99 S 0.67 S 0.36 

111 S 74.3S S 0.67 S 0.36 

112 S 74.71 S 0.67 S 0.36 

113 S 75.06 S 0.66 S 0.36 

114 S 75.42 S 0.66 S 0.36 

I1S S 75.78 S 0.66 S 0.36 

116 S 76.14 S 0.66 :50.36 

117 5 76.50 S 0.65 S 0.36 

118 S 76.8S S 0.65 50.36 

119 S 77.21 5 0.65 S 0.36 

120 S 77.57 S 0.6S S 0.36 
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CASeS I-E 
SINGLE-SELLER MARKET EXAMPLE 

TradiDI Period 

(1) OUTPUT UNITS 113 
[Number of Units 
between 100 • 120J 

(2) CURRENT PERIOD PRICE S 0.76 
[Taken from Buyers' 
Purchasin8 Rule J 

(3) TOTAL SALES REVENUE S 85.88 
[Line (1) x Line (2») 

(4) TOTAL PRODUcnON cosrs S 75.06 
[TakeD from Summary of 
SeDer's Costs of Production) 

(5) POTENTIAL PROFIT S 10.82 
[Line (3) - Line (4») 

(6) ALLOWED RETURN S 11.26 
[.15 x TOTAL COSIS) 

(7) PAYMENT TO SELLER S 10.82 
[Smaller of Line (S) 

and Line (6)J 

(8) ACCUMULATED EARNINGS 
[Assume a PREVIOUS BALANCE 

of S 65.50) S 76.32 
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eFiSt. :III 

SING~SEr.LER MJUlKE'l' 

I'OSlI-i!III:II sm.uRr c:.- SBrn!IPS OJS!S O!' I'iUllLlliAi 

JInZR I!II1Rr'lIIl'D SIIDD pwtIiBRiZ2D, MIRII:Er 

tllml:!!fo ot U its 'ltIrII'. COSlS A9I!IBIGK CDSIS MIIRGJ8L OJS!S 

1m $ m.:29 $ OS $ 0.35 

101 $ m.e; $ OS $ 0.35 

102 $ 'D.D1 $ OS $ 0.35 

1CB $ 'D.35 $ om $ 0,3; 

~ $ 'D.72 $ om $ 0,3; 

lC5 $ '7UB $ O.EB $ 0.35 

10; $ '71"" $ 0.61 $ 0..35 

lal $ '71.8) $ 0.61 $ 0..35 

1CB $ 7.2..1S $ 0.61 $ 0.35 

1(9 $ '72~ $ 0.61 $0.35 

110 $ '72JI1 $ 0.66 $0:£ 

111 $ '13.23 $ 0.66 $0:£ 

112 $ '13!9 $ 0.66 $ 0:£ 

113 $ '13..!K $ OS; $0:£ 

114 $ '14.:D $ o.e; $0:£ 

115 $ '14.66 $ o.e; $ 0:£ 

116 $ 'l5.D2 $ o.e; $ 0.35 

11'7 $ 7S..:E $ 0.6£ $0:£ 

1lB $ 'l5.'13 $ 0.6£ $0.35 

119 $ 'Em $ 0.6£ $0:£ 

12) $ 'E.J5 $ 0.6£ $0:£ 

... 
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CASE IV 

SINGLE-SELLER MARKET 

J!!2SI-ErrrBl: S!lMMABY!2E SELLER'S t!2SIS!2E I!R!2D!.!tI!!2t:! 

AFTER ENTRY INTO SECOND (COMPUTERIZED) MARKET 

t!U!Db~I g[ Ilnil5 IQIOI.t!2SIS .6~Ba!:il; t!2:mi MAB!:iI~A1. !::!2SIS 
100 S 73.21 S 0.73 $ 0.36 

101 S 73.S7 S 0.73 S 0.36 

102 S 73.93 S 0.72 S 0.36 

103 S 74.28 S 0.72 $ 0.36 

104 S 74.64 $ 0.72 S 0.36 

105 S 75.00 S 0.71 $ 0.36 

106 $ 75.36 S 0.71 $ 0.36 

107 S 75.72 S 0.71 $ 0.36 

108 S 76.07 S 0.70 $ 0.36 

109 S 76.43 S 0.70 $.0.36 

110 S 76.79 S 0.70 S 0.36 

llJ S 77.1S S 0.70 S 0.36 

112 S 77.51 S 0.69 S 0.36 

113 S 77.86 S 0.69 S 0.36 

114 S 78.22 S 0.69 $ 0.36 

115 S 78.58 S 0.68 S 0.3.6 

116 S 78.94 S 0.68 S 0.36 

117 S 79.30 S 0.68 S 0.36 

118 S 79.65 S 0.68 S 0.36 

119 S 80.01 S 0.67 $ 0.36 

120 S 80.37 S 0.67 $ 0.36 
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EXQl:rjmp;nr 

snUB TRIVU omz 

1. What is Ihe finl derivative of X2, 

2. How many claws does a houseC3t have? 

3. Who Wrote Rhap<qdy in Blu .. ? 

4. What was World War I known as before World War II? 

S. What does a horolo~ist measure? 

6. Who wrote Tht Princt and tht pauPt!? 

7. How many sides are there on a pent:lgon? 

8. What city would you visit to check out Wencelslaus Squ:lfe? 

9. Wh:1t is the largest bone in the human body? 

10. What is the cubed root of 343. 



E:sperimcoc Name· 

SEI LER TRIVIA QUIZ 

I. What is the indefinite integral of 3X2, f 3X2 

2. What day of the week will January I, 2001, be? 

3. What does the River Seine empty into? 

4. What is the strongest muslce in the body? 

s. What spice do chefs pay the most for? 

6. What is xenophobia? 

7. What does a dtllioloeist collect? 

8. What adjective describes an animal that e~1S both plants and anima1s7 

9. How m~ny bones ~re there in the hum~n body'? 

10. What is C minus LXXIX (answer in Rom~n Numerals)? 
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Expt:rimrDt: 

SELLER TRIVIA omz 

I. ..., ... m,,""~ ;,..,'" of U'. f",,!IX, 
2. What twO months conein equinoxes? 

3. Who is the barber in the The 83Tbe! of Seville? 

4. Where are the Haversign C3DaIs? 

S. What alloy do tin and lead form? 

6. What is a phrenologist? 

7. What two counuies are separated by the Gulf of Bothnia? 

8. What is Mach I? 

9. Whic!l of the five senses develops first? 

10. What is a rhinoceros's hom made of? 



) 
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" 

E;spsrirnsnt Nam~ 

IRMA mBREAKER 

1. What does a bibliome enjoy? 

2. What's the difference ilI..mil§ between twO square miles and two miles square? 

3. What is JUDe's birthstone? 

4. What planet is nearest the SOD? 

s. Who was born illSt, Bach. Bethoven. or Brahms? 
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